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the place is coming to the front as a lishment of civil government at various
resort.
A new hotel, to be points in the islands and showing a concalled the Asticou Inn, will be complet- stantly increasing disposition on the
ed early in the summer. It will accom- part of the insurgent chiefs to surrender,
modate about 50 guests. Mrs. George were considered very satisfactory.AtHuntington Williams of Maryland will torney General Griggs has handed to
build a cottage near the summer home the President his resignation to take
of President Gilman of John Hopkins’ effect March 81.
Mr. Griggs intends to
University. One of the most costly leave Washington on Saturday next for
buildings will be that of the Heck his home in New Jersey, where hereshaires of New York, who are now ex- after he will reside. His intention is to
cavating on School House ledge. Loren resume the practice of his profession.
E. Kimball’s hew cottage at this place .Ex-Senator Chandler, the president
is to cost about $10,000....Out of 134 of the Spanish war claims commissioncandidates examined this month at the has announced that that commission
various military posts throughout the will hold its first session on April 8th.
country as to their qualifications for ad
A tragedy in clintun.
mission to the United States military
academy, 104 passed successfully and
will be admitted without further exami Three Children Murdered by Their Father.
summer
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Among

them are A. W. Lane

and M. H. Shutc of Maine...The AVaterville and Fairfield Railway. Light and
Power company lias acquired all the
page 6.
11■ 1
Literary News and Notes., property right and franchises of the
Water \essels....Frozen to Union Gas and Electric
tcompany of
Waterville. The deal includes the origPAGE 7.
inal $50,000 stock, the purchasers assumSaved by Faith Nobody's
ing $60,000 first mortgage bonds. The
mi in
Aroostook. .Coasters
...Gems of Thought .New
purchase includes the power station, 70
Rural
Free
Delivery.. acres of land, and four dams on Messa:ucky
Apportionment ..Survivors of lonskee stream,
controlling the entire
; system of water basins. Frank Chase,
PAGE 8.
general manager of the Union Gas
( ounty Correspondence..Ship
company, and Nathaniel Meader, treasBirths, .carriages..Deaths.
urer. have resigned as such, and W. F.
OF THE WEEK.
Wyman, superintendent of the AVaterville and Fairfield Railway, Light and
There has been a Power company, has been elected as
runs.
.inching in tbe vicinity of general manager of the whole.The
vs winter.
M. S. Tyler steam dredge Plymouth Rock and an.mains of a number of deer other smaller dredge will come to Unweeks. He has found two ion river this spring to remove the
rocks from the channel. The work of
two at Marble brook, one
nk. three at Head Water dredging was begun last fall, and it will
be completed in April, after which the
near Bog brook, and also
nf a big cow moose.In river will be navigable to craft of greatlain his early spring visit- er draught.The new city government
A. Judkins of tbe famous or Auburn organized, Monday. Mayor
i i. use, at Kineo. has decided AVilson’s inaugural was read at' 11
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urge hotel on May 15 when
will be received in the best
which means in faultless
be terms will be $2 a day
winning of the summer sea:ie regular rates will be in
ue Thompson of Dover has
■•ted tbe building of a steamer
w hiner/ has been purchased
be added to the various
tit upon Sebec lake for tbe
passengers. Tbe steamer is
and 10 1-2 feet beam and
in a 15 b. p. boiler.Hotel
principal hostelry in Skowndd at auction, March 21st.
no-was Richard W. Brown
■ nd the price
paid was $15,ntel was built in 1881 at a
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mo.Work is progressing

•.i:tiously upon tiie prepar•i.c reception and ball to be
■

•nr

of tiov. John F. Hill and

hull, Bangor Friday even12.The judges of the

court hereafter will have
,11110—and they can earn it
it.The Knox county

••uie

o'clock, showing

good

financial conThe common council being Reand
the
aldermen
and mayor
publican
Democratic, this year, presents a mixed

dition.
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Tile Republicans congovernment.
trolled the joint convention, however,
and elected George AAr. Rumpus, city
clerk; Elien W. Eveleth, city treasur-

er; Harry Rowe, street commissioner;
and Charles F. Curtis, tax collector.
The Allen Granite Co. has been organized at Mount Desert, for the purpose of
dealing in granite and stone, with $10,000 capital stock of which $1,200 is paid
in. The officers are: President, Obadiah
Allen of Mt, Desert: treasurer, Melville L. Allen of Mt. Desert.Elijah
Kellogg left no will. March 25th a petition for the appointment of his son,
Frank G. Kellogg of Melrose, Mass., to
be administrator was received and he
was appointed.
The petition sets the
value of the estate at about $4,000.
In Brief.
Several Boston tin can
firms have been swallowed up by the

American Tin Can Company, incorporated under the laws of New Jersey, with
only tive cases..... headquarters in New York and a capital
now laying plans for a of
$83,000,000. The Boston concerns abcelebration.An Angus
sorbed are the New England Can Comhas carefully watched the
pany, Boston Can Company and the U.
;
past, predicts that the B. Campbell &. Son’s Can Company.
lie clear of ice to tbe sea, These are the three
largest plants in
mi of May. He admits howBoston and employ several hundred
1 raw raiii might
hurry haat- hands....The American Bridge Company
John K. Ames died at his
has closed one of the largest foreign conJacliias March 22nd of pneu- tracts ever made,
aggregating" over
i! illness of two days.
His
The contract
twenty thousand tons.
and during a busy life lie was issued
by the Ecuadorian Associa-
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offices of town and connad served in both brandies
ature, was collector of cus
lime of his death, iiad been
u ner and a prominent lum1 urer.Tbe building of tbe
nit-111 coaling
station
at
ue has already begun.
A
wharf lias been built, and
.iliam F. Collins lias just
: iere 500 tons of steel and
! cement.
Sixty-five steel
a\

1

■ting;2500 pounds each,

were

the cargo, and they are now
ii a process of painting in
ng stored, to prevent rust,
e men are at present employ,
ion. ...Thenomination eomthe Maine Federation of
luhs has selected the follows: President,
Mrs. Anna S.
:usta: vice president, Mrs.
■

\rmstrong, Lewiston; corresecretary, to be chosen by the

1

recording secretary, Miss
i.atvry, Rockland; treasurer,
M. Bradbury, Lexter: recieau, Miss Medora C. Small,
educational committee, Mrs.
Hntler, Mechanic Falls; Mrs.
Hi

II. Winslow,

Saco; Mrs.

IIrown, Portland; Miss Emma
Ilallowell; Miss L. Annie

1

Machias.The friends of the
movement in Maine will
h

iderably encouraged by the
the bill appropriating $15,000

"

uprovement of State roads.
isions the State will assist
is iii making better roads as
>

ipripate larger

amounts for

se.Will you recognize the
tiag when you see it? Asaui :■ a new law' the flag is to be
aged with the emblem of tlie
:i
a pine tree proper, in the
uid a polar star (a mullet of
its
in blue in the upper corstrange are some of the sto"iiieto Maine from the recent
tin's show in New York.
Vist e Maine exhibit would ask
t hat were
enough to make an
nis gravity.
For instance one
wo women was heard explain“It is
'liruce gum was made.
M’ : ’.lie, pine trees,” he said, “boilu

"'

1

That’s just

a sample. Anothcvidently a great swell, asked

guides if moose were deer
What the guide said is not re1 ’rono
is tlie first town in
-i- a
voting machine at an elee.m il eighth tlie people up there
tut
opportunity to test the
Yutometer,the machine which
Isu much attention at the Capimtcr. It is claimed that the
'1 the balloting will he known
'‘I minutes after tlie
polls are
Kverything looks bright for
successful season for the surn“"its on Moosehead lake.
Last
the best ever experienced, but
!
'"beets for this are even better.
.ms are being added to the
v
mse, and the other resorts are
fur an unparalelled season.
y'fumtf
“Kular monthly meeting of tliedi"f the Maine Central Railroad
■„
T at tlie
general offices in Port1(,
turday. Routine business was
iv
;■ irtcii, and it was voted to replace
Cathance bridge at BowHm
by a new steel structure.
Uibott of the Lockwood mills
if a
t-rvjiie says that he knows of no
e 1,11
the part of the directors of
it
fr mporation to shut down part of
or to run the whole of the
plj "" half
time, as has been reported,
Manley, with members of
departed from Augusta for

tt"

1

1
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of the victims of typhoid fever in
and one of her young sons ^
Mrs. Henrietta P. Harriman of Sandy- since died. She was born in Belfast, a
point died at the home of her son March 6th, daughter of James and Catherine Calderaged 68 years, 3 months, 24 days. She had wood, and spent her early life here. She
been in poor health from heart trouble for married Frank W. Rhoades of Rockland
several years and was a great sufferer for and lived there and in Vinalhaven until a
the past three months. She was the daugh- short time ago, when
they moved to Halloter of Samuel and Nancy Blanchard of well. Her husband and three sons
survive
Stockton and one of a family of nine, four of her, but one of the boys has since been
whom are now living: Mrs. Margaret taken. Her mother lives in
this city, with
Smart of Portland, Mrs. Jennie Payne of the
only remaining sister, Mary E.,
Somerville, Mass., Mr. David Blanchard of wife of Alvin Blodgett. She leaves three
Stockton, California, Mr. Shepherd Blanch- brothers, James Calderwood of Milton,
ard of Stockton Springs, Maine. In early
Mass., Edwin of Los Angeles, Calif., and
life she married Mr. Henry Clifford of Luther of
Belfast. The funeral was held
Searsport Harbor, who with their five-years in Hallowell, March 12th, and the burial
old son was lost at sea, Sept. 9, 1860. After will be in
Rockland.
many years of widowhood she became the
wife of Mr. Otis Harriman in 1884. Mr. H.
Mrs. Josephine Carter died at the home
lived only a few years after.
Of her of her
daughters, at the corner of Court
immediate family she leaves a son Mr. Ed- and Pearl
streets, Sunday after a long illward Clifford, with whom she lived, and ness
which she bore with true Christian
who very tenderly cared for her through her fortitude.
She was a native of Northport, a
sickness; one daughter, Mrs. Wm. Small of daughter of the late Henry and Priscilla
N.
Nashua,
H., and twelve grand children. Brown. She was married to Capt. William
She was a member of the church in SandyCarter, and the family lived at a pleasant
point and always attended when her health home on
Northport avenue near Little River
would permit. She was a very kind-hearted
until 4 years ago when they moved into the
woman and devoted
to her family and
city. Capt. Carter died 14 years ago. She
friends. Of her it can be said “Her work
leaves two daughters, Mrs. J. H. Burke and
on earth was well done.”
The funeral was Miss
Zaidee B. Carter. Two brothers and
held at her late home the Sunday following
one sister remain, George A. Brown and
her death, with a service by Eev. H. W.
Mrs. Sarah Fyler of East Boston and Frank
Norton of Searsport and singing of favorite
A. Brown of Reading. Mrs. Carter was
hymns by members of the church choir. domestic in her
tastes, devoted to her family
The burial was in the family lot in the
and loyal to her friends. The funeral was
in
cemetery
Sandypoint.
held at her late home Tuesday afternoon,
Rev. J. M. Leighton officiating.
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THE HOSPITAL FAIR.

Hallowell,

Lucia A. Gilbert was born November 6,
1883, in Brooks, Maine. Her father, Jacob
Oliver Stoddard died at the'home of his
L. Havener, removed to Belfast when she son,
George W. Stoddard, Tuesday morning,

was a few months old and that was her
home until about eight years ago, when she
went to Portland to make her home with
her son. In 1853 she married Fitz W. Gilbert. There were born to them two sons
and one daughter. Mr. Gilbert was a shipcarver and gilder and kept at his trade until
the ship-building business went down. At
the time of the Civil War he early answered
his country’s call, and remained until his
health gave way. Mrs. Gilbert was a tower
of strength to him then and always. She
had a brave, cheerful disposition and took
patiently and hopefully the burdens of life,
and she knew some of its severe trials.
In 1878 her oldest son Charles fell from the
masthead of a vessel and was buried at sea.
This was a terrible shock and grief to her
and all the family In 1889 Mr. Gilbert died
and Mrs. Gilbert was left with a son and
The County Tax.
daughter. She made a home for them until
The County Commissioners met Tuesday her son Samuel went to Portland Jto go into
and assessed the county tax on the various business. Since then, as has been said, she
towns. Two years ago the county was free has had a happy home with him. Fortwenfrom debt and had a balance of $1.3,000 in ty years Mrs. Gilbert has been a sufferer
the treasury. By orders of the Supreme from lameness which caused her much pain.
Court an expensive addition lias since been It shut her out from much of the outside
built to the court house, which has not only- life, but she kept a calm and cheerful front.
used up that balance but made it necessary Her whole life revealed the true Christian
to increase the county tax for the ensuing faith and character. Not only did she bear
her own pain and troubles patiently, but
two years from $13,000 to $15,000 per year.
her family and friends found in her a sympaFollowing are the amounts apportioned to
the various towns as compared with the thetic and hopeful adviser. SI ;> died at her
home on Coyle street FridayMarch loth,
former tax:
after an illness of two weeks.
She was
1001.
1900.
Belfast.$ 4,388 15
$ 3,952 57 buried at Evergreen Cemetery. (Portland
158 52
139 00
llelmont.
papers please copy.)
Brooks.
402 08
351 03
Burnham.
347 83
296 10
Frankfort
375 62
279 61
Benjamin F. Neal died at liis home, No. 5
259 73
224 62
Freedom.
Islesboro.
776 04
445 67
Cedar street, Sunday noon, after a long illJackson.
223 28
207 44
ness.
He was born in Pittston, Me., a son
Knox.
313 71
275 22
344 23
315 15 of John H. and Delilah (Blaisdell) Neal,
Liberty.
441 77 and during his early manhood worked in
Lincolnville.
498 36
463 18
Monroe.
409 93 sash and door
shops in Fairfield. In 1881 he
498
Montville.
78
435 82
came to Belfast and took charge of
the
Morrill.
218 51
193 16
North port.
458 64
402 54
stock-cutting in Mathews Bros’, door dePalermo.
291 35
250 72 partment, which position he held until last
287 63
243 06
Prospect.
when failing health obliged him
Searsmont.
525 44
447 53 September,
01
953 29 to give up work. His wife, formerly Clara
Sear-sport. 1,052
Stockton Springs.
408 04
360 17 A. Morton of Windsor, died Nov.
16, 1893.
Swanville.
236 58
210 70
He leaves one son, Leslie F., with whom he
366 42
Thorndike.
323 22
412 96
342 43 has made his home recently. Mr. Neal was
Troy.
570 35
513 31 a thorough workman, of excellent judgment,
Unity.
Waldo.
240 29
210 63 and was a valued
employe. He was a mem890 27
779 48
Winterport.
ber of the Baptist church, of Phoenix Lodge
Total.$15,000 00
$13,082 40 of Masons and the New England Order of
Protection. He enlisted in the 1st Maine
Signs of Spring.
Cavalry, Co. C, and was severely wounded
at the battle of Antietam. He re-enlisted in
A living butterfly appeared between the the
3d Maine Battery and served to the close
double windows at W. L. Hanson’s resi- of
the war. In all the relations of life Mr.
dence on Main street March 20th.
Neal was a good man; kind and faithful to
the best needs of his family, honest and upA robin was heard singing in the trees at
right in his dealings with his fellow-men.
the corner of Miller and Congress streets He had the
respect and esteem of all who
Sunday. On the same day robins were seen knew him. The funeral was held yesterday,
and heard on Northport avenue.
Wednesday, afternoon, Rev. Geo. S. Mills

tion ilimited), the material to be used for
bridge construction on the Guayaquil
& (juino Railroad Company in Ecuador.
.The fire loss in Boston for the insurance underwriters year ending March 1,
was $1,674,770, on buildings and contents, on which tlie insurance loss was
$1,407,584. The loss per capita of population was $2.09.New York city will
be asked to appropriate $1,000,000 for
the naval arch to be erected in Battery
Park.Mrs. Naramore, who murdered
her six children at Cold Brook, Mass.,
and then cut her own throat, is gaining
strength, and it is feared she will reThe poor woman does not realize
cover.
what she has done and thinks the children still alive.The London foreign
office takes a pessimistic view of the immediate future in the far east in spite of
the settlement of the Tien Tsin incident
and entertains grave fears that the relations between Japan and Russia may
shortly reach the danger point.Another casting will be made for the balance rudder of tire Lawson boat Independence, as the one now at the Atlantic Works, Boston, it is said, did not
prove strong enough to stand the tremendous strain expected of it. The new
casting, or bronze frame, which will be
even heavier and stronger than the first
one, will be made of Hyde metal at
Bath, Me. The making of the new
casting will not cause any serious delay.
.The temperance agitation started in
Topeka, Kansas, by Mrs. Nation, has
resulted in bringing out the heaviest
Wheels appeared on the streets Saturday,
registration for the spring election in March 23d, and were quite generally used
The registra- about town
the history of the city.
Monday. There is still a good
tion just closed shows a registration of
deal of snow on the back roads and in the
15,000, of which 6,000 are women. The
woods.
registration last fall for the presidential election was 10,174 men.The hapSpring fever has arrived. It always
py outlook for sports the coming season
has induced baseball men in New Eng- conies ahead of the calendar. Generally it
is announced by advertisements telling of
land cities to agitate the matter of a
remedies that will cure the tired feeling.
New England league, notwithstanding
Occasionally a bluebird comes along to
that few seasons have been completely sound a note, and, finally, under the leaves
successful since the early nineties. The some one finds a snowdrop or a violet, and
league of six dubs was organiz.ed at the everybody begins to grow weary. The disQuincy house, Boston, March 21st. The ease is largely mental, and the sovereign
circuit will include Manchester, Lowell, cure for it is work.—Saturday Evening
Post.
Haverhill, Lewiston, Bangor, and probably Portland. The latter city was not
Some early species of beetles have made
represented, but reports from there were
favorable.The United States govern- their appearance.
ment, says the Wellington correspondent of the London Daily Express,
Mrs. Eli Cook had maple syrup March
has refused New Zealand’s request to
22d, made from sap drawn from trees about
re-open the question of
permitting her house.
British steamers to trade between Honolulu
aujl San Francisco.Leon O.
The Shoe Situation.
Bailey of Indianapolis has closed a deal
in Chicago with George A. Beaton,
Footwear is firmly maintained for staple
president of the American finance and
are
trust company, whereby the building of lines, although high-priced grades
easier. Some decrease in demand does not
the new Brunswick hotel in Madison
disturb
as
factories
are
producers,
busy on
square and 5th avenue, New York, is contracts
will require months to fill.
assured. The building will commence Orders forthat
boots have exceeded last year’s
June 1st, and calls for an outlay of to
date, with trade most active in the South.
It is designed to be the Buyers who recently left Boston are now
$0,000,000.
finest hotel in America. Boston capital sending in orders freely.
Special activity
is behind the enterprise. Among the is noticed in the local market for patent
stockholders are Ex-Sec. of State Rich- and enamel shoes. Leather is in good deard Olney, Alexander S. Porter and mand, particularly for sole, but quotations
are unchanged, although stocks are light.
Oliver Ames of Boston and Charles T. Hides
in Chicago have declined almost
Barney and Henry E. Howland of New steadily for two months, the net fall in the
York.The Geneva correspondent of average of ten grades amounting to 7.2 per
the London Daily Mail says it is re- cent. Despite the weakness in domestic
ported there that Mr. Kruger, if his lines, foreign hides are tending upward.
health permits, will visit the United —Dun’s Review, March 23d.
States next month.
Ivy Day Exercises at Orono.

Washington Whisperings.
The
cabinet meeting March 22nd was not
protracted. The latest advices from
China, largely press reports, indicating
an adjustment of the acute situation bej"ai“t,
tween the Russians an d British at Tien
Tsin, was considered rea 6suring. Sec
i'iif
retary Hay submitted the recent dis
k„ai!ll'y.
last Saturday.
They will patches from Com missioner Rockhill
a BOUtbem
trip before they re- The reports from the Philippine com
turr'eteThere
is a building boom at mission, submitted by Secretary Root
Li;-"
“'least Harbor, which indicates that indicating rapid progress of the estab-

t,,,'.

Jacob Dearborn Marr, a farmer living 8
miles from Clinton village killed his 3 children, Ellis M., aged 13, Edwin 9, Helen 7,
with an axe, March 21st, shortly after the
family had got up from the dinner table.
He had been despondent,but nothing serious
He passed by his oldest
was apprehended.
daughter, who was washing dishes, and returning from the shed with axe in hand
felled her at his feet at one blow. Mrs.
Marr ran screaming to the house of her
husband’s brother, Samuel Marr, and her
husband went up stairs and killed the two
younger children, who were at play. When
questioned about it he said: “I don’t know.”
He was arrested, arraigned in the municipal
court at Waterville March 22nd, and committed to the county jail at Augusta to
await the action of the May grand jury.
Marr is a man about 50 years old. He has
always been a sober, industrious man, quiet
and well behaved, well liked though not
very popular owing to his keeping so much
to himself.
He has been a laborer, working
at various jobs, and alwaysdoinggood work.
People have lately noticed that his peculiarities had become more pronounced, but
still called it oddness and little dreamed that
the disordered brain would soon give way
entirely, with such frightful results. His
peculiarities were not extreme, but noticeable.
Why Marr allowed his wife to escape
from the room perhaps may never be known.
He certainly had ample time to turn from
his first victim and kill his wife, but perhaps the diseased brain had planned the
order in which they must die and he followed the plan to the letter.
Noah Prescott, one of the officers concerned in the arrest of Marr, had an exciting experience in this vicinity in his younger days.
He was one of the posse of officers
who fought with and killed the deserters
Knowles and Grant in Troy, in 1863, when
Chas. O. MeKenney was badly wounded.
Mr. Prescott has also been U. S. deputy
marshal and has taken part in some lively
fights with law breakers along the Canadian border.

1901.

officiating.
William Kelbert died

Monday

in S>

ars-

mont, at the home of his only daughter,
Mrs. Chas. F. Smith, at the age of 62
years. He was born in Hamburg, Germany, and came to this country in 1860.
He enlisted in the U. S. navy in 1862,
and was on the gunboat Mississippi when
Lieutenant, now Admiral George Dewey,
set fire to her by order of Commodore Farragut to save her from the rebels,
the ship being hard aground at the time.
Kelbert left the ship with two other men in
a small boat and Dewey drifted down river
a bale of cotton.
Kelbert afterwards
served on the Pensacola, Arizona, Glide and

on

Monongahela.

He was quartermaster on
the two last named ships. After the war he
settled on a little place in Searsport, which
has since been his home.
His wife died
several years ago and Mrs. Smith is the
only survivor of the family. Mr. Kelbert
was an enthusiastic Freemason, a member
of Mariners’ Lodge of Searsport, and whenever it was possible he attended the meetings. He died respected by all who knew
him.

James Sheldon died at the home of his
son, James Freeman Sheldon, on the Poor’s
Mills road, Monday night, at the age of 72
years. He was born in Belfast, a son of
Xebulon and Abigail Sheldon. In early life
he went to California, where he remained
but a short time, and returned to the farm
in Belfast. In middle life he spent ten years
in Colorado, but with that exception his
home has been in Belfast. He has lived
with his son two years, and since September
last he has been nearly helpless from paralysis, during which time he has received the
most loving care from his son and family.
The parts of the Ivy Day exercises at the His wife, formerly Relief
Sawyer, survives
University of Maine, May 17, have been
him, with two sons and two daughters. They
announced as follows:
are James F. of Belfast, Charles of Seattle,
Prayer, R. E. Trewargy, Surry, Maine.
Oration, T. E. O’Leary, Hampden, Maine. Wash., Mrs. Etta Patterson of Belfast, and
Poem, Amy l.Maxfield, Sandypoint,Maine. Mrs. Maurice Wentworth of
Roberts, Mon.
History, A. M. O’Connor, East Wilton,
He leaves one sister, Mrs. Daniel Dutton of
Maine.
Presentator, R. E. Mullaney, Bangor, Waldo. The funeral was held yesterday,
Maine.
Rev. G. E. Edgett
Currator, R. E. Strickland, East Paris, Wednesday, forenoon,
officiating.
Maine.
Odist, E. N. Perry, North Castine, Maine.
Mrs. Annie Rhoades, who died March 11th,
Marshal, S. M. McCullough, Lynn, Mass.

at the advanced age of 85 years. He was
born in Freeport and learned the tanner’s
trade, afterwards working in Brunswick,
Appleton, Searsmont and other places. His
first wife, formerly Miss Lucy Hawkes,
died fourteen years ago. They had five children, four of whom survive—Drs. George
W. and Augustus 0. Stoddard of Belfast,
Mrs. Maria Butler of Malden, and Mrs.
Addie Hacker of Oregon. After the death
of his first wife he married her sister, Mrs.
Cynthia Farr, who died a few months ago.
Mr. Stoddard was for fifty years a member
of the Methodist church, and his life was in
accord with his profession—that of an upright, devout Christian. The funeral will
be held at his late home this, Thursday,
afternoon, ReV. G. E. Edgett officiating.

PERSONAL.

Great Success In all Respects. The
Receipts were over HI,BOO.
The fair in aid of the proposed new hospital closed last Thursday, after holding three
It

was a

Net

A. C.

Sibley went

to Boston

Tuesday

on

Monday

on

business.
L. L. Gentner went to Boston

business.

days. The concert, Wednesday evening,
Percy Skay returned home Monday
was largely attended and was equal to any
Waldo boro.
ever given here by local talent.
Every
George A. Leavitt went to Boston
number was exceptionally well rendered.
day on business.
Following is the

from
Mon-

John Walton and wife arrived from Skow-

PROGRAM.

Overture, “I Puritani,”

Bellini

Belfast Band.
Solo for trombone, “Holy City,”
Adams
H. A. Drinkwater.
Duett, “Nearer and Dearest,”
Caricciola
Mrs. R. H. Howes and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
Waltz, “Die Hydropaten”
Gungle
Belfast Band.
Solo, “Dreams,”
Strelezski
Mrs. R. H. Howes.
With violin obligato by P. A. Sanborn.

Gavotte, “Wilhelmina,”

Montague.

Intermission.
Selections on Home Grand Graphophone,
Leslie C. Follett.
March, “For Crown and Country,” Farban
Intermezzo, “Salome,”
Loraine
Belfast Band
Patriotic Airs of Two Continents, Rollinson
Belfast Band.
As an encore Mrs. Howes sang The Irish
Rose, playing her own accompaniment and
Mr. Sanborn the obligato.
The weather wus stormy Thursday, but
there was a good attendance and large sales
in the afternoon.
The evening was more inclement than the
day had been, yet the hall was wrell filled,
and great interest was manifested in the
drawing of the prizes. Every holder of a
dollar ticket drew something, the prizes
ranging in value from 15 cents to $25.00.
There were two boxes, one for the names of
prizes and the other for the numbers of the
tickets. The cards were drawn by two
young men, and three pairs took turns during the evening. They were Carl McDonald, Harry French, Faunce Woodcock,
Main Hills, Ernest Jacobs and Clarence
Hall. The numbers and prizes drawn were
announced by M. C. Murch, and F. H.
Welch and Selwin Thompson had charge of

hegan Saturday.
W. E. Mahoney left Monday to join sch.
R. S. Dean as first officer.
F. R. Wiggin and son went to Bangor Saturday for a few days’ visit.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. Bird made a short
visit in Rockland last week.

Ralph Critchett is at home from Dean
Academy for a short vacation.
Miss Bertha I. Bird went to Rockland to
attend the Chapman Concert.
Chas. S. Bickford left Wednesday morna business trip to Boston.

ing for

Mrs. Cooper of Boston arrived to look after
affairs at her cottage at Shore Acres.
Mrs. Frank 0.

Whiting

arrived home Sat-

urday from a visit in Massachusetts.
Miss Charlotte B. Frost left Saturday for
a business trip to
Washington, D. C.
Dr. and Mrs. R. A. Holland returned to
Calais last week after a short visit in Belfast.

Xorman Wardwell, Esq., of Bangor will
deliver the Memorial day address in Carmel.
L. E. McMahan arrived home Monday
night from Skowhegan for a vacation of two
weeks.
Mrs. C. H. Maxfield and daughter Mae returned March 20th from a visit of two weeks
in Fairfield.
Ross Hammons arrived home

Monday

from

Skowhegan, where he has been employed
during the winter.

Mrs. G. P. Lombard arrived home Wed.
nesday from Massachusetts, where she
the boxes.
spent the winter.
The grand prize, $25.00 in gold, was drawn
Leroy Brown, who has been with E. F.
by Frank Briggs of Liberty.
Bramhall, is to enter the City Drug Store to
Half-tons of coal were drawn by H. D. learn the business.
Clough, Dr. D. P. Flanders, Miss L. A.
Edward N. Wiggin of Waterville is spendMason, D. H. Strout, Janies H. Perkins, ing a short vacation with his
sister, Miss
Geo. S. Chase and Mrs. Ellen Castle.
Juliet A. Wiggin.
Barrels of flour were drawn by K. C.
Basil H. Newell, manager of the Western
Strout, Eugene Thomas, Miss A. F. SouthUnion Telegraph oftice in Wiscasset, is at
worth.
Mrs. J. W. Frederick drew $5.00 in Belfast

home

on a

short vacation.

Frank Ferris, who underwent a serious
Savings Bank.
Annie L., daughter of Capt. Jeremiah O'
operation recently, has been out, and is soon
Jerry Sullivan got a barrel of potatoes.
and Flora (Sherman) Hayes, died at the
Miss Maude Bussey drew a pair of men’s to return to Massachusetts.
home of her parents, on Bay View street, pants at H. W. Clark’s.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Chase arrived home
Saturday, March 23d. She was standing near
Rev. H. H. Woude of Castine drew the Saturday from Boston and New York, where
the kitchen stove in the afternoon, and by pair of Belgian hares, but gave his ticket to they had been to
buy goods.
some means her clothing took fire.
She ran Robert P. Coombs before the drawing.
H. L. Woodcock returned last week from
out of doors, and Charlie Atherton, who
Luville J. Pottle drew 100 cigars, and the a two weeks’ visit to Boston, where lie was
was passing on a grocery team, ran to her
smaller lots of cigars were drawn by many the guest of Mr. Edward Johnson.

assistance and smothered the fire with a
rug.
Physicians were called, but the little
one died early in the evening. Her father is
away at sea. The mother, two brothers and
three sisters, all living at home, remain to
mourn their loss.
Little Annie had a large
circle of friends among the pupils in the
public schools and the Sunday school, who,
together with the many friends of the family, extend sincere sympathy to the bereaved
ones.

persons, most of whom are ladies or men
who do not smoke.
Sherman W. Freeman drew a punch bowl.
Herbert T. Field’s prize was a box of face

powder.
Amos Clement and C. G. Ferguson each
drew a dozen pliotographs_.„
Mrs. E. S. Blanchard of Searsport drew a
cat, Mrs. Mary E. I laugh a live calf, and R.
H. Moody a live pig.
Capt. John \V. McGilyery of Searsport
drew instruction in the dress-cutting school,
__

Mrs. Thomas H. Ladd of Abbot passed $10.00.
away March 16th, at the home of her
J. J. Walker of Liberty drew a pair of
daughter, Mrs. F. II. Weymouth. Mrs.
Ladd had been in feeble health for several felts and rubbers.
Fred T. Chase got 1. V. Miller’s oil paintmonths, and having recovered sufficiently,
went to visit her daughter, Mrs. Weymouth,
ing,
representing a farmer boy trying to
for a few days, and March 6tli she suffered
a partial shock.
She rallied from this, but catch an unruly cow.
Friday she suffered another shock and did
Many other prizes were of more or less
not regain consciousness.
Mrs. Ladd’s value, and as usual there were some curious
maiden name was Ann M. Dyer, and she
combinations. The majority of the grocerywas born in Clinton, Maine, in 1833, and
when in her infancy her father and mother men and their clerks drew coffee, spice,
moved to Vienna. She was married to Mr. soap, etc; men drew face powder and woLadd in 1861, and after living a few years
in Vienna and Lallovell, moved to Abbot, men cigars, and so on through the list.
where, for forty-three years she has had Some got just what they needed, others the
i the respect of all who knew her. The de- reverse.
I ceased is survived by a husband and eight
Many articles were disposed of in various
I children ; five sons and three daughters, viz:
i Frank J., Denny, Cal.; Hiram C., Water- ways outside the regular tickets.
Maine Hills drew II. L. Woodcock’s paintville; Wallace S., Dexter; Albion C., Fair! field; William M., Waterville; Mrs. F. II.
ing.
Mrs.
J. B. Greenleaf, Abj Weymouth and
A harness presented by II. C. Marden was
; bot; Mrs. G. W. Ilescock, Chico, Cal., and
they deeply mourn the loved companion and taken by Chas. II. Field.
whose
devotion
to
home and loved
mother,
The guesses on the number of beans in a
ones was very great.
jar was a surprise to most of the guessers.
The number was 4,053 and most of the
Mrs. Hannah Clark Bodwell, wife of the
late Governor .J. R. Bodwell, died at her guesses were between 2,000 and 3,000, but
home in Hallowell March 18th after a sick- there were more small pea beans than the
ness of several months.
Mrs. Bodwell was
James H. Howes came
born in Dracut, Mass., in 1825, gaining there guessers suspected.
an excellent education.
Later in life, she the nearest and took the mantle, which was
moved to Methuen, Mass., and there was presented to the fair by Mathews Bros., the
married to Governor Bodwell in 1859. A firm furnishing the material and the emfew years before this, in 1852, Governor
Bodwell had associated himself with the late ployes doing the work. The beans were
Moses Webster in the development of the counted by Chas. F. Swift, C. P. llazeltine
quarries; but it was not until 1866, that (he and H. E. Ellis.
family removed to Maine, and to Hallowell.
The rope which formed the word “HospiNo one can think of Governor Bodwell
without recalling the manifold work of kind- tal” was measured by Calvin A. Hubbard,
ness to the poor of Hallowell—and in this Fred Stepnenson and Sanford Howard, and
work Mrs. Bodwell was a willing partner.
was found to be 124 feet and t> inches long.
Her interest in the work of the church with
which she was identified is well known. F’our guesses were within 6 inches of correct
For a long term of years, Mrs. Bodwell had —Mrs. A. A. Howes, Linwood Thompson,
been identified with the management of the Bert
Dodge and Bert Wood. The commitMaine Industrial School for Girls. Since
Governor Bod well’s death, she had lived in tee adjusted the matter by buying back the
with chronic prize, dividing its value, $15.00, among the
partial retirement—suffering
bronchitis; but her interest remained strong guessers.
in those about her and in those to whom she
had ministered. An only son, Joseph F.
A handsome doll to be given away to the
Bodwell of Hallowell, and a step-daughter, one guessing the name was w'on
by Mrs. EdMrs. Persis Martin, survive her.—Hallowell
ward Sibley.
The name was PriscillaRegister.
Another doll awarded to the young lady
Mrs. Sarah A. Barnes, widow of Horace selling the
greatest number of tickets was
Barnes of New York, died of diabetes March
won by Miss Alfreda Ellis.
14th at the home of her son, George M. H arThe net proceeds of the fair, as figured up
rington of Wakefield Park, with whom she
had been spending the winter. Her age was yesterday, were
$1,583,02.
seventy years, one month and fourteen days.
She was the daughter of James and Ruth
(Barstow) Curtis of Camden. She married
The Committee Organized.
in 1835 John Harrington of Camden, by
whom she had two children, Elizabeth L.
(later Mrs. Charles Vilasof New York) and
The School Committee met in the SuperinGeorge M. She survived her first husband
and in 1875 married Horace Barnes of Wor- tendent’s office last Thursday afternoon for
cester.
She leaves a son, George liarringAll the members were preston, and five grandchildren, Maynard and organization.
Charles Vilas of New York and Sallie, ent except J. H. Howes, who was confined
George and Horace Harrington of Wakefield, to the house by illness.
The members
Mass. The interment took place at Camden,
whose new terms are beginning, Messrs. H.
Maine, Sunday, March 17th. Services were
W. Edgccomb, Chas. H. Twombly, Win. L.
held at her summer home in Camden.
Hall, Eli C. Merriam and Geo. J. Grotton
Ethel Grace Files, second daughter of
were sworn by John R. Dunton, Esq., JusMr. and Mrs. George B. Files, died in Lewiston March 24th.
Miss Files was well tice of the Peace. Chas. S. Bickford was
known in Augusta, where she was born in chosen chairman pro tern, the Mayor being
and
where
her
1878,
girlhood was passed, chairman ex-officio. The resignation of Mrs.
her father being for 15 years the principal
of the Cony High school.
Miss Files en- Abbie L. Moody of the Hayford school was
tered Bates College in the class of 1900 hut received and accepted, and Henry Ladd
was compelled by ill health to leave college.
was elected to the position.
The cause of death was consumption. She
The regular meeting was held Monday
was an exceptionally bright and lovable
young lady, and a large circle of Augusta evening. A number of matters of detail
friends extend sympathy to the bereaved were discussed, but no action was taken.
family.—Kennebec Journal.
Chairman Bickford announced the following committees:
A Candidate for State Senator.
Free text books, appliances and course of
Study, Leavitt, Mason and Bickford.
To the Republicans of Waldo county: I
Examination and certification of teachers,
shall be a candidate for State Senator in Howes, Grotton and
Edgecombe.
our county convention that will nominate a
Estimates for appropriations and auditman for that position to serve for the years
ing, Sheldon, Hall and Merriam.
903-4.
Lucius C. Morse.
Rules and Regulations, Twombly, EdgeLiberty, March 25,1901.
combe and Hall.

Charles W. Perkins has passed the civil
vice examination as letter carrier and began as a substitute carrier Saturday.
ser

Miss Mildred L. Prentiss returned home
to Brewer Tuesday, from a visit of a few
days to her brother, Harry AI. Prentiss.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Gridin returned
home Tuesday evening from Newton Upper
Falls, Mass., where they spent the winter.

Henry Bohndell, the rigger, of Camden,
in this city Saturday on his way to Cas-

was

tine.

lie has lots of work ahead in his line.

Mrs. C. M. Washburn and son. Waldo B.
Washburn, returned last Thursday evening
from Hyde Park, Mass., where they spent
the winter.
Miss Louise Pitcher returned to Camden

Friday from a visit of several weeks in Medford, Mass., where she was the guest of her
uncle, Frank Pitcher.
Mrs. Ji. F. Mel is and daughter, Mrs. F. G.
Spinney, are in New York and Boston for
spring millinery. They will return next
\teek and notice will be given later of their
opening.
The alumni of Farmington Normal School
to send two pupils from that institution
for a week’s visit to the Boston schools, and
Miss Louise Richards, 15. II. S. ’98, was one
of the two chosen.
are

Lewis A. Barker, Esq., of Bangor will deliver the Memorial address at Hampden and
A. L. Blanchard, Esq., of Bangor will he
the orator at the exercises to be held in Dixinont on the same day.
E. C. Dow and wife moved from Monroe
to the Ford Gay farm, so-called, near the
Head of the Tide, Saturday. Mr. Dow is
one of Waldo
county’s most progressive
farmers and Belfast people are glad to welceme him and his wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Randall and Miss
Maude E. Barker went to Dover
yesterday
to attend the promenade concert and ball
given by Prof. Pullen Thursday evening.
They will return Saturday, accompanied byMrs. Kenney.
Mr. Rinaldo

Chapelle,

who lives with his

daughter, Mrs. Charles R. Harrison, is 85
years old, and has sawed and split ten cords
of wood, for exercise, this
winter, refusing

to take pay for his work. He makes a
large
garden every summer, in which he has remarkable success.

Among tlie out-of-town people at the dance
given at Rockland last week by the class of
1901, B. II. S„ were Mr. and Mrs. J. Cecil
Clay of Portland and Belfast. The CourierGazette says: “Mr. Clay is
stenographer at
the Supreme Court, and with his
charming
young wife has made many friends here.”

Senator Wm. P. Frye sailed from New
Tork March noth on the
steamship Cherokee for San Domingo. Senator
Frye said
that he could not discuss the Cuban situation at this time, and in fact would
say
nothing except that he was much in need of
rest and was going on a five-weeks’ vacation.

George

A. Alden,

a

former resident of this

general eastern
£Lt2,,,,alfdM0rJ“luly,.years
agent of the Maine Central railroad at

this
now of Brookline,
Mass., remembers Ins Irish friends this
year. Mr. Alden
sent to a lriend a box
containing a large
iiumber of St. Patrick's day buttons with
the suggestion that
they be distributed
among his Irish friends. The buttons were
“
over the
city.—Waterville

station,

Sentinel’"1

Mr. and Mrs. II. 1..
Kochersperger have
returned from abroad,
having reached New
York Friday, Feb. 8. It had been their intention to spend the winter in
Rome, but they
found it so cold on their arrival there
that
they concluded to return to America and locate in Florida until April.
They will be at
the Colonades Hotel. Sea
Breeze, and for a
month thereafter will be at Palm
Beach
When they return to
Chicago, the latter
part of April they will have been gone in
all about eleven months.

NEWS

OF

THE

WEEK.

Maine Matters.
Fifty-one defendants are named in the hill in equity
tiled in the supreme court in Augusta
by the Lockwood Co., and the Hollingsworth & Whitney Co., both of Water
ville. Without a doubt, this is the largest number of defendants ever named

RHEUMATISM
CURE
'

in an equity case in Maine. The object
of the bill is to prevent the throwing of
sawdust and mill refuse in the waters ot
the Kennebec river and its tributaries
at any point above Waterville. An injunction is asked by the defendants re-

straining mill

When Prof. Munyon says his Rheumntlom
Cure will cure rheumatism there isu’t any guesswork about it—there isn’t any false statement about
it. It cures without leaving any ill effects. It is a
stomach and nerve tonic, as well as a posisplendid
tive cure for rheumatism.
All the Munyon remedies are just as reliable, 25c.
▼ial. The Guide to Health is free. Munyon, Now
York and Philadelphia.
HUS VOX’S I Mil LEll CUBES CATABBH.

from

casting
waste matter into the river and from
tributaries of
any use of the river or its
such a nature that it will injure them
in the operation of their mills at Waterville, and for such other relief as the
owners

HIS MOTHER WAS MAD.

NEWS NOTES.

nature of the case may require.The
Maine Historical Society held its regular
monthly meeting in Portland March 14th
and a number of papers were read that
excited the lively interest of all present.
Among the papers read was one by
Charles E. Allen on “The Congregational church of Dresden, Me., and its

compared with 1896. The figyear,
ures are $21,674,965, as against $9,551,316
The export of agriculfive years ago.
tural products to the United States last
as

year amounted to $2,041,110, a decrease
compared with 1896, when the value
The total for all counwas $3,232,793.
tries was $27,516,000 last year, an inwith
crease of $13,432,639 compared
1896.While discussing the army estimates in the House of Commons to-

minister in 1801.” Samuel S. Dole presented a paper on “What I Found in an
Clarence Hale
Old Account Book.”
Esq., contributed a paper on “The Capture of the Caleb Cushing,” and Rev.
Dr. Burrage read a paper on “Captain
Jedediah Preble’s Regiment at Ticonderogain 1758.”.... A State Society, United States Daughters of 1812, has been organized in Portland. History says that
more soldiers were enlisted in the war
of 1812 in the district of Maine, according to its population, than in any of the

day, Lieut.-C'ol. Arthur Hamilton Lee,
Conservative, who was British military

attache with the United States army
during the Spanish-American war, and
subsequently was military attache at
the British embassy in Washington,
said the American recruits, in physique
and intelligence, were superior to any
other troops in the world.

Coaled

California fruit dealers ship out 50,000,000 cans annually.
The Zoo at Cincinnati has sold four
antelopes for $1,000.
A new tea company has just bought
0,000 acres of land in Colleton county,
S. C., intending to raise tea for the
market.

Thirty-three thousand acres of heavily timbered land have been boug:ht in
Eastern Texas by an Eastern syndicate.
A big saw-mill will be the sequel to the
purchase.
As a result of the lifting of the revenue stamp act on bank checks many
federal employees are likely to And
themselves out of a job. The law goes
into effect July 1st.
The Case heirs of Lexington, Ky.,
claim $20,000,000 worth of property in
Cleveland, O. Suit will be instituted
for possession. There are 500 plaintiffs

Any woman is eligible to memin the society who is above the
in
age of 18 and whose ancestor served
the war of 1812, acting as soldier, sailor,
naval
or
marine, or as military, civil
officer in the employ of the United States
government during the period of 17831815.Vll the traveling libraries are
in
now out, 40 being enjoyed at present
the different towns in the State. The libraries have been much appreciated this
winter.Hotel Thacher, the largest
hotel in Biddeford, was closed to thepubThe deputy sheriff
lic March 14tli.
made a seizure and it was this that
prompted Landlord Willey to close. All
boarders were notified to seek new
quarters.The livery stable of A. L.
Stafford, at Bar Harbor, one of the largest in the State, was destroyed by fire
March 13th. A cook house connected
with the stable was also burned, and
bership

up to this

time,

re-

Consolidated Slate Company, from

i

uot things will come to a head, aud the
hotel be buiit, depends largely, if not
wholly, on whether or not the Maine
Central Railroad Co. builds the proposed I
extension from Winthrop to Augusta. !
.March isth, Arthur Chapin was,
for the third time sworn in as may- j
or of Bangor, after which the newly
elected city government was inaugurated. In liis address Mayor Chapin advocated municipal economy and the improvement of the city electric light
plant.At the Old Town city election
March 18th George P. Longley, Republican, was elected mayor by the narrow margin of 18 votes, receiving a
total of 401, while his opponent, Dr. A.
J. Bradbury, Dem., received 445. The
Republicans secured Wards 1, 3 and 4,
while Wards 2 and 5 went to the Democrats.One of the largest shipments of
sardines ever made in the United States
It
went through Bangor recently.
consisted of 39 carloads of 1,000 cases
each from the Seacoast Packing Company of Eastport destined for Chicago,

institutions and

a

very liberal system of

self-government. It is now a
ognized maxim of parliamentary
local

rec-

law

that it is unconstitutional for the Im-

perial

Parliament to

legislate

for the

domestic affairs of a colony which has
a legislature of its own. In any review

of the legislative acts of the Dominion,
the Government of England has for
many years past fully recogized those
principles of self-government which
form the basis of the political freedom
of Canada. No act of the Parliament
of the Dominion can now be disallowed
unless it is in direct conflict with imperial treaties to which the pledge of
England lias been solemnly given, or
with a statute of the imperial legislature which applies directly to the de-

pendency.

1 he genera] rule is, that no act ot the
j imperial
Parliament binds the colonies,

In Brief. R. G. Dun & Go’s weekly
review of trade of March 16tli says:
Improving wheat crop reports, a pig

iron production seldom exceeded, strong
cash prices for all iron and steel products that can be delivered, heavy grain
exports at good prices, activity in minor
industries and a money market that imposes no hardship upon business comprise the bright side of the picture of
the week.The census office has received through the State Department a
circular report of the population of the
German empire and its changes during
the past century. That population is

about 56,000,000, larger than that
of any country in Europe except Russia, which has in Europe alone over
106,000,000 subjects.Andrew Carnegie
has offered to donate $1,000,000 for the
building of a new public library in St.
T.ouis. Mr. Carnegie asks that the city
furnish an unincumbered site for the
library and that a maintenance fund of
$150,000 per year be asshred.Andrew
Carnegie has promised,under conditions
named in a letter mad3 public March
15th, to give $5,200,000 to establish sixtyfive branch libraries in New York city.
The offer was made in a letter to Dr.
John S. Billings, director of the New
York public library.. Canada’s exports of
agricultural products to Great Britain
show a striking increase for the last
now

I

“Well, ma’am,” replied the trembling
lackey. “You see I’m just doin’ my
duty. If you’ll be kind enough to tell
me your name and business I’ll try and
get you up against his nibs inside. If

Curas Inflammation

There is still in existence an unrelaw in Switzerland which for-

indignant

pealed

feathers.

Don’t take a cathartic
dose and then stop. Better take a laxative dose
each night, just enough to
cause one good free movement the day following.
You feel better the
Your
very next day.
appetite returns, your
dyspepsia is cured, your
headaches pass away,
your tongue clears up,
your liver acts well, and
your bowels no longer
give you trouble.

Robenan,

Price, 25

cents.

All

druggists.

turers of these lamps have obtaiped an
opinion from the Attorney-General of
the State, in which he holds that lamps
invented since the passage of the law in
1804, and which provide for vaporizing
the gasoline and burning the vapor, instead of using wicks, do not come under

the ban of the law.

The duelling practise has just led to
ugly tragedy in a German garrison
in Lorraine. A duel was arranged between two officers, but never took place,
because a brother of one went and murdered the other officer in cold blood.
The murderer gave himself up and explained that as his brother, a man with
a family, would have been killed in the
duel, he, a single man, lnftl elected to die
in his place, even as a murderer.
an

system

was first adopted in Australia,
and is now in vogue in that country,
Manitoba, and in Massachusetts and
some other States of the United States.
Its advocates claim that it greatly simplifies real estate transfers and renders
them less expensive, while at the same
time making titles less dubious.

unless an intention so to bind them appears either by express words or necesThe imperial Parlisary implication.
ment may legislate in matters immediately affecting Canada; but it is understood that it does so, as a rule, only in
response to addresses of her people
through their own Parliament, in order
to give validity to the acts of the latter
in cases where the British North America Act of 1867 is silent, or has to be

If your children are listless, tired and thin, use True's Pi 1 i
anti all impurities in the stomach and bowcb
the blood—a safe vegetable tonic. Used as a household reir
half a century, and everywhere coinmenyled. Give it to the .h,hi>
at regular intervals to guard against worms.

expels worms,

PIN WORM

ELIXIR

gives appetite to dull children, vigor to tired children, healthy sleep an
activity. It is one of the most valuable helps for growing children. K\;
so frequent in childhood.
Restores the natural activity of youth
tie at druggists. Write for free hook on Children and their Diseases,
treatment for tape worms. Write for free circular.
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Three Crow
Cream Tartar
....Contains Xothing But....

Pure Acid from Grapes
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DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.

CLOSING OUT SALE.
MV ENTIRE STOCK OF*——-_

a

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry.

Manila.
“He can reel out a list of the fish they
catch in front of Havana, and 1 can’t

Nothing But....
Pure Acid from Grapes

■

TRUES

message and he don't know
where it is; then he turns round and
oil'
the names of the streets in
sings

....Contains

trust him to go across the road to pick
out a perch for fear lie’ll bring back
halibut. Last Sunday we had chicken
for dinner. The boy didn’t know a line
of his Sunday school lesson, but he
gave us a talk of 15 minutes about the
way they work cock tights in Mindoroo,
or some other outlandish place in the
Philippines. A year ago he wanted to
be an engineer or a carpenter; now his
head is filled with all sorts of fool notions. He says when he grows up he’ll
be a soldier and fight the boloinen,
whatever that is, or start a moonlight
bathing place in Ilonlulum, or run a
cigar plantation on Porto Princeps.
“We’re getting sick and tired of it.
You’ve got this boy’s brain full of fighting Spaniards and climbing cocoanuts
trees. A few days ago he begged 10
cents, went clown and bought a green
manglo in a swell fruit store and was
sick all that night.
He said it come
from our new possessions in the tropics.
He told me tie other day
me, his
mother—tnat I was off my Pinatubo,
and when I asked him what that was,
he said jt was a mountain in Buot Butto
5,000 high. To make it worse, he talks
all these gibberish names in his sleep.
“Well, this mornin’ matters come to
a climax.
At 5 o’clock his father went
into the cellar and dragged the little
wretch and three of his mates upstairs
with their pockets filled with every j
knife in the house. They had all my
spare blankets rolled round their chests
and a frying pan wrapped up in a pillowslip. They told us they had made up
their minds to start for Spain and murder Gen. Weyler in his bed.
“See here, Mr. Professor, or whatever
you call yourself, this thing has got to
stop. I want that boy taught reading
writing and ’rithmetic, and if any more
of these wheezy notions is put in his
mind I'll sue the city for damages and
horsewhip every teacher in his school.”
The superintendent fell back on a
lounge, and as the lady swung out with
an indignant splutter and a swish of her
skirts the husky voiced usher looked at
his boots and said in soliloquy: “Say,
de lady’s got on to us for sure.”

Silverware, Cut Glass, Etc.
AT A GREAT REDUCTION

GEO. R. POOR, Jeweler,

Belfast

=
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IF

You would know

The Whole Truth,
Read between the lines.
When

BILIOUS,
DYSPEPTIC,
NERVOUS or

CONSTIPATED,
there is one
certain cure.
The True

"L.F." Atwood’s
Bitters.
See that you get
the “L. F.” kind.

The Kansas

City, Mo., Real Estate
Exchange favors the Torrens system in
regard to land transfers. The Torrens

take

Children

straight

me are hard-working American folks,
and the child's getting out of our class.
1 tell him to go down Rees street and

Three Crow
Cream Tartar

In the side of the rock of Gibraltar
four huge reservoirs have been cut,
capable of holding 5,000,000 gallons of
water. Each tank, by means of gauze

Some time ago the use of gasoline
lamps in Ohio was forbidden by the oil
inspectors of the State. The manufac-

"You go

him for a full minute before she trusted
herself to speak.
“So you’re it are you?” she asked.
“I’m the superintendent of schools,
madame. I believe you wanted to see
me.”
“Yes-ss,” hissed the indignant female. "1 did.
1 am the lawful mother
of my only child.”
The superintendent looked for the
nearest window to jump from. “I assure you, rnadame,” he replied, “I don’t
doubt it in the least.”
“In-deed? So you don’t doubt it?
You’d better not, I send my boy to
school to be educated. I pay my dog
tax and my water tax. And what do I
get out of it? You and your understudies is tilling the child’s head with a
mass of truck and nonsense, and I want
it to stop right here.”
“Up till last month this boy was as
good a boy as ever lived. Now l can’t
do nothing with him. Ilis father and

I have taken Ayer’s Pills for 35
years, and I consider them the best
made. One pill does ms more good
than half a box of any other kind I
have ever tried.”
Mrs N. E. Talbot,
March 30, 1899. Arrington, Kane.

pany.

benefited alike.

visitor.

and tell this man that a mother of one
of the boys he is grindin’ down to the
dust and helpin’ to shame their honest,
hard workin’ parents is here and is going to stay here till next week if she’s
got to, to see him.”
That settled the faithful Cerebus.
He went inside. Two minutes later the
visitor was ushered into the Presence.
She stood and gazed indignantly at

p

heavy penalty—the
ing of hats more than 18 inches in
diameter, artificial flowers and foreign

wear-

wire, can be made mosquito-proof, thus
preventing this pest, prevalent in hot
weather, from introducing any germs of
of siege this water
l disease. In the event
supply would be invaluable, and for the
present the troops and the poor will be

Active

you don’t it’s all off.”
“You’ll try and what?” screamed the

regal authority
was locally famous for having
self. Through this privy council, of years,
an uninterrupted daily record of
which the cabinet is only a committee, kept
the weather for the past seventy years.
the soverign exercises that control over
He was the village oracle on this subject
Canada and every other colonial depenand his record was accepted unhesitatdency which is necessary for the preshis townsmen as accurate.
ervation of the unity of the Empire and ingly by
the observance of the obligations that
Chicago has 4,000 policy shops running
rest upon it as a whole. Every act of wide open and more than 140,000 plays
the Parliament of Canada is subject to are made daily. The business is conthe review of the King in council, and trolled by nine big companies, backed
have
may be carried from the Canadian courts by prominent politicans who
under certain legal limitations, to the “pulls.” In the daily play more than
committee
of
the
is
taken
Protection
is
in.
judicial
privy council, $31,500
paid
one of the committees which still repre- for.
Policy-writers give the names of
sent the judicial powers of the ancient men to whom this tribute money goes.
The rate is $1,000 a day from each comprivy council of England.

whose two quarries at Monson a carload
of slate in various forms is shipped each
day. The concern is employing about
seventy-live men at present. Among
recent shipments is that of twelve carloads of 1-2x12 tile for the Boston postoffice, one of the largest jobs of the kind
in recent years in New England.A
set of the books written by Frances E.
Willard lias been presented to the,
Portland public library by Mrs. E. M. !
N. Stevens.Architect John Calvin ;
The Parliament of Great Britain—a
Stevens is perfecting plans for new I
sovereign body limited by none of the
buildings and improvements about the ! constitutional
or legal checks which reMaine General Hospital property. The
much needed nurses' dormitory is to be strict the legislative power of the United
States Congress—can still, and does
erected between Charles street and the
actually, legislate, from time to time
hospital. It will have a frontage of 150 for
Canada and the other colonies of
feet and run back about 45feet, lu the
the Empire. From a purely legal standrear of the main building a new operate!
the legislative authority of this
ing room will be constructed on modern point,
lines and an addition will be made to great assembly has no limitation; and it
the laundry.Charles S. 'Wilson, who : might be carried so far as not merely
lias been appointed secretary to the1 to restrain any of the legal powers of
American legation to Greece at Athens, ! the Dominion as set forth in the British
is the sou of Hon. Franklin A. 'Wilson North America Act of 1807, but even to
of Bangor. Mr. Wilson will leave foi ; repeal the provisions of that imperial
Greece in a short time. Mr. Wilson be- statue, in whole or in part.
But while the sovereign of Great
gan his education in Bangor and prepar-1
ed for college at the Roxbury Latin ; Britain, acting with the advice of the
privy council and of the great legislaschool, where he was graduated with tive
council of the realm, is legally the
honors. lie was graduated from Har-1
vard College in the class of 1897.There paramount authority in Canada, as in
is talk of a hotel being built at Cobbos-; all other portions of the Empire, his
seecontee Lake. The Augusta Journal! prerogatives are practically restrained
within certain well understood limits,
says, the plan originated with H. B. I
so far as concerns those countries to
Locke, until lately one of the proprie- i
Whether or which have been extended legislative
tors of the Hotel North.

a

coughs,

“You,” she said, beating a foot tattoo on the swinging gate.
“I’m addressing my conversation to you, sir, I

—

son

of almost daily use in
curing colds,
croup, catarrh, bronchitis, la grippe, lameness, muscle soreness and pain and inflammation j„
any part of the body. 25 cents and 50 cents a bottle.
The larger siz<? is more economical. Made
by
I. S. JOHNSON 0 CO., 22 Custom Houso St.,
Boston, Mass.

a

believe.”

who is studying the applicabilicents,or$3.oso....W. C. Sargent A Son of expert,
:
of electric traction to the Transsiville will ship about 1,500 barrels ty
Sargent
three adjoining cottages were consider- j of clams this season, which is about an berian Railroad, states that within ten
able damaged by lire and water. AH
years one will be able to travel around
average of their yearly business. Five the world in
tin- horses were removed trom tne mim- hundred barrels will
twenty-two days.
to
go
Portugal.
ing stable in safety, but carriages and
The number of persons visiting the
The
entire
were
destroyed.
equipments
library of Congress on inauguration
British Rule in the Dominion of Canada.
loss is nearly *12,(MX), and is covered by
day was 72,572 by actual count kept by
insurance.Newton L. Nichols, son of
In three days—
a mechanical register.
Rev. George E. Nichols, pastor ot the
the
If we come to recapitulate the various Saturday, Sunday and Monday
Main street Baptist church, Saco, has
constitutional authorities which now total was over 100,000 persons.
been appointed by the lion. Amos L.
the Dominion in its external and
decline as a lumber State
A llen as alternate for the naval cadet-1 govern
internal relations as a dependency of the is Michigan’sshown
by the figures of the
strikingly
ship at Annapolis.The Maine apple is Crown, we find that they
be dividmay
from
in
In the Saginaw River
of
1900.
Liverpool,
bringing fancy prices
product
ed for general purposes as follows:
ov'er
and
a
to
1,000
district
there
were
*5.75
barrel,
*4.25
produced in 1SS2,
1. The King.
barrels were shipped last week front
1,011,000,000 feet of pine lumber, while
of
•>.
The
Parliament
Great
Britian.
One factor in
last year the pine output dropped to
l’oitland to that port.
3. The Judicial Committee of the
this is that the farmers are paying bet129,921,408 feet.
<
'ouncil.
ter attention to the packing of their 1 Privy
4.
The Secretary of State for the ColThe Cape to Cairo Railway is at presfruit.The New York Court of Appeals
adviser of the King in col- ent being extended from Buluwayo to
lias rendered a decision in which that onies, special
onial affairs.
Wanki, a place about 20o miles farther
part of the laws of 1895 known as the
5. The Government of the Dominion. north, where a great coal discovery has
Tobin law, which related to the cutting
6. The Government of the Provinces. just been made. It has also been found
of stone in New York state, requiring
7. The Courts of Canada.
that the Zambesi can be much more
that all stone used in State and muniWe see that at the head of the execu- easily crossed at this point than at the
cipal contracts should he dressed within tive
of
Dominion
is
the
the
King point originally selected.
power
the state, was declared to be unconstituof England, guided and advised by his
tional and void. This decision is of parSamuel II. Davidson, who died in Lonwhose history is coexistticular interest to Maine as it is ex- privy council,
a few days ago, at the age of 88
ent with that of the
it- don, O.,

pected that the repeal of this law
will give our stone contractors a better sight in the New York markets.
..These are busy times with the Mun-

inflammation in any part of the body, from a
4
a
sprained ankle. It’s the only M
1? D
W liniment equally good'for internal or M
*
external use. Every mother should
keep it always in the house. For U
wjr rv a
H I*
II nearly a century it has been thequiek- H
* *
“■
est, safest, surest remedy for emer- Hj
gencies and has saved many lives.
TQ
During the winter JOHNSON’S
^_
/
ANODYNE LINIMENT is a remedy ”1
cures

cold in the head to

if she might have been a mild mannered person enough in everyday life,
but she had evidently been brooding
over something all the way downtown.
At all events, when she reached the
outer door of the office of the superintendent of schools she was mad clear
through, says the Chicago Times-Herald.
The miserable imitation of manhood
who always wants your card and your
business on such occasions was there,
of course.. She tried to wither him to
a cinder with her scathing glances,
but when she found that she might as
well have been practicing this approved
method of subjugation on a barn door,
she resorted to other tactics.

000.

worth on an average, 14

I

as

One region around Plant City, Fla.,
will ship this season about 400,000 quarts
of strawberries. The growers expect to
receive an average of 15 cents a quart,
which would make the crop’s value $60,-

a

to fight; there
that.
She looked

ready

and 900 defendants.

bids—under

( JOHNSON’S Liniment

Indignant Frame of Mind She Told
Superintendent About Her Boy.

The woman was
was no doubt about

constipated.

There’s an old and
liable cure:

an

the

Look at your tongue.
Is it coated ?
Then you have a bad
taste in your mouth every
morning. Your appetite
is poor, and food distresses you. You have
frequent headaches and
Your
are often dizzy.
stomach is weak and
your bowels are always

The present House of Commons has
one octogenarian member, Mr. Spencer
Charriiigton, who is 82 years old. TwenFish and (Tajik. J. L. Robinson of ty members are between seventy and
Hadley’s Lake, who cut several holes eighty, and over a hundred are between
through 20 inches of ice in Lily Lake, sixty and seventy.
on East Machias river, recently, reports
The Sultan has presented the Czar
that in every instance as soon as the
with a
table, with all acholes were open they were instantly cessoriesmagnificent
It has been
for smoking.
filled with a mass of minnows. With
manufactured at the Yildiz factory, and
one scoop made with a tin plate he landis embellished with his Majesty’s pored on the ice 86 of these little fishes. As
set in diamonds.
the bait which he intended to use in trait,
Ohio capitalists will establish a game
fishing was minnows lie concluded that
time would be wasted in trying, hence preserve in Florida of 4,000 acres. It
he returned home without wetting a will be located on St. Johns River, fortyline....There are 2S crews of lobster fish- five miles south of Jacksonville. The
ermen on the island of Monhegan this
land will be fenced and a number of
winter. They commenced fishing about winter homes erected.
January 1st and have caught over 22,000
the Berlin electrical
Prof.

States.

In

HOME TREATMENT
....FOR....

Chronic Diseases
And The Diseases Peculiar
to Women. Diseases of the
Blood, Nervous System, and
all diseases and Diseased
Conditions of the Kidneys,

j

Honest Medicine for La

Grippe

George W. Waitt of South Gardiner, Me.,
says: “I have had the worst cough, cold,
chills and grip and have taken lots of trash
of no account but profit to the vender.
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is the only
thing that has done any good whatever. I
have used one bottle of it and the chills,
cold and grip have all left me. 1 congratulate the manufacturers of an honest medicine.” For sale by A. A Ilowes & Co.
It is not so much what the newspapers
say, as what neighbor says to neighbor, or
friend to friend, that has brought Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
into such general uses. It is as natural for
people to express their gratitude after using
this remedy as it is for water to How down
hill. It is the one remedy that can always
be depended upon, whether a baby be sick
with cholera infantum or aman with cholera
morbus. It is pleasant, safe and reliable.
Have you a bottle of it in your home ? For
sale by A. A. Howes & Co.

The commercial bales of cot fori ginned, of tbe crop of 1899, by States, is as
One of the strangest circumstances
follows: Alabama, 1,103,690; Arkansas,
connected with the taking of the year’s
719,453; Florida, 56,821; Georgia, 1,206,Bladder, Lungs, Stomach,
census at Vienna was the effect that
814; Indian Territory, 160,324; Kansas,
Liver and Heart and all diseased States of the Pelvic the census paper produced upon a poor
121; Kentucky, 84; Louisiana, 708,508;
and Reproductive Organs,
washerwoman named Roselia MayerMississippi, 1,264,048; Missouri, 19,377;
together with every form of
North Carolina, 473,155; Oklahoma, 84.hofer, living at Dobling, a suburb' of
Most cases
Skin Disease.
The large sheet, with its
035; South Carolina, 876,545; Tennessee,
quicKiy relieved and perma- the capital.
cured by the Great Multipathic Specifics.
many questions, filled her sonl with
215,175; Texas, 2,658,555; Virginia, 9,239. nently
Send for General Symptom Blank and one on
her house and wanof
she
deserted
The
State
Texas
hotleads the
Diseases of Women. Many cases that were con- terror;
supplemented by additional imperial ton great
cured by these Great
dered for four days and five nights in
procession, leaving the old cotton sidered hopeless have beenand
legislation.
June consultation
Remedies. During May
the open air in extremely cold weather.
That act itself was not a voluntary States far in the rear.
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
The poor woman was found under a
at his Boston office Mondays, Wednesdays,
effort of imperial authority, but owes
farm
On a
in West Virginia an ele- Thursdays and Saturdays from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. tree by a baker. Her hands and feet
its origin to the solemn expression of
days his regular consultation fee of $3 will were frozen.
probably the only one in the Other
the desire of the several legislatures of phant,
be charged. Monthly treatment at reasonable
United States so employed, is used in rates.
the provinces, as shown by addresses to
Address,
farmwork.
With tfte swaying beast
CHARLES H. MITCHELL, M. D.,
the Crown, asking for an extension of hitched to a
218 Tremont street,
plow, his owner can turn
Paris is about to lose one of its great
their political privileges.
Within the more
Union Savings Bank Building,
than any of his neighbors
ground
historical landmarks. The old temple
Next to Hotel Touraine,
defined territorial limits of those powers with a team of
and when it
horses,
Mass.
Boston,
market is doomed to demolition. Its
which have been granted by the imper- comes to
hauling logs, the elephant is a Laboratory, 3 Howard Place Roxbury, Mass.
ancient stronghold and palace, once the
ial Parliament to the Dominion and the record-breaker.
He eats little more
home
of knights and royalty, afterward
provinces, each legislative authority can than a horse and does the work of seva State prison, monastery and market,
exercise powers as plenary and ample eral horses.
He came from a shipand associated with the most momenas those of the imperial Parliment itself,
wrecked circus and was put to work as
The house lot on Congress street known as the tous events of the
history of France
acting within the sphere of its extended an experiment.
Patterson lot, will be sold
to
and its capital, went through all the
legislative authority. Between the parBelfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38tf
ent State and its Canadian dependency
stages of power and pomp, decline and
there is even now a loose system of fedfall, and now ends as a resort of ragLEWIS’
eration under which each governmental
pickers and beggers, and1 a rendezvous
for thieves and junk dealers.
INHALANT FOB fHTHISIC
authority exercises certain administrative and legislative functions within its
The only patent medicine in the world that gives
tot Infants and Children.
own constitutional limits, while the cenuniversal satisfaction. It never fails to give imGinger Wanted.
tral authority controls all the members
mediate relief: it never fails to greatly lessen the
severity of attacks. Many distressing cases of
of the federation so as to give that measPhthisic cured in a short time. Not a fault found
Maine has reaffirmed its attachment to
ure of unity and strength, without which
nor a failure reported in thirty-eight years.
the Empire could not keep together.
by an overwhelming vote. Now
Sent by mail. Price *1.00.
Iy4*
it put a little more ginger—not Jamaica
et
C.
LEWIS,
J.
Patented.
Proprietor,
-By Sir John G. Bourinot in the
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville, Mass.
ginger—into its enforcement. [ Boston JourMarch Forum.
A. A. Bowes & Co., Agents, Belfast, He,
nal.

FOR SALE.

atabarj;Ajglj

CASTOR IA

Till Kind Yon Han Always Bought

Iirohibition

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSUR4M1
:KT"STEAiV| BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. ^ Security Bonds forCashi
ors, Administrators and Trust ^es ! CTrrespondence solicited | Real estate bouu’ ht an

itrict

JAHES PATTEE & SON.

.I

N8URANCE

....

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE
GLASS, FIUELI I \
STEAM BOILER, LIABILITY AND
HEALTH.

Temple,

Office Masonic

The

Hdelity

and

Next

Peoples

National Bank, Main Street

Casualty Company Cierman

American Insurant.

OF NEW YORK.

OF NEW

ASSETS, December 31, 1900.
Ileal estate.$ 567,737
Stocks and bonds. 2,880,483
Cash in office and bank
119,314
Bills receivable
5,061
Agents’ balances.
2,208
Interest and rents.
3,739
Uncollected premiums.
462,584
Ail other assets.—
23,784

ASSETS, Deeembe;
Real estate..
29
25 : Mortgage loans
30 Stocks and bonds.
82 | Cash in office and bank.
54 ; Interest and rents.
U ncollected premiums.
71
99

I

assets.$4,064,914 52
Deduct items not admitted..
7,270 36
.$4,057,644

LIABILITIES, December

Gross assets.
Admitted assets.

|

62

Gross

Admitted assets..

LIABILITIES,

I

31,1900.

unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities
Cash

liabilities and surplus..
JAMES PAITEE & SON

...

OF

surplus.$4,057,(544 16

American

SON, Agents, Belfast.

of

BOSTON, MASS.

Gross assets
Admitted assets.

LIABILITIES, Deeemh
unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Net

568,632 55
568,632 55
December
31,1900.
LIABILITIES,
Net unpaid losses... $ al5,523 39

®2,460(U

Total. $
Cash capital..
Surplus over all liabilities..

144,285 33
400,ooo uo
24,347 22

—.

™

Total.
capital.
Surplus over all liabilities

Cash

6,295 90

liabilities and surplus
JANES PATTEE & SON, Agents

Total

3wll*

Total liabilities and surplus.? 568,632 55 !
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast

...THE...

j

Oh

Insurance

Comp

Insurance

Boston, Massachusetts

Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums.

Gross assets.$
Admitted assets..$

Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.

a*i

Agent-

ASSETS. Deeemh*
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank

Company

ASSETS, December 31,1900.
S 184,100 00
Mortgage Loans.'.
Stocks and bonds..
335,983 00
Cash in office and bank..
24,242 73
Uncollected premiums
24,306 82

Calcedonian

...

Total

Total. >.$2,914,648 03
Cash capital.
250,000 00
892,996 13
Surplus over all liabilities.

Mercantile F. & H. Insurance

"

Total.
Capital..
Surplus over all liabilities.

unpaid losses.$ 741,080 60
Unearned premiums. 1,859,134 49
All other liabilities.
314,432 94

JAriES PATTEE &

IVeemb.

Net

16

Net

Total liabilities and

YORK

Company

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND.

AS8ETS, December 31,1900.
Stocks and bonds.
$1,604,660
Cash in office and bank...
124,835
Bills receivable.
493
Interest and rents.
14.484
U ncollected premiums.
164,024
All other assets
2,119
....

00
07
96
15
98
50

I shall be in my office in Memoi lal

the purpose of receiving taxes, M *i
urdays, until further notice, from
m.

Admitted assets.$1,910,617 66
LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
Net unpaid losses.$ 112,465 46
Unearned Premiums.
919,157 28
All other liabilities.
69,759 88

at my

liabilities and surplus.$1,910,617 66

Dr. John Stevens,
OPERA
OPPICB

HOURS:

HOUSE BLOCK.
It to 12 A.
and

Sunday.

n.; 1 to 3 P. M
It to t2 A. n.

p. m.

At

•'

«»it»<

residence, No. 39 Miller street
M. C. HILL.

<

otlei

Belfast, January 10, 1901.—31ji

For Sale at

Total. $1,101,382 62
Surplus over all liabilities. 809,235 04
Total

and from 1.30 to 4.30

j

j

a

Bargain

That desirable and well located r> a
the foot of Mam street known as
Lane wharf property, will be sold l ,vv 1
estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON M
Bellast, December 19,1900.—r*l

SUBSCRIBE Euk

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
f

•

CORSICA,
uul

I

f11,

good plan, when first arrived, to asGiovanni hill, at the landward end of the little peninsula on
which the city is built. It "looks a difficult climb, but proves comparatively
easy if you follow a guide through
certain dirty alleys and zig-zag paths of
gentle slope. There are only two streets
of account in Ajacco —the wide and
handsome Cours Napoleon, and Rue
Fescli, running parallel the whole length
of the tongue of land. These are Crossed by numerous lanes, where filth,
disease, prowling curs and naked children seem to justify the unfriendly

A STRENGTHENER

cend San

Correspondence of The Journal.]
Corsica, Feb. 27, 1901. There
iv saying to the effect that

,,

v
w
L''

n

,1 women are like,

following blindly

„i

5:1

sheep

in the

the lead of a

uthcr. and its truth is exemplified
winter by crowds of semi-invalids
after eternal sunshine, who
.. ekcrs
Algiers and Kiviera, passing unthis beautiful island, which has
n agreeable climate than either.

*

1 know of no such eombinaa and mountains, of the sylof the north and the rich-

..11 v

Vinol Promptly Overcomes
Weakness.
DEBILITY OFTEN PRECEDES
COMPLETE COLLAPSE.

globe-trottev recently

known

,,

southern forests, no region
within so small a space nature
many different sublime and exsspects as she does in Corsica,

We Want Every One to Know
How to Get Strong.
OUR

.ftns and orange-groves, vineami cocoanuts, the noblest

VINOL IS A STRENGTH
CREATOR.

Europe: granite peaks,

in

i-

The saddest sight on earth is a brokendown man or woman.
uto the compass of a day’s
We see such people every day right
Nor are they ranged in regu- here in our city.
It is pitiful to see a man that should
-inii. Here the granite plunges
he in his prime dragging himself
uto the sea: there cliestnut
through life dejected, discouraged and
]i up the crags of the cen- broken
down, due to some premature
:o the height of six thousand
weakness. It does not make any difaids
the
itmosphere
scenery. ference whether this weakness is the
;: used skies have a lucidity
result of dissipation, indiscreet living
Athens herself, and the colors or disease: it can be overcome.
We have known of many very serious
>ea a brilliancy which makes
cases of debility quickly overcome by
pale by comparison.”
Vinal.
mg Corsica from the westVinol is a scientific rebuilder and
ms the
tranquil IIeditec strength creator. It contains the active
u see from the vessel’s deck
curative principles of Cod-Liver Oil in
,ios of mountains with steep,
a
The
highly concentrated form.
benefit that can be derived from the
irs. rising to great elevations,
•noth pinnacles towering black use of these properties is so well known
that there is no need for us to enter
iinst a sky of cloudless blue,
i into that subject.
more closely through a fieldWe could quote many instances where
mountain labyrinth resolves
Vinol has done good; as an example,
three distinct chains, erosshere is one coming from Jane S. FenI'ther diagonally and sending
fren, a prominent member of the W. C.
and foot-hills in every direc- T. U., and a resident of Suncook, N. H.
She writes:
om other angles of vision the
“I was run down, was in bed from
cm to radiate from a central
May to March. Was so nervous and
L.e sjiokes in a colossal wheel,
sickly that every one thought I was in
i!
of which is a group of stu- a most
precarious condition. My weight
nt aks. ten thousand feet high,
was reduced to 120 pounds.
I was ad(1 by dark forests and falling vised to take Vinol, which 1 did, and
This highest and almost iliac- am now very much better, and am able
art of the island is a region as to he about again. As a rebuilder and
a strength giver nothing can equal it.
n its solitudes and as majestic
Vinol is a God-blessing to anybody.”
•cr as Alpine Switzerland: and
frozen

id

lakes

—

all

these

criticism of the French}—who dislike
Corsicans as much as the Corsicans dislike them—that the island people are
the dirtiest in the world.
Nothing more delightful can be imagined than a sunny afternoon on top
of San Giovanni. Not a cloud in the
sky, not a ripple in the shining surface of the Mediterranean; the singing
of birds, the cheerful hum of human
life, the delicious odor of fruits and
flowers; an atmosphere warm without
All
sultriness, balmy and serene.
j around blooms luxuriant Italian vegetation— citron and lemon, orange and
myrtle, almond, chestnut and olive;
and in ths midst lies the peacefully
idyllic little city and half hidden under
its ancient elms. The houses are large
and high, but of no architectural merit.
Their grey jalousies are characteristic
of Corsica, where grey paint is as com-

is a fragment of
nly by a hundred

the
and

Alps,
fifty

Napoleon,
Strand,
Esplande,
the Corso, there are numerous small
parks; and, most beautiful of all, the famous Place du
Diamant, stretching
along the shore till merged in the treefringed Strand. Its water-side is faced
by a broad stone breast-work, from
which may be had a charming view of
the Gulf, surrounded by groves and
gardens; while on the other side rises
a stately church and a great military
hospital, backed by a green hill.
Toward evening, all these deserted
promenades suddenly grow lively, when
military bands play and people gather

their nearest snows. Spurs
ills, trending down on all sides
diterranean, either terminate

an

promontories

bold

at the

it does

contain

much-sought-after

They are a peculiar race—these
Corsicans—generally gaunt of visage,
swarthy of complexion and stern of
mien, but with magnificent eyes, in
whose sombi e depths you read undying

medicinal

endorse it, and we
properties
unhesitatingly proclaim that it is

vendettas.

Just such eyes that Corsimother must have had, who, in the
last struggle of the islanders for inde-

we

can

far into the waves, leav-

pendence, brought her young son to the
patriotic general and said: “Take him.

rcd

ater between two lines of

Pharmacists of Belfast
cliffs, gradually lowering
ng inward as they advance
a. till met by the Isles Sancountry village on Sunday. By day tlie
">anguiuarv Islands." It is streets are almost
deserted, aiul the
.ait harbor, deep and shelterfew people you meet evince neither inch the navies of tlie world
terest nor curiosity, but appear too inin safety—but the lonesomdifferent, or discouraged to raise their
ever
beheld.
You
.ipot eyes
eyes from the ground.
Among all the
ipon what grim vendetta was
lazy tribes of the South these Corsicans
>1 here in days gone by. to
are said to be the laziest, and the little
n
those pretty islets their
work that is accomplished in the island
iiit.
No villages or hamlets
is mostly done by women. But the
here
and
there
a
sailonly
historic names that greet your eyes at
or lighthouse, pointing a
every turn recall some stirring memerr. while frowning heights
ories: the ('ours Napoleon. Place de
e

■

■

black shadows over the sea-

Apparently

mis.

beast,
mean

Hi

the

confinement

well have
ned to the land of his birth,

ms

are

lie
t

why

by

banished to St.

was

when, if solitary
object, he might

■

deserted

you wonder

as

fond of

Bay

comparing their
Venice; hut one re-

of

lie other about as a starless
lnbles noonday. This is more
vast inlet in the Scottish

1

higliNorway,

tlord in tlie wilds of
pect brightens as you near the
Gulf. Groves and orchards
fertile valley of the Gravona;
villas and

blooming gardens

inong the trees; and some curi-

eteries,

chapel-tombs, are
iiic 11 excite your deepest intern
self-promise to investigate

1

nearer
mrs

or

range before you are
The inner harbor

older.

to be

given

entirely
Ailing craft and private yachts
over

to

the dags of every nation under
Nowhere else can such a cob
d’ yachts be seen; and asking

nation,you
1

1

are

told that because

lie safest harbor in southern
every yachtsman who cruises
ilerranean makes Ajacco bay

'<■

anchorage,

while he hies him-

and to all tlie
Anent.

show-places on
twentyare ranged around

No doubt the

thouses that

circuit of the island—which is
•"'it a hundred miles long by half
add to its popularity among
!

naturally expect to bear
much spoken in its streets, and
you

1

iiished to learn that the univerA-uage is Italian—strangely corllowever, tlie island belonged
’• ‘t
an earlier period, before the
"t l’aoli
(in 1755) incited the people
-m for
independence, which they
‘m il
only fourteen years when sub’> tlie French. Corsica lies much
'he Italian coast than that of
jm“r
’">
being only about ninety miles
hi-noa and less from Rome; and
hate everything French too
jA'mlv to learn their language.
Ajacco is the capital of the
/ the see of a Bishop, the resil.' of a prefect and the seat of a
ci, with a considerable commerce
111111 wine, and a
population of
”tllteei1 thousand, it is as quiet as a

fet'’"

matter through the sore, and great danger
to life would follow should it heal before
the blood has been made pure and healthy
and all impurities eliminated from the system. S.S.S. begins thecure by first cleansing and invigorating the blood, building
np the general health and removing from

in JESS*

A OOMSTAHT DRAM
effetematter. UPON THE SYSTEM.
When this has been accomplished the discharge gradually ceases, and the sore or
ulcer heals. It is the tendency of these old
indolent

—

lie is the last of four brothers.
have had the other three.”

You

Though by

good-looking, those women
superb figures, erect, robust and
with Juno-like carriage—the latter, no
doubt, resulting from their life-long
i habit of bearing heavy water-jars on
their heads from the public fountains.
; When in festive garb, they wear bodno

means

have

absorbed. Relief is imIt is not drying—does
produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Drugor
Trial
10
Size, cents by mail.
gists by mail;
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
the membrane and is
mediate and a cure follows.

over

not

For Women.

Dr/Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no othe.' remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
Bafely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases

relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the'most complete satisfaction
in every instance. I relievehunreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further
partie ars. Ail letters truthfully
answered. Free' confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed. $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLHAN CO., 170 Tremont St.. Boston, Mass.
ire

guaranteed

! ices of
j'in

black velveteen and short skirts
all the hues of the rainbow, with

clumsily wrought

(

-o'

silver ornaments in

their ears and on necks and

sfae

<>*s'

fingers.

|

no

or

'•

ARE YOU SICK?

EASTER
NUMBER
NEW YORK

Both men and women go bare-foot on

ordinary occasions.

On Sundays ami
other festival times they don hand-knit

coarsely-ribbed, woolen stockings and
primitive leather shoes, of undressed
calf-skin, heeless, and bordered at top
with red or blue.

As to the children—

eagle of Ganymede for the imperial their costuming requires few words,
eagle, and of course took it for granted Up to the age of ten, they are almost
j
that the figure was Napoleon. There- unclothed, winter and summer; and
a
mob
upon
collected, which demanded afterwards, until able to provide raithe statue from its rightful
owner, to ment to suit themselves, they are given
set up in the market-place where all as little as the law allows.
Fannie B. Ward.
might do it honor; and so in earnest
were they that to have refused would
have created a fierce vendetta.
Happi
CA.STOIHA.
ly, it is one of those accommodating
Bwn the
_/) Tim Kind You Have Always Bought
works of art which answers equally
well for a Napoleon, George Washingthe

ton or John Smith.
Ferhaps the best

efligy

of the first

Husband (going to his rich uncle’s funerEmperor is that in the Place du Dia- al)
Put a couple of large handkerchiefs
into
my pocket, dear. The old gentleman
mant, which was erected a few years
promised to leave me £10,000, and I shall
later, mainly by public subscription, want to shed some appropriate tears.” Wife
and “inaugurated” by Prince
LUPP0se when the will is read you
Napoleon. c.hndAut
he hasn t left you
anything ?” Husband
It is a colossal equestrian
statue, mount°a8e J 0U
better put in three.”
ed on a lofty pedestal; and below, at —Tit Bits
the comers, stand Napoleon’s four
Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man a clear
brothers, all wearing togas.
head, an active brain, a strong, vigorous
To get a general idea of
it is

Ajacco,

body—makes

him fit for the battle of life.

fit aM Run. GREAT

upon .Grace
of Troy, who is living
here with her mother. She teaches
There isn’t a man who would be seen
music, and drives several miles to give running through the street munching a
lessons to her country pupils. Some of
piece of pie. Why not? Because it
would mean dyspepsia and stomach |
the Waldo County students of the M. C.
trouble? Not at all; but because it
I. board with them. She is one of the
wouldn’t look well. As a matter of fact
in ALL GOODS
sturdy independent kind of women who many a business man snatches a lunch
in such a hurry that he might as well
can support themselves.
She keeps a
take it on the run. That is one reason
nice team, and takes care of it, too.
..AT..
for the prevailing
stomach trouble
At Detroit we meet several Waldo
among men of business.
There is a certain remedy for diseases
county people. Elisha Robertson formerly lived in Monroe. He has a nice of the stomach and other organs of
digestion and nutrition. It is Doctor
farm here; has two daughters who have
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. The
graduated at the M. C. I., and has a son worst cases of dyspepsia and catarrh of
the stomach have been cured by this
in the class that graduates this spring.
It cures where all other
medicine.
Ruel W. Porter was bom in the town
means have failed to cure.
of Frankfort. He was a member of the
«I took two bottles of Dr. Pierce’s Golden
COME AND GET
Medical Discovery for stomach trouble,” writes
first Maine Cavalry, and is quite prom*
Clarence Carnes, Esq., of Taylorstown, Loudoun
OUR PRICES.
inent in local masonic circles. He will Co., Va. It did me so much good that I didn’t
take any more.
I can eat
THE BEST
send his daughter to the Castine Nor.’
most anything now. I am so
well
it
I hardly
with
mal School this spring.
pleased
know how to thank you for f
I.eroy Bachelder is a native of Swanyour kind information. 1 tried
a whole lot of things
ville and his wife was a Miss Cunningbefore I wrote to
There was a
you.
ham of that town. He owns a house
gentleman told me
and has a family of children. He is
about your medithree, times as large as any
cine, and how it
now engaged in
other on the market.
had cured his wife,
canvassing for the
I thought I would
Standard Publishing Co.
try a bottle of it.
Am now glad I did,
G. G. Butler, now a grocer here,
for I don’t know
what I would have
learned the harness trade of H. B. Rice
done if it had not
of Unity.
been for Dr. Pierce’s
Call and get a FREE sample of
Golden Medical DisW. II. Carr, who has a nice village
covery.”
place here, married Sarah Earle, whose
Doctor Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets
family used to live near the Quaker
cure biliousness.
meeting house in Thorndike.
They stimulate
Near the depot we find on a nice farm
the sluggish
FUR THE COriPLEXION.
a son of Gardner Philbrick of Thorndike.
liver, and cleanse the system of impurities.
He married Miss Susie liowe of Belfast.
They Manhattan Fire Insurance Company
should always be used with
In Palmyra we called upon
of the City of New York.
"
Augustus
Golden Medical Discov’’
of
Small, formerly
Brooks. He has a
ery when there is need of
a laxative.
ASSETS, December 31,1900.
young wife, a nice baby boy, excellent
*
Stocks and bonds. $ 533,337 50
buildings, a fine farm, and is enjoying
Cash in office and bank.
56,975 32
Bills receivable.
21 213 09
life.
Interest and rents.
2,067 71
Just opposite is the place where EliaUncollected
premiums.
Demon!
Is a
216,830 31
zer Littlefield of Brooks moved some
Gross assets.$ 830,423 93
Its attacks are serious; it makes
Admitted assets.$ 830,423 93
thirty years ago. His widow still lives
but
;
weak,
feverish,
depressed
LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
there with her daughter Lizzie, who is you
Net unpaid losses.$
to defeat its attacks take
50,668 81
Unearned premiums.
married to a Mr. Foster.
125,472 00
All other liabilities.
57
116,269
At Newport we find C. S. Brackett
Total..
38
,f
292,410
and wife both formerly of Brooks. CharCash Capital.
500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
les is doing a good business as a drummer
38,013 55
for a hat firm.
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 830,423 93
Eastern Department, Frank A. Colley, General
We also called upon F. M. Deering,
Agent, 24 Central Street, Boston, Mass.
3wil*
whom everybody in Jackson knows. He
(North
German
Fire
Insurance
was born in Brooks on the
Company
place where
of Hamburg, Germany.
A. E. Kilgore now lives and used to live
with his uncle on the Wiggin hill and
ASSETS, December 31,1900.
go
loans.$ 55,000 00
to the village school. He knew
Don’t wait until the evil is done Mortgage
everyStocks and bonds
371,266 25
in office and bank
13,616 60
body in that vicinity fifty years ago and and past repair. 25^, 504, and $1.00 Cash
Interest and rents.
2,080 43
talked with us about almost everybody .per bottle ; the largest size cheapest
Uncollected premiums.
65,274 51
All other assets.
82,413 65
that we ever heard of. He has a large At all druggists. Take none but Hale’s.
Gross assets.
store well filled with goods and was that
$ 589,651 44
Admitted assets.
nz.

BARGAINS

|
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Very

of

the most beautiful ex-

amples of high class journalism
ever

presented to the public.

It Will Issued

Hale's
Honey of

Horehound
and Tar.

..

day engaged in packing

lamps as
a present for the new church in
Jackson,
where he was engaged in business
many
years.
Brusque.
Wreckage

on

SUNDAY,
HARCH 31.

some

finding

of

wreckage

on

ORDER AT ONCE

Night Was Her Terror.
“I would cough nearly all night
long,”
writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate of Alexandria,
lnd., “and could hardly get any sleep. I
had consumption so bad that if 1 walked a
block 1 would cough frightfully and
spit
blood, but, when all other medicines failed,
three $1.00 bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery wholly cured me and 1 gained AS
pounds.” It’s absolutely guaranteed to cure
(
‘m,yhs’ Colds, La Grippe, Bronchitis and
all Throat and Lung Troubles. Price 50e
and $1.00.
Trial bottles free at R. II
Moody’s drag store.

Improved Proverbs.
Quacks

OUT MARCH 31.

The

It’s a
mind.

fiROCERS EVERYWHERE-

All’s not old that titters.
Let us eat, drink and be married, for
to-morrow we dye.
Charity uncovers a multitude of sins.
Carolyn Wells, in April Smart Set.
Strikes A

Kirh

Is the title of

a

booklet by

an

advertising expert.

needed to make

are

advertising snccessfnl.
The journal is ready to advise with
its

patrons

on

advertising

prepare advertisements
their requirements.

and to

to

meet

v

head

Horrible
sores

developed

into

on
a

Mortgage

loans

....

Collateral loans.

..

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and hank
Bills receivable
Agents’ balances
1 nterest and rents....
Uncollected re-insurance.
All other assets.

20,000 00
1,035,850 Of)
15.00©»00
1.689.071:05
299.435 14

10*2,70219
2S2.145 86
9.419 44
5.971 56
1,750 00

Gross assets.$3,441,346 24
Deduct items not admitted.
54,900 64
Admitted

assets.$3,386,445 60
LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
Net unpaid losses.$ 17.1,904 25
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities..f.

6812*44/20
35,230 2V

Total.$ 888,978 69
capital. 1,000,00000
Surplus over all liabilities.. 1,497,466 91

Cash

Total liabilities and
ALEX. H.

surplus.$3,386,445 60

NICHOLS, Agent, Searsport. Me.

nerchants

Insurance

Company

Jersey.

ASSETS, December 31,1900.
Real estate.$ 187,028 82
Mortgage loans.
318,500 00
Stocks and bonds
658,700 00
Cash in office and in bank.
Interest and rents.

Uncollected premiums..

53 355

24

8,61*2 62
123,*230 42
3,498 64

Gross assets. .$1,352,5)25 74
Deduct items not admitted.
1,028 74
Admitted

assets.$1,351,897 00

Republican Journal Pnb. Co.,

LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
Net unpaid losses.$
95,744 08
Unearned premiums.
661,115 12
All other liabilities...
21,5)02 45

BELFAST, MAINE.

Total. .$ 768,761 65
Cash capital
400.00000
Surplus over all liabilities.
183,135 35
Total

liabilities and surplus, .-v.$1,361,897 00

If You Are

Buying_
JOBBERS OK

Watches,
Clocks,

CRAIN,

Jewelry,
Sterling or
Plated Ware,

Edw. P.

A

ASSETS, December 31,1900Real estate
.$

All other assets.

Funeral of Rev. Elijah Kellogg.

*ar&e

Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.

of Newark. New

Moody.

Portland, Ml., March 20. The funeral of Rev. Elijah
Kellogg, the author and pastor, who died at his
home
at Harps well,
Sunday, was held from
the Second Parish church
of
which
here,
lus father was the first
pastor, at 2
o clock this afternoon.
There was a
large attendance and the lioral offerings
were numerous.
The service was conducted by Rev. Rollin T.
Hack, pastor
of the church, and a
feeling address
was delivered
by Rev. A. R. Wright,
pastor of the St. Lawrence church of
this city, for
many years a friend of
Mr. Kellogg.

157,067 14
329 27
2,457 57
162,:-ls 60
913 01

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,564,365 11
MELVILLE C. HILL, Agent, Belfast, Me.

The

Advertising: Pays

50,000 00

893,645 50

Total,.$ 755,699 26
702,875 00
capital.
105.790 85
Surplus over all liabilities...

Boston

SENSE

168,333 42
128,70000

Cash

!

...AND...

Find.

“I was troubled for several
years with
chromic indigestion and nervous debility
writes F. J. Green of
N. H.
Lancaster,
No remedy helped me until I
began using
Electric Bitters, which did me
more.good
than all the medicines I ever used.
They
have also kept my wife in excellent
health
for years. She says Electric Bitters are
just
splemdea for female troubles; that they are
agrand tonic and invigorator for weak and
rum down women.
No other medicine can
take its place in our family.”
Try them.
Only oOc. Satisfaction guaranteed by R. p

Company

LIABILITIES. December 31,1900.
Net unpaid losses...$
03,007 00
Unearned premiums.
035.805 M)
All other liabilities.
56,226 96

!

L

own

Circumstances alter faces.
A rolling gait gathers remorse.

Insurance

Gross assets..$1,564.36511
Admitted assets.$1,504,505 ll

!

DOLLARS

Society’s the

mother of convention.
Home was not built in a day.
Modesty is the best policy.

Delaware

ASSETS, December 31,1900.
Real estate.. $
Mortgage Loans....
Collateral loans.
Slocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Bills receivable
Interests and rents.
Uncollected premiums.
All other asset*.

C9C9A ^CHWLATE

Both

stubborn things.
wise girl who knows her

23
245,404 21

all liabilities.

OF PHILADELPHIA

are

You will always find a
A| ID
first-class selection at_vvK

CTADC

3IUKC

We will

give you at least ONE hundred
CENTS WORTH OF GOODS for.

One Dollar.

1)0 you want morey

FEED.
SEEDS

and

groceries
Importers

of

Salt.

Outbreak

my little daughter’s
of scald head,”

case

9* Morganton,
«weSDC'
i1?- fsde11
®at Bucklen’s
Arnica Salve

cured her.

Tenn.,
completely

It’s a guaranteed cure for Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Pimples,
Ulcers and Piles. Only 25 cents at Sores,
R. H.

Moody’s.

The Great Easter Herald

Healthful!)

cality

forward to, to enjoy

IT WILL CONTAIN many special Easter features in prose and picture.

Pure•

u

over

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 589,65144
Eastern Department, Frank A. Colley, General
Agent, 24 Central Street, Boston, Mass. 3wii*

Stellwagen

to confirm the belief that a wreck
of a passenger steamer lies there.
Yesterday, the trawling lines brought
up a lot of wire springs and material
that looked like bedding, but which was
so decayed that it could not be examined carefully.

37,93005

287,544 43
18,772 75

Total.$ 344,247

20.

bank, off the tip end of Cape Cod, yesterday, by trawlers on the schooner
Sylvia Nunan.
While the location of the hull of the
craft has never been
determined, the
theory has been held by many that the
Portland went down on the northerly
edge of the great Stellwagen bank,
which is plotted on the charts of Massachusetts bay. Every little while a
trawler picks up something in that lo-

$ 589,651 44
December 31, l'JOU.

Net unpaid losses..$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

The wreck of
the steamer Portland in the
November,
1898, gale, was recalled once again by
the

LIABI LIT IKS,

Surplus

The pall bearers were James X.
Read,
Chase, Charles H. French and
Francis Higgins, of the
Aged BrotherIt will include about forty
pages of hood Society; J. E. Farr and Sanford
Jack of t?t. Lawrence
beautiful color and half-tone.
church, and Lyman Cousens and Caleb
X. Lang of the
ART AND LITERATURE will combine to make Second Parish church.
Interment was
at
Western cemetery.
this number attractive and
interesting. It
will be a number to look
and to preserve.

Pike’s Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

from the Portland.

Boston, March

_

OF 1901....
It will be one

25c.

Only

jCrip

! Enormous silver pins, topped with effigies of butterflies, beetles, lizards, Safe. Aiwa vs reliable. Ladies, ask Druggist foi
and
EX4.LIS1I in
Red
liberty-caps or sword hilts, are stuck in CHICHESTER'S
Hold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
other. Refuse dangerous substi*
their abundant “back hair,"’—the front Take
tutions and imitations. Huy of your Druggist,
send 4e. in stamps for Particulars. Testibeing generally hidden under a black monials
and
Relief for Ladies." in letter,
lace
or
a
veil,
fazzolette
of
by returr- Mail. 10.000 Testimonials. Sold by all
Bonaparte, Place de Letitia Kamoliuo.
light-colored I Druggists.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
!
Place de Diamant, Hue Fesch, Street stuff, tied under the chin, as the Tuscan | Madison iquare.
PH I LA., P*
of the little king of Koine, and so oil. women wear it, allowing little curls to
The ghost of the Man of Destiny con- stray over the temples.
Both headfronts you everywhere, from the house coverings are second-cousins to the
where he was born, An the Rue St. Spanish mantilla, the South American
Charles), to the cathedral where he manta and the Mexican rebosa. If reYou Take No Chances.
was baptized, the garden in which he ports are true, one owes a great deal to
the
played under mother Letitia’s watchful
fazzolette, for when Corsican woIT IS
eye, and dozens of “counterfeit pre- men go bare-headed, it is painfully
sentiments,'' on canvas, in stone, mar- manifest that they are as unkempt as
ble and bronze. The first object you en- the fair but frail Andalusians of the
GUARANTEED.
counter at the head of the landing- lower class, who since time out of mind
have enjoyed the sobriquet of mal
stairs is a marble statue of Napoleon,
on the top of a tall granite pedestal,
penadas, “badly combed.”
As to the men of Corsica —they seem
turning his back upon the humble city
SMITH’S
of his nativity and looking out upon the most unsocial and sullen of creathe world he failed to conquer. He is tures—always standing apart, idle, lean
GREEN MOUNTAIN
inappropriately wrapped in a Roman and scowling. They wear short trousers,
toga and crowned with a wreath of bay; shabby jackets of velveteen, or of some
RENOVATOR
his right hand grasping a rudder, which coarse woolen cloth that resembles
Guaranteed
to give you strength, and pnt
rests upon a ball representing the horse-blanketing, and felt hats with exyou on your feet. It will cure. Ask your
earth. An inscription at the base states aggerated brims slouehed down over druggist—50 cents and one dollar. Write
that the monument was presented to their eyes. Every one of them looks as St. Albans Remedy Co., St. Albans, Vt„
the city by King Joseph, in 1842. Close if he followed brigandage as a profession about the GUARANTEE.
Mention this paper,
behind it is a great
ma^le fountain, and had blood-rusted daggers concealed
always surrounded by women and don- about his person; but I am told that THR
keys who are equal beasts of burden in they are now a harmless lot, like wolves
Corsica. A little farther on is the mar- with their fangs drawn—except for eterket-place, and in it you find another nal feuds among themselves. Their worst
Napcleon—this time in bronze, which vice is incurable indolence, work of any
is about the color of the average Corsi- sort being entirely out of their reckoncan.
On it you read: “Hisnative city ing. They lounge all
day around the
of the
to the Emperor Napoleon, on the 5th fountains and see their wives and
daughof May, 1850, the second year of the ters lifting the
huge water jars, without
presidency of Louis Napoleon.” A ever offering a hand to help. One longs
queer story is connected with this mon- to touch off a little dynamite in their
ument. It seems that the city had long vicinity, to see if anything would move
been endeavoring to raise one to its them.

navigators.
hero; but money was too scarce. It
> of Ajacco occupies a narrow
happened that a distant relative of the
I laud,
some
distance
extending
Bonapartes, residing in France, sent to
hay and tipped by an antique an Ajacco
cousin, Signor Ramolino, the
wonderful avenunof elms leads
figure of a Ganymede, for his garden.
tlie landing an™is prolonged
When the statue was unloaded from tlie
1 lie fours N
apoleon, by which vessel some
wharf-loungers mistook
the "Hotel Germania.” As
has long been a province of

ULCERS.

Sores and Ulcers never become chronic
Unless the blood is in poor condition—is
sluggish, weak and unable to throw off
the poisons that accumulate in it. The
system must be relieved of the unhealthy

^^k ^^k ^^k

by the Way.

AMD, Rogers, formerly

music.

these

better than any preparation of
cod-liver oil or tonic rebuilderwe
bays between.
(
•.heGulf of Ajacco(pronounc- 'have ever had in our store.
spelled A-jat-cho1. a broad exA. A. HOWES & CO,
tin

in groups to gossip and listen to the

Because Vinol is delicious, and

because

SORES

•A* iiUkf'ieid.

sores to grow worse and worse,
and eventually to destroy the bones. Local
applications, while soothing and to some
extent alleviate pain .cannot reach the seat
of the trouble. S. S. S. does, and no matter
how apparently hopeless your condition,
even though
your constitution has broken
down, it will bring relief when nothing
else can. It supplies the rich, pure blood
necessary to heal the sore and nourish
the debilitated, diseased body.
Mr. J. B. Talbert, Lock Box 24s,Winona, Miss.,
•ays: “Six years ago my leg f rom the knee to
the foot was one solid sore. Several physicians
treated me and I made two trips to Hot Springs,
but found no relief. J was induced to try S. S. 8.,
and it made a complete cure. I have been a perfectly well man ever since,1’
MM MM MM is the only purely veg^
^
etable blood purifier
contains no
known
poisonous minerals to
MM ruin the digestion and
add to, rather than relieve your sufferings. If your flesh does not heal readily
mon as green in Italy, blue in France,
when scratched, bruisedor cut, your blood
and white in Spain. Whatever the } is in bad condition, and any ordinary sora
Ajaccans may lack, they can truthfully < is apt to become chronic.
Send for our free book and write ourli
boast some of the finest promenades in
physicians about your case. We make no
Europe. Besides the elm-shaded Cours Charge for this service.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA. GA.
the
the

<

in

Hotel

a

<>f the.Vendetta, and tlie Birthplace of Napoleon.

Changed Plans. Miss Gabbeigh: “As a
penance during Lent I am not going to gossip” Mrs. Sezzit: “Oh, that’s too had. I
intended to come and listen to you as mv
penance.”—Baltimore American.

do better than having your eyes examined free of charge? GRASSES furnished
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first-class repair work.
but how good.

We do

and

PERFECT

GUARANTEED.
Not

how cheap—
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BELFAST NATIONAL BANK BLD’O,
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dealers iu the finest quality of
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A Sister's Advice.

THE ISLAND OF BONACA.

get the full value of our money is at
least debatable. The law requires us
to have a surveyor, and he is paid a
BELFAST, THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1901.
yearly salary; but how about his qualifications? The office may be bestowed
the
Published Every Thursday Morning by
as a political or personal reward, and
Journal Pub. Co. the incumbent know no more about
building roads, walks, culverts and
bridges than he does of Sanscrit. UnCHARLES A. P1LSBURY,
j
less the surveyor does know these things
Subscription Terms: Iii advance, $2.00 a it stands to reason that the money apyear; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
propriated for highways cannot be wisemonths.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one
and the salary paid him is
incli length in column, 75 cents for one week, and ly expended,
wasted. The situation is just as bad
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
when, although he may be competent,
Mr. Carnegie went abroad for rest, there is a
power over the surveyor that
and now all Europe is after the rest of
has only one thought, which is to prehis fortune.
vent even necessary work being done,
The almanac said it was spring some in order to make false show of economy.
days ago, and it does begin to look a For it is no economy to let streets and
sidewalks go to decay until they are allittle like it.
most impassable and dangerous as well.
L. C. Morse, Esq., of Liberty anThere was never such a demand for
nounces elsewhere that he shall be a good roads as there is
today; and the
candidate for nomination as State Sena- town or city that does not rise to that
tor before the next county convention.
demand and mend its ways will be held
up to derision and shunned as a place
In 1899 the public high schools of the
of residence. The bicycle has come to
United States graduated 20,344»boys and
stay and the automible is coming. The
36,124 girls. The boys are taken from summer
visitor—an important factor
school earlier than the girls and put to
now in the prosperity of many a place,
work.
is abroad, and when on pleasure bent is
in no mood to plough through ruts and
Twenty thousand colored voters in
over loose stones in the
highways.
Maryland are to be disfranchised to en- jolt
able ex-Senator Gorman to return to The farmer’s boy and the farmer’s girl
the United States Senate. This illus- have bicycles, too; and the farmer
trates the power of the “boss”in politics. wants good roads over which to bring
his produce to market. Everybody,
'
The Prohibitionists of Denver, Colo., in fact, wants
good roads. We pay for
nominated a complete ticket for city them, and we
ought to have them.
officers without a man on it. If this

TIE REPUBLICAN JOBfliM.

casually to pass that I
charge of
The captain had died at
a schooner.
the Bay Islands in the Caribbean Sea.
Once it

came

went to New Orleans to take

I sailed for these Islands in the schooner
to settle up his business. The captain
was the possessor in his own rights of a
store on Ruatan and Bonaca Islands.
When I arrived at Bonaca I sent the
schooner in charge of the mate to discharge some freight, then to come back
to Bonaca after me.
Bonaca is a round, mountainous
island, with a circumference of twentylive miles, more or less, without inhabitants, covered with tropical verdure,
entangled with vines, making it difficult to ascend the summit. Births of remarkable brilliance of colors are abunParrots encircled the highest
dant.
tree tops screaming, while the beautiful
paroquets were beyond enumeration.
The island is encompassed
by bold
water on the north, east and west, and
on the south by numerous small islands
or keys slightly raised above the level
of the sea. These small islands are
shaded by tall cocoanut trees, which

Republican

Busi^°Manage..

1

grow profusely, overspreading the land
and water. On these small islands the
natives live among the cocoanut trees,

I tell you, nobody but a mother,
knows how a mother feels when she
looks at her child and fears that he
may not be spared to her.
The hours of her life are dark and
heavy when she does that.
But that is what Mrs. Frank T. Washburn, of Kennebunk, Maine, did more
than once, when bunches had formed
on her little
boy’s neck.
She knew they were scrofulous
and
she knew scrofula is probunches,
gressive and one of the most destructive of diseases.
She was alarmed, and told her sister
about her fears for the little fellow, and
her sister comforted her by telling her
that many wonderful cures of scrofula
had been wrought by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and that she should give this
medicine to the boy.
It is difficult to conceive how her
sister could have thrown more sunshine
into her life at this time, and it is
certain that better advice could not
have been given.
For, mark you! this is what Mrs.
Washburn said, on the 17th of Octo-

ber,

1900:

“Hood’s Sarsaparilla cured my boy.
The bunches gradually softened and
disappeared. He has been real well
ever since and now, at three years of
age, is a rugged, healthy child. I am
for what Hood’s Sarsaparilla
id for him.”
This is a simple statement of one of
the thousands of radical and permanent
cures of scrofula effected by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla—which is the medicine of
all medicines for this disease and all

frateful

LEGISLATIVE ROTES.
The Senate, March 21st, killed the resolve
advising the governor not to hold the encampments of the national guard in 1901 and
1902.

The senate, March 21st, voted to indefinitely
postpone the bill passed by the house, designating all liquor containing 3 percent
alcohol as intoxicants under the law.
The following bills died between the
branches in committees of conference:
Androscoggin telephone bill, the Somerset
county courthouse bill, the Washington
county court matter, and the bill exempting
old soldiers over 65 years of age from a poll
tax.
The Senate and llouse met at noon March
21st and elected A/W. Gilman of Foxcroft to
the newly createa office of Commissioner of
Agriculture. Mr. Gilman received 103 votes.
Mr. Ansel Wadsworth of Belfast, the Democratic nominee, had 18, and Justin M.
Leavitt of Alfred, 1.
The bill relating to the Northport Camp
meeting Association was amended so that
the directors may prohibit the landing of
boats at the wharf on Sunday if they so
desire. Also that the cottage owners may
have rights to participate by representation
in the affairs of the society.
The two Houses got at loggerheads on the
bill exempting old soldiers from paying a
poll tax after they had passed their 65th
year. The Senate wanted the bill to pass
and so voted, while the house took the opposite view. The Senate voted to adhere,
and so the bill will lie dormant until
another legislature takes it up.
Following is the classification of the
towns of Knox County under the new apportionment : Rockland, two; Rockport and
St. George, one; Camden, Appleton and
Hope, one; Warren, Union and Washington,
one; vinalhaven, South Thomaston, North
Haven and Hurricane, one; Thomaston,
Cushing, Friendship, Matinicus, Mussel
Ridge and Criehaven, one.
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which completely shade them from the
its manifestations,—bunches, abscesses,
plate, fully guartropical sun. The inhabitants were eruptions, inflamed eyelids, sore ears,
anteed.
rickets, wasting and general debility,
mostly Mestizos, with a few negroes
as well as for dyspepsia, catarrh, kidwho seemed to govern or direct. My
sold by jewelers.
ney complaint and rheumatism.
In the House, March 21st, Mr. Libby of WE keep everything usually
business was with a negress who had
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is obtainable of Poland attacked
the consent clause in the
I
on
store.
When
called
the
of
all
Don’t
subcharge
druggists.
accept any
general law of 1895 relating to the organizastitute for it, nor any preparation reption of telephone companies. Mr. Chase of WE FIT YOUR EYES
her she was remarkably polite, but soon
Portland and Mr. Hill of Belfast defended
resented as being equally good. Noi
that
she
con
understand
to
me
The bill repealing this general
gave
to glasses. Satisfaction guaranteed
substitute, no other preparation, acts ■. the clause.
law was indefinitely postponed, 58 to 15.
was intended as a compliment it was an
She
would
sidered herself my equal.
like it. Insist on having Hood’s.
A Vital Problem.
The
house
killed
the
bill
also
to
relating
do no business until afterdinner; then I
empty one; but then the women would
political caucuses in towns.
100 CENTS WOr!!r wmk’for $100
have the fun of ‘'running for office.”
learned that her word was law. She inNewspaper Notes.
The II< use voted, 65 to 6, to rep al the law
About fifty Mayors of New England
me about the late captain,
for the appointment of special
providing
terrogated
Shamrock 11. is to be launched in a cities were asked to tell the Worcester,
constables by the governor and council to
and I could give her but little informaWe are indebted to Capt. J. P. Stowers
igp’No trouble to show goods.
box. and the photographers who expect- Mass., Magazine what they consider
enforce the* liquor law, and the Senate
but satisfied her scruples as to who tor copies of Havana daily newspapers— vote was 18 to 4, with 8 absent. Waldo
ed to get snap-shots will be likewise. the most vital problems confronting tion,
and what I was. Her table was spread The Havana Post and “La Discusion Diario County is the only one in the State where
Perhaps when the Shamrock sails for New England cities at the present time.
the law has recently been in operation and
Cubano Tara El Pueblo Cubano.”
The
a cocoanut tree with a cloth as
the movement for its repeal came from this
the America’s cup she may also be in a The replies were published in the Feb- under
BELFAST NATIONAL BANK BLD’G,
former
needs
a proof-reader.
section of the State. Mr. Hill of Belfast
white as snow, and everything on the
box.
P O. SQUARE.
was the first speaker in the
House and
ruary number, and in a prefatory note
table was scrupulously neat. A half a
It hardly seems possible, but with last argued that the law was not accomplishing
the editor says: “We elsewhere allude
dozen Mestizos were in attendance to week’s issue the Gardiner Independent its purpose and should be repealed. Senator
A trolley line from Yew York to to these letters, that from the
Peirce voted for repeal.
Mayor wait on her beck and call.
; starts on its third year of existence: and we
Philadelphia is projected, and one of of Belfast in particular.” Mayor Poor's
The 70th Maine Legislature adjourned
was ready I was invited j are glad to know “under auspices the most
dinner
When
its promotors says that before the snow letter was as follows:
sine die at 10 p. m.. March 22nd. The last
have just reto a seat at one end, while she seated encouraging.” Brother Landers gets out a act was the passage of the second general
falls again this year “the road will be
I consider all minor questions absorbvery bright paper and deserves success.
bill for 1901, carrying *562,1751
the
other
end
with
two
waitherself
at
appropriation
ceived a large
running and carrying passengers in one ed in the greater one of how to make
and the general appropriation bill for 1902
our outlying farms so attractive, pe- ers, one on each side, while the same
A subscriber to a certain paper died and
of new
stock
$2,174,077. The total appropriaand one-half hours' time from Philacarrying
cuniarly, and otherwise, that the young- sauce was served to me. The dinner left fourteen years of subscription unpaid. tions made at this session are $45,000 more
The editor appeared at the grave as the lid than were made at the last session, while as
delphia to Yew York for a fare of 40 er generation of farmers will wish to
was highly pleasing to my taste, conwas being screwed down for the last time the result of the new tax bills
cents.
Within a year after the road is remain and cultivate them, instead of
passed at this
of rice, sweet potatoes, fried and put in a linen duster, a thermometer, a session, the estimated income of the State
to
sisting
centers.
Our
coast
drifting
larger
the
fare
will be reduced to 5
leaf fan and a recipe for making ice. for the next two
running
palm
will
be $400,000
years
cities are largely dependent for busi- plantain with a savory dish I did not Editors, as a rule, are not
prosperous, but greater than during the past two years.
cents. The trolley cars will go at the
ness upon inland towns, and it is an
and
kind-hearted
considerate.—
are
they
Governor Hill signed 456 acts and 118 reknow wliat—though she told me, I was
rate of 50 miles an hour and will travel
state of things, as one drives
solves.
I alarming
informed—a bottle of claret Exchange.
Which I offer at the
from Trenton over a private right of through the country, to notice the num-; no better
A
is
abroad
that
the
newswrong
bananas
most
theory
with
luscious
her of abandoned farms. Our great wine,
(the
lig
will
Yew
There
way through
Jersey.
is ephemeral.
Because
Secret Societies.
need is to increase this producing power, banana that grows) and coffee in very paper impression
wo read and cast it aside in an hour and
be no grade crossings.”
and keep the young men at home.
small cups. The subsequent history of never see it again we are not to judge that
No volwe are parted from its influence.
This letter and the letter from Mayor
The regular meeting of Peoenix Lodge of
The financial showing made by the
this savory dish I found out was Arma- ume of 500
pages makes such impression Masons will he held next
Hart of Boston were selected from all!
Monday evening.
the
as the daily newspaper.
It
was
but
bliss.”
people
upon
legislature on the whole is a very good
dillo,
“happiness
the others for editorial comment. Mayor
is not what we put away carefully upon the
Enoch >. Greenleaf of Farmington Depj After dinner she passed me a cigar, shelf
one, says the Portland Press.
The aponce in awhile refer to that has
and
Hart said: “The vital problem facing !
uty Grand Master, installed the officers of
and smoked one herself. She had fin- as close relation to our welfare as the story
propriations will exceed those of two
New England cities is the restoration!
of what the world is now doing or has re- King Solomon Council, Regal and Select
years ago by only about $45,000, while
in
her
the
effect
ished the wine
bottle,
of home rule.” The editor warmly
cently done.—Talmage.
Masters, Tuesday evening. Work was perever heard of for the same
the revenue provided by the tax bills
of which made her ludicrous and garruformed followed by a banquet.
commends
the letter, of which we have j
Petitions are in circulation asking Govquality of goods. Also a
will show an increase of several hunwith
a
to
and
boast.
lous,
tendency
brag
W. E. St. John, Great Keeper of Records,
the opening sentence, and then !
ernor Hill to appoint Editor James W.
large line of
dred thousand dollars a year. This in- quoted
When she got good and ready she had
Brackett of the Maine Woods one of the and P. S. Wheeler, Past Great Sachem,
1
crease will come entirely from new says:
her canoe prepared, getting in herself Fish and Game Commissioners when there visited Tarratine Tribe, I. 0. R. M., MonIn quite a different vein is the letter !
sources of income, the rate of the state
from another mayor, which should at- i and requesting me to go with her. We shall be a vacancy. This would be an ex- day evening and exemplified the work.
tax not having been increased. Had it tract serious attention. The
mayor of ! went among the cocoanut groves with cellent appointment. Mr. Brackett has Francis If. Welch was raised to the position
not been for the Bangor hospital there Belfast, Maine, opens a pregnant field their labyrinthian windings, stopping at for a long while given much time to the of Great Senior Sagamore.
for consideration when he suggests that i
would have been an actual decrease in
The first Malta temple in America will be
sportsmen’s interests. IIis paper is the
cities endeavor to make life on the several shady islands and there collectMass.
Which I am offering at
appropriations. When the floating debt farms more tolerable, in order to induce ing the money that was due her. She only one in the State practically devoted to erected in Gilman sq. Somerville,
of Malta,
Signet
commandery 188,
REDUCED PRICES.
incurred by the Spanish war is out of young men to remain on them. Here, had no education, but by a mutual un- these subjects and it is recognized as the or- one of the most thrivingKnights
commanderies in
gan of the hunting and fishing fraternity.
this State, will erect the structure at an
the way it would seem to be possible to indeed, is a very great opportunity for
the
between
them
money
estimated cost of $50,000. It is expected
useful enlightenment, which this maga- derstanding
As usual on the last day of the Legislature that
cut down slightly the rate of State taxaground will be broken about April 15.
zine hopes to carefully consider in an was paid her without protest or demur.
s^=Come in and get prices on]
I
a
held
in
the
in
mock
session
was
The edifice will be built of brick with stone
tion.
evening
early issue. It is almost an axiom that On our way back we stopped on Bonaca
these goods before buying.
It
will
have
a
of
80
the hall of the House, and it was arranged for trimmings.
frontage
farmers are not aware of the wealth midst a cluster of
on Gilman sq. and will be 90 feet
palms on elevated the
deep. It
lion. Abram
S. Ilewett of New that awaits them in their land. But ij
newspaper representatives, “the press will be four stories in
height above the baseOn
a wild and solitary spot was
land.
York, although advanced in years, con- conditions of life on farms are likely
gang,” to take part in the entertainment of ment.—Boston Globe.
of Bonaca. Here mounds the
tinues in active business, and says it to be revolutionized during the first de- I the cemetery
evening. Mr. Fassett of the Portland
Preparations for the most elaborate event
I cade of the twentieth century, to the after mounds were raised, with but a Press, sang an original song, on the resubneeds the protection of his presence if end that the
in the history of the department of Maine,
farmer will be transform-1
:
of
mission
Mr.
the
Banon
which
was
inscribed
Murphy
question;
single stone,
it is to be kept in its present form. This ed into a business
Patriarchs Militant, were made at a recent
man, much of the
|
born in Scotland,' gor News and Mr. Minot of the Kennebec
in Bangor, the general committee
leads the Boston Herald to speak of drudgery of his life removed or mitigat- the name
meeting
Journal
perpetrated alleged humorous
Mr. Ilewett in the highest possible i ed, and a future opened to him such as 1800, died on Bonaca, 1SG5. She was
consisting of Gen. C. F. Weeks, Rockland;
from their own pens, and Holman F.
he could not have even dreamed of unpoems
with
her hand
Gen. Joseph L. Small, Biddeford; Major
standing by the grave
terms, and its praise is certainly well de- til a few
Day, imported for the occasion, read one of I
years since—almost, we might
j
served. We remember a time of busi- say. a few months since. When New' resting on the stone and remarked, “lie his dialect productions. The other reporters Will E. Miller, Augusta. There were also
that lies buried there was my husband;
present at this meeting the local committee
ness depression when Mr. Ilewett con- England enterprise resolutely turns to
led in the applause and stood ready to pro-'I
of 25 members from the Bangor Canton.
the land as a source of wealth, to farm- he was a white man, but none the betwas
made
tinued his large iron works without retect the performers if any attempt
The plans are for the annual field meet to
ing as a business, rather than for a mere ter for that.” With a few words she
on their lives.
ducing the 'w ages of his employes, there- livelihood, then there will be hope for
be held in Bangor in June, when the departthen went home. The supper was preby incurring a loss of many thousands the young men w ithout sending them to
By far the most elaborate edition that lias ment of Massachusetts will be the guests of
of dollars yearly; and we doubt if there | the cities. There is a great lesson to pared, and after partaking of our sup- yet appeared on the status of shipbuilding the department of Maine and will be royally
be learned in this direction, and it is, per I was in a quandary to know where in New England and the Maritime Provinis a like case on record. The Herald j
entertained.
BELFAST, MAINE.
ces is
as the mayor of Belfast conceives, one
published by The Industrial
I was going to sleep. There was no Journaljust
The paper has
of Bangor, Maine.
well says of Mr. Hewitt that “it is that is
important to cities in a special shelter but the cocoanut trees. I could made
a careful canvass of the territory covFrom Journal Subscribers.
doubtful if in any era of its history sense.
in addition has a great quantity of
not see that any means were provided ered and
Poor’s
letter
the nation has had a more public-spiritis
information received direct from shipMayor
certainly sugBeavtr Brand Pitch and
for me to sleep. I questioned her re- builders and custom officials.
Tabulated
A Waldo county subscriber says:
Faned citizen than he.”
gestive; but how are the farms to be
statistics are given presenting the name, nie Ward’s letters have been of late unthe
but
no
satisfacmatter,
got
made “attractive, pecuniarily and other- garding
tonnage,builder.etc., of every craft launched
a
usually interesting, althought they never Gravel Roofing also
In the closing hours of the legisla- wise?”
on the New England seaboard during lilOO
We fail to see how this can be tion excepting titter of merriment.
ture it was announced that the Hon. J.
and so far this year as well as many of fail to interest and instruct.”
to
solve
the
While
trying
mentally
....Steel Ceiling?.
Besides this de
those in the Provinces.
II. Manley would, two years hence, be done unless by the cities furnishing
A letter enclosing a subscription from
a servant made her appearance tailed review of the year’s work, accurate
a candidate for the State Senate. Later, better markets in which to buy and problem
“As
have
my people
with a swinging bed, which she fastened account is given of what is now on the Taunton, Mass., says:
it is rumored, he will be a candidate for
Plans and specifications furnished if
sell, better facilities for communicastocks and under contract and much other left your city 1 am without any home paper
to the trunks of two cocoanut trees, information of
governor.—Portland Press.
3ml3
desired.
general interest to shipping and it seems as if I had lost some friend.”
tion, for education, and for rational
Some of the papers have it that Mr.
There men is given. The many illustrations make
one of which was in the water.
enjoyment. Good roads, good schools,
A Chelsea, Mass., subscriber writes: “I
notathe
most
a striking feature.
Among
was a gauze mosquito net for a spread,
Manley is to be a candidate for the libraries, rural free
ble vessels of the year illustrated by half- look forward with interest to the arrival of
delivery and trolley
United States Senate. As to the Govthe two giant sixlines are among the essentials to make and a tarpaulin, in case of a shower, tone engravings are A.
The Journal on Friday morning each week,
the Eleanor
masters,
Percy and George
which would entirely overspread the
ernorship there are already two candi- the farms attractive and
and
W. Wells, the five-masters Oakley C. Curtis, and after reading it pass it on to a friend
profitable,
dates in training for the next vacancy
bed. I laid sometime in the bed think- Fannie Palmer and Rebecca Palmer, the whose home was in Lineolnville and was at
the cities must supply these to a great
The John P. Haddocks farm (so-called) situin the executive otlice, the Hon. Waldo
1 went to sleep. A gentle steel ship Astral and the monitor Nevada, one time an employe of Mr. George W.
extent. So far as our own city is con- ing before
ated in the town of Swanville, on the west side of
The edition is a most valbesides others.
breeze was laden with a sweet odor, uable contribution to the marine literature Brackett, consequently is interested in all Swan Lake and containing 125 acres, more or
Pettingill of Bumford Falls and the cerned we have some of these
things,
less, with buildings thereon.
matters pertaining to Belfast.”
lion. William T. Cobb of Rockland.
and the ripple of the waters was audi- of the year.
The Rose E. Cunningham farm (so-called) situand the establishment of a creamery
Whichever wins will have the regulaated in the town of Stockton Springs, and conThe soothing sounds lulled me to
here is already showing good results. ble.
Home and Mother.
78 acres, more or less, with buildings
taining
tion two terms, with the other in line
When I awoke the next mornWedding Bells.
thereon.
The greatest need now is for a hotel sleep.
for the two following terms. That will
in the town of Searsmont, being part
Wood
lot
A ruler in a distant clime once gave a ban- of Lot No. 33, in second division of lots, containthat will attract summer visitors, and tlie sun was rising out of the water of
A very pretty home
Shai.es-IIiki).
mortgage the Governorship for twelve make known the
rich and grand,
the Caribbean Sea, casting its elongated
55 acres, more or less.
quet
ing
natural advantages
wedding was solemnized yesterday at the And one among his guests was there, whose
Also the following farms situated in the town of
years ahead; and after that, who can
and attractions of Belfast and its sur- shadows under branches of the coaoa- residence of Mr. E. E. Ferguson on Atkinname was famous thro' the land.
Northport, viz:
tell what may happen.
son
street, March 20, when Sir. Lendal T. When toasts were called he then
nut trees. A stillness prevailed save
The Ernest E. Clark farm (so-called), containreplied
roundings.
Shales and Sirs. Louise S. Hurd, both of “The words more sweet than
ing 128 acres, more or less.
any other, in
for the gentle rustle of the cocoantrt Belfast, Slaine, were united in marriage by
The Ira Clark farm (so-called), containing 75
“The indifference of the so-called
or
tongue
any
land,
any
acres, more or less.
leaves or the notes of the birds. I was tiie Rev. C. II. Wells of Bethel, a personal To me are home and mother;
better class of citizens to municipal
The Jas. F. Clark farm (so-called), containing
An 18,000 Ton Steamer.
friend of the contracting parties. The cereacres, more or less.
looking with admiration and w onder at mony took place at 2 o’clock in the after- I then propose the toast be drank in water 51Part
affairs is the cause of much of the unof the George W. Melntire farm, known
pure and clear,
The steamship Korea, which was this beautiful scene when a servant noon, the bridal party standing in the bayas the “Harkness place,” containing 21 acres.more
businesslike methods which appear in
window of the front parlor, which was dec- Pure as the love our mothers gave through or less.
our city governments today,"says Mayor launched March 23d at the Newport brought me a bowl of coffee, wishing
orated for the occasion with potted plants
many a childhood’s year;
The Rufus K. Rhoades farm (so-called), conAll that 1 am, all I shall be as years may- taining 63 acres, more or less.
and streamers of w-liite ribbon. The
Chapin of Holyoke, Mass., in the Wor- News Shipbuilding Co’s works, bears me good morning. After breakfast I copal marriage service was used. EpisThe
For full particulars and prices call on
pass away,
cester Magazine. And further: “Very the distinction of being the largest went in the canoe among the islands guests consisted only- of near relatives re- I owe to the love and tender care of a
CHAS. P. HAZELTINE.
steam vessel ever built on this side of for a
now old and gray.”
in
town
Sirs.
Hurd
wh'in
and
her
while
for
mother,
the
siding
waiting
pastime
few people acquaint themselves with the Atlantic. With a
Belfast, March 28,1901.—3ml3
length of 572 feet schooner’s return. The retired situa- daughter had been visiting since last De- Cheers rang thro’ that lofty hall as with
the business of a city and do not inves- 4 inches and a beam of 63 feet, she will
cember, Mrs. Ferguson, at whose home the
glasses raised above
New York Pl:tt<; Glass Insurance Co.
tion and monotony of these low islands affair was held, being a niece. The bride’s
tigate the financial report as a stock- displace 18,600 tons on a draft of 27 feet.
They drank to the health of that mother old,
of New York.
Some
idea
of the size of the Korea may would hardly be congenial to a man of costume was a rich dark blue striped and
and the home this great man loved.
holder of a corporation should. If more
dotted silk, the skirt trimmed with bows
be derived from the fact that from the
So in life, it matters not where our place, in
ASSETS, December 31,1900.
ambition,
although
peace and plenty and loops of black velvet ribbon, the waist
of our citizens would interest themthis land or another,
top to the bottom of the bare hull is a
trimmed with black silk lace and velvet
2,500 00
Mortgage loans .§
Our hearts will turn as we fondly yearn for Stocks
selves in municipal affairs, and see to distance of 40 feet, while the distance abound.
and bonds
337,685 00
ribbon and having a white gold-beaded
our dear old home and mother.
77
the
and
bank
25,509
On
the
schooner
reCash
in
office
following day
front. There were some very nice presents.
it that they voted on election day, and around her rail is nearly a quarter of a
30,821 48
Uncollected premiums
L. M. H.
mile. She is to be fitted with engines of turned. My business was satisfactorily Mr. and Sirs. Shales left on the 4 o’clock
that their friends voted, our municipal
train south and will proceed to Niagara
Gross assets.$ 396,516 25
18,000 horse power; sufficient to propel
and I sailed away, never to
Rufus Herron, an Alabama negro,
Falls, where Mrs. Shales has a sister. After
governments would be more successful.” her at a speed of from 18 to 20 knots. settled,
Admitted assets.
396,516 25
a short visit there they will return via Bel
visit
the
islands
more.
who was born a slave, and who can
LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
That is true, but as a preliminary to The Korea will accommandate 1400 passlows Fails to Belfast, Me., where they will neither read nor
conwrite, recently
J. Pexdleton Farrow,
Net unpaid losses.$
3,253 58
reside.—Bellows Falls, Vt., Times, March tributed
voting they should attend the nominat- engers, of whom 200 will be first cabin
128,090 93
$10 toward the support of a Unearned premiums.
21st.
passengers. She is designed for the
Islesboro, Maine.
All other liabilities
7,096 29
white
stufor
school
ing caucus. Those who do not attend Pacific Mail Steamship Co., to ply benewly-established
dents in his state, and a few days later
the caucusses, and then criticise and tween San Francisco and Hong Kong.
Total.$ 138,440 80
A Trot for Big Stakes.
contributed the same amount toward Cash capital.
100,000 00
condemn the candidates nominated, are
158,075 45
Italy is not unmindful of her people.
the support of the Tuskegee Institute Surplus over all liabilities.
The text of the proposed law for the
not fulfilling their duty as citizens.
Suicide of a Maine Girl.
Thomas W. Lawson of Boston says: “A1
for colored students. This man owns
25
Total liabilities and surplus.
$
396,516
prevention of malaria in Italy provides, arrangements have been completed whereby several hundred acres of land and good
JA/IES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
the gratuitous
Charlie Ilerr and Boralma will live
for
other
Cresceus,
among
things,
North
March
21.
WedMass.,
Abington,
inthe
all
his
own
When
stock,
acquired by
highway tax was paid ip
3wl3*
beginning Sepnesday afternoon, at the M. N. Arnold shoe distribution of quinine to the poor by race at Keadville the week
labor it was generally reckoned to be factory,
tember lb for a stake of $50,000, $10,000 a dustry and that of his wife.
Miss Edna Evans, 17 jears old, municipal authorities.
race
The
is
to be
corner and I add $20,000.
worth about twenty-five cents on the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Evans
best three in live heats, first horse to take
of
this town, drank quite
oASTO HXA.
dollar. That is to say, as much could a Randolphofstreet,
each owner to
second
the
$20,000;
$30,000,
carbolic
which
caused
quantity
acid,
Stops the Cough
—/> Tho Kind You Have Always Bought
The ANNUAL MEETING of the corporators
deposit $2,500 and the balance the night be- ®*"*118
As far as can
be accomplished by paid labor at 25 her death a few hours later.
of the above hank will be held at their banking
fore the race; all gate receipts to be divided
be ascertained, no one seems able to cast
and works oft the Cold.
at 4
cents as by a dollar in “working out
room on Wednesday, April 17, 1001,
West End Nursery and
between
the
equally
on
the
affair.
Miss
Evans
had
light
any
o’clock i'. M., for the election of trustees and to
the tax.” Now how much are we bene- been a resident of Abington the past few Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a Infants’ Hospital and the Industrial School
transact such other business as may legally come
for
and Deformed Children; the
fitted under the cash system? There is years, having come here from Maine. Her cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price NewCrippled
Rhode Island still remains the most before said meeting.
England Breeders’ Association to
WILLIAM H. QUIMBY, Clerk.
employers speak of her as a young lady 26 oents.
Iyr36
have
the
densely populated State in the Union.
some gain, no doubt, but whether we who gave the best of satisfaction.
handling of the race.”
Belfast,* March 25,1901.—3wl3

Ballast,

THE AGENCY kop —_

and have

etc

North

i*\.

are
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at

The Misses

Ellis,

107 flAIN STRhEI

Papers

...DON’T...
NEGLECT YOUR HI
TAKE

LOWEST_

_PRICES

Til K BEST

|

Box

Papers

F. G HER,
N. J.

POTTLE,

Contractor and Builder

FARMS9 FOR SALE.

—

..

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

SPRING MEDICINE
Is

Perfect Food for the Tired

a

It

Permanently Cures all Diseav*
N KRVK*, H E A11 F, S I’OM ACII,

Li \

KR,

KIDNEYS and BLOOD
As

an

APPETIZER and DIG ES
equal.

I

Dyspepsia, Headache,
Neuralgia and Palpita';
of the Heart,
sie. f

>>

..

Are relieved by a few
cured in a short time by its

PRICE, 50c,

Edmund

Wil son,

CITY DRLKi £>TOR.
Wholesale Agent,

U ha-

ini ini
Established in I83r>.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000*

SURPLUS,

$33fO*;o
D3CPOSIT'|SOI

Sate

deposit boxes

tor rencat

#8

a

year.

Our new vault is unequaled u
and UNEXCELLED ini sec.
«nd

burglary in the country.

Those

privilege
bank.

renting boxes can h..
of taking tbeir boxer-

Steel Ceiling
..AND

Side Wall Finish.
In
that

making the usual spring
a Steel Ceiling is what >
unsightly plastering (which
time). It is the most <I«*sn ;11
material made for all class*
old. Easily
without
Designs from tin* simplest f"
in both ancient and modern 11
Send size of room for estimat.

applied

FRANK M. PARK
Box 220. St-

All persons who have not \
1900 are requested to settle mm
taxes are due and liable to e<
I shall be in my ofliee in >
from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m. daily,
1.30 to 4.30 I*. M.
M. C. HU
Belfast., March 28,1901. 31tf

FARM
AT

I

SALE

FOR
CITY

1*01% I

Consists of about ten acres 01
wood and pasture land. Two
l
thirteen rooms, shed and bam
of spring water in the kitchen
:•
walk
tion, about five minutes
postoffiee. To be sold cheap for
tate of the la
311110

nr
>

^

The store recently occupied b>
'■
Manufacturing Company” ami

Store.”

Belfast, March 29,1900.—13tf

tr-

M. P.

THE news OF BELFAST.

display

*!

THE

of the City Council
nel'i next Monday evening at 7 o’.cloek.
(rUstees of Waldo County Agriculioty will meet in the court house toi-riday, afternoon at 2 o’clock.
B

Jesse E. Wilson was still in California
when last heard from,but is on the way home.

tliis issue of The Journal we send
plenient containing the laws passToth Maine Legislature, with an

The Effie Carleton Repertoire Co. is booked for a 3-night stand in Belfast Opera House
for the week beginning April 15th.

regular meeting

<!"i

Woodcock & Sod have a window
of Easter novelties.

,i,

There will be a rehearsal of the Pirates of
Penzance in the Band Hall this, Thursday,

A HEW GOVERHMBHT DREDGES.

At the Unitarian ehurch next Sunday the
pastor, Kev. J. M. Leighton, will preach at
10.45 a. M. Sunday School at 12 M.
A North church T. P. S. C. E. social was
held at the home ot Miss Mabel R. Mathews

evening.

on

Gospel meetings are held at No. 58 High
Monday, Wednesday and Friday

street

The Board of Health organized Monday evenings at 7.15 o’clock, and
Sundays at 2.30
by choice of Dr. A. O. Stoddard, chairman, and 7.15.
ular meeting of the Belfast Itn- and Dr. E. L. Stevens, secretary and health
Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Missociety will be held at the home officer.
sion in the Frye school house, Miller street,
at
2-30
n
Pote, Monday April, 1,
i
The Critchett Sibley Co.’s shoe factory is every
Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All
\ full attendance is requested.
now running ten hours per day, and three
are welcome.
11 Perkins picked a number of evenings per week extra, to keep up with
Rev. Geo. S. Mills will preach in the
strawberries at his home March orders.
Methcdist church next Sunday forenoon in
plant was brought into the house
The first thunder of the season was heard
exchange with the pastor. Rev. G. E. Edhen in bloom, and has since proyesterday forenoon at 10.45 o’clock during a gett will address the young people in the
berries.
rfeet
been
in
;.
progress evening.
heavy rain storm which had
2, Headquarters Division of
of V., says: “The resignation of
Clifford of A. E. Clark Camp,
has been received and an election
lill vacancy.”

\o.
v

24

a Belfast druggist
invoice in which one pound
was billed to him at $8. Gum
brings $3.50 a pound, and that is
a costly drug. There is a fortune
if you can find enough of it.

of

ginseng

Rev. T. P. Williams of the Congregationalist church in Winslow, has received an
urgent call from the church in Searsport,
but has not yet decided to go. Mr. Williams
has been pastor of the Winslow church for
some 16 years and has won the love and esteem of alt his
parishoners. He will not
leave them now if they can do anything in
their power to hold him.—Kennebec Journal.

The annual anniversary meeting of the
Belfast W. C. T. U. will be held at the
house of Miss Frothingham, Friday, March

us an

2t»tli.

Services at the Baptist church for the
current week will be as follows: Thursday

Supper at (>.

C. L. Wright opened Monday in the
stove, tinware and plumbing business in
the store in Opera House block, formerly
occupied by the City Drug Store.

special meeting of Aurora
odge and degree staff' this, Thursj. in the rear hall of the Odd
1 be

hours.

The Scribner Art Collection of original
drawings is now at the Public Library. It
was obtained through the Library Art Association.

a

evening, weekly prayer meeting; Saturday
afternoon at 2o’clock, Junior C. E. meeting;
Sunday, preaching at 10.45 A. m. ; Sunday
school at 12 M.; Woman’s prayer meeting at
6.30; Y. P. S. C. E. in the large vestry at the
same hour ; prayer and praise service at
1160;

The next rehearsal of the Parlor Musical

.iitments, to consider business
A full attendence is nec-

Society will be held at the Universalist
vestry next Monday evening, April 1st, at
7.30

>ombs has moved his stock of
s temporarily from the Francis
Kittredge store, in the same
>ke room for extensive improve*
•w front will be put in, the pargod, and the place generally

o'clock.

A

Wednesday evening,

Advertised list of letters remaining in the
Belfast post office March 20th: Ladies—
Mrs. Fannie Blake, Mrs. Fannie Bradford.
Gentlemen—Harry B. Ludlow, Mr. A. B.

been granted as follows:
lows, etc., Alice I. Thombs,
Ida F. Cushing, South Blue
;oration, Leander B. Mitchell,
'urease, James II. Robinson,
original, widows, etc., Altura
"t
arsport, $8.
have
■

l’armenter.

^i-

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45 A. m.,
regular service, preaching by the pastor; at
12 m, Sunday school and Bible
class; at 6.15
p. m., Young Peoples’ meeting;
topic, “In-

The board of managers and chairmen of
the fair committees of the Womens’ Hospital Aid will meet with Mrs. Elmer Small,
Miller street, tomorrow, Friday, at 2.30 p.m.

><

Brotherhood of

drew and Philip.

full attendance is desired.

struments in the Lord’s Triumpth;” at 7.30
p
M., the third in the series of Vespers,
with address by Mr. Charles A. Pilsbury,
editor of The Republican Journal; subject,

x

“Journalism, as a Profession for Young
Marcellus .1. Dow of Brooks, Me., the well- Men and Women.”
Special music will be
in
is
again
known Good Templar organizer,
heard at these vespers. A cordial invitaWashington county in the interest of the
in
our
countion is extended to all.
order. This society is popular
try villages as a social and educational facTile East Maine Methodist Conference
as well as a temperance organization,
tor,
t lias planted his cotton crop
and is very generally patronized by the will be held in Clinton on April 23-29 and
store window'. He has rais- young people. It has long been the leading
will preside.
Among the
Dow Bishop Joyce
matured, a few cotton plants temperance organization of Maine. Mr.
will receive his mail from Machias while in speakers will be Rev.W. F. McDowell, D. 1).
years, using his home the
11 is time here is limited to' of New York.
Rev. E. S. Dunham, I). 1).,
county
|
after the first year. M. W. April 10th.—Calais Advertiser.
of Delaware, O., Miss Amanda Croucher,
I
1
ii received from another secA letter received from Rev. L. D. Evans missionary to China, Rev. E. M. Mills of
no trouble in ripening the boll f from Los
Angeles, Cal., states his health is New York, Rev. W. 1*. Thirkfield of CinHe has seen George Darkness
improving.
very year.
cinnati, Rev. J. M. King, D. 1)., of Philadelsince he arrived there and Mr. and Mrs.
•i ton has appointed the following
He expected to see Rev. phia, Prof. II. K. Carroll of New York,
Kimonton.
George
b-puty sheriffs: Jerre Bowen, T. P. Prudden at Pasadena but he had just Rev. W. F. Berry of Waterville, Rev. W. W.
He found Mr. and Mrs.
left to return East.
Justus L. Walker, Swanville.
Ogier of Calais, Rev. F. L. Hayward of
Bull, however, who were there in Mr. Prudwas a deputy sheriff during
Mr. Prudden while at Pasa- Oldtown, and several Maine clergymen.
den’s party.
p's previous terms, but lias not dena was in a golf tournament held by the
The first epistle to the Thessalonians will
list since Jan. 1st.
Mr. Walker hotel there and won the silver loving cup.
of the cup wras quite an be studied at the mid-week meeting at the
The
presentation
sporienee as a constable, but is affair.—Camden Herald.
North Church this, Thursday, evening.
puty sheriff.
Complimentary Supper. Landlord M. Sunday services will be as follows: Rev. G.
;:**arer Circle, K. D. and S., met
E. Edgett will preach at 10.45 A. m. ; SundayR. Knowlton of the Windsor Hotel gave a
with Mrs. Wm. J. Price, and
School at 12 m, ; consecration meeting of the
complimentary supper to 27 of his friends
Endeavor Society at 6.15 p. m. Members
following officers: President,
Monday evening. The tables were very
will respond to the roll-call by giving some
fileton; vice president, Carrie
spread and were nicely served.
prettily
: —i:iry. Lillian Twonibly; treasthought expressed in the pastor's sermons
Following is the
Maxcy; collector, Gertrude
during the month; lecture by the pastor at
MENU.
This will be the ninth in the
porter, Wm. J. Price.; committee Raw
Mock turtle soup. 7.15 p. m.
oysters.
series of Great Events in Church History;
Mae Adams, Ida Aborn, Lottie
Roast turkey. Roast pig.
Mashed potatoes. subject, “John Tauler, and the Beginnings
Lobster salad.
Green peas. String beans.
of Mysticism.
■initial has bought of 11. A Willey
Coffee.
Ice cream. |
There will be special half-hour services
and on Waldo avenue, formerly Cake.
Radishes.
Cucumbers.
during -Holy Week, April 1-5, at the North
Peirce lot, and the new buildings Lettuce.
Raisins.
Nuts.
Oranges.
church. These services are mainly devoWilley, and will move here in
At the close of the repast the cigars were tional and
intended to minister to the deeper
M r. Stautial is one of the most enin
was
pleasantly spent
lighted and an hour
spiritual life. The pastor will give a brief
a ud successful strawberry growbrief speeches and general sociability.
address each night. All are heartily weli'io County and will continue in
Nf.w Advertisements. J. L. Sleeper comed to attend. The hour is 7.15. Thurs> here.
Our citizens are glad to
A Co., 72 Main street, sell the Alfred Peats day evening the sacrament of the Lord’s
Mr Stautial.
of all the late supper will be administered. The program
a
and last lecture in the High wall paper and have samples
the lowest prices. They are con- of services is as follows:
se
will be given in Memorial designs at
new' goods in the uphol“U01> IN CIIKIST.”
: row,
Friday, evening, March stantly receiving
Monday—Ilis Pity.
stery line, and have a large stock, including
M ules I). Woods, Director of the
Tuesday—His Warning.
to $5, etc. They have
•j.'-iiment Station. The lecture rugs from 45 cents
Werlnesday— II is Invitation.
line of straw mat-'
a
:>trated by the stereopticon with placed an order for large
Thursday—His Commandment.
new' patterns,and will
in
the
cloth
Sacrifice.
oil
and
Friday—His
-rht. Prof. Woods was at one ting
See
soon have them ready for inspection
The Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip
I in our High school and will be
card of N. J. Pottle,contractor and builder. will give an entertainment at the
by many of our people,
Baptist
Mr. Pottle is prepared to furnish the Beaver church next
Tuesday evening, the leading
evening Mark Rollins of Lin- brand of
and gravel roofing, also steel
pitch
feature of which will be Bible and miscel,.1 led at the home of his next
ceilings. He will furnish plans and specifi- laneous readings by W. S. Ingalls. Mr. In\sa I. H. Pitcher, and said his
cations for any work in his line when desired.
i- ad.
galls comes highly recommended by the
Mr. Pitcher and others
Davidson wants a housekeeper.
press and public wherever be has appeared,
<1 in haste for Rollins' house, _Henry
.See
box
75...
P.
0.
at
Belfast,
Address him
and clergymen and other public speakers
Ji., who is very old, to follow at
...See
collector
tax
notice of M. 0. Hill,
add their endors ment. Prof. L. C. BateThey found Mrs. Rollins dead
J.
advt. of the Bangor Steam l)>e House,
man says his rendering of Poe’s “Bell” and
•■ded to arrange matters at the
If you want
W. Ferguson & Co., agents
Markham’s “Man with the Hoe,” are masate at night Mr. Rollins had not
watch repaired in a first class manner
;nd although a careful search was your
terpieces of art, and in a letter to Mr. Inand regulated by au electric clock, call on
galls adds: “Never until I heard your renhad not been found yesterday
H. J. Locke & Sou, Belfast National Bank
dering did I realize the sublime and majestic
and
satisto
fitted
glasses
building. Eyes
beauty of Paul’s defense before Agrippa.’’
aer is not to be caught by any
in
the
jew- Vocal and instrumental music will
faction guaranteed. Everything
be interhas had two men at work about
elry line, and 100 cents worth of goods or spersed during the evening. All are invites and gutters for a number of
anticipation of the usual spring work for $1.A nice lot of fresh killed ed ; admission free.
c rs.
There is more snow than chickens and fowls at the Cold Storage
The April number of the Ladies’ Home
ilie hills, and when the thaw
Journal building.. Annual meet-Mu
big brooks will be making market,
Journal contains an article that is likely to
Belfast
of
the
Savings
and valley. [Hallowed Register. ing of the corporators
cause considerable comment, both among
ner is Hallowell’s street commisBank, April 17th at 4 P. M.Chas. P. llazclergymen and churchgoers. The article is
si his example is well worth follow- eltine, Belfast, advertises a number of farms.
from the pen of Edward Bok, the editor,
ounce of prevention is worth a For full particulars and prices call on or ad! and relates to secular notices.
Mr. Bok
1
dress him_F.G. Mixer, 9 Main street, has
-are.
says:
new
wall
lot
of
paper,
'I s ka B. Weaver. Judge Strout just received a large
The reading of secular notices from the
at very low prices. He
ii-d his decision in the case of the which he is offering
pulpit is a jar to the services; is exeeedingline ol box papers, which he ; ly objectionable to a large number of peo-Myra II. Weaver, which has been has also a large
ple. These folk rightly feel that secular
is selling at reduced prices.
i-st's marine railway some time,
I matters should be kept as far removed from
And
suspended by order of the Court
Shipping Items. In the United States the Sabbath services as possible.
in taking that
lie hearing which was to be held in District court at Portland
William H. j they are perfectly justified
It is a bit disturbing when a min|
position.
March 18th. The decree revokes Coburn of Bucksport, owner and master of ister announces that a fair will be held on
is the order, and work has been
the schooner George W. Lewis, has filed a ; such or such a day, or that a strawberry
File vessel will be repaired suffi- libel against the schooner Julia Baker of festival has been arranged for a certain
evening. All our churches cannot abolish
') floating
by Mr. Gilehrest, when Bucksport, claiming that while at anchor pulpit announcements too soon; many of
launched and further repairs in Gilkey’s harbor, Penobscot bay, on them have done so already.
They have
never had a place there; they are not in
! udleton Bros., who now own the December
17, last, the Baker bore down on
Of
with the dignity of the pulpit.
keeping
apt. F. S. Pendleton stated last his schooner under full sail and struck her,
| course, where a church is absolutely too
’he vessel’s name is to be changed tearing away rigging and inflicting several limited in its finances to have the most
f iction.”
hundred dollars damage, for which the modest sort of a leaflet printed there is some
reason for the continuance of the method.
a
Notes. The Boston & Bangor libellant prays recompense. The libel was But whenever it is possible the pastors
on the Baker at Bucksport March
served
of
our churches should be allowed to adopt
their
three
a
week
upon
trips
not
nth of April, when the City of 20th, by Deputy United States Marshal the circular plan. The minister should
be turned into an advertising medium under
Winfield S. Hasty. Thomas W. Vose and
res on the route in place of the
any pretext whatever. Nor should the pulFlip new steamer City of Rock- Forest J. Martin of Bangor appear for the pit be dragged from its high place and its
libellant_The four-masted schooner under lofty purpose. It is not a bulletin-board.
"iue on the route about the first
M. Bean's yard, Camden,
The vesper service at the Universalsiapt. Otis Ingraham in command. construction in H.
linden Herald correspondent of is now planked and will launch about the churcii last Sunday evening was well atland Star says: “dur next move 20th of April. The keel is stretched for the tended and interesting. The musical profor a city charter, for President five-master and the frame will be up about gram was well carried out,and the address
Schooner Herbert E,
if Camden is made a city the next the middle of April
by Dr. John Stevens, Jr., held the close atShute, from Little Bay, Jamaica, for Boston,
r of this line will
be City of Cam- at V inyard Haven,March 20th, reports rough tention of all. His subject was “Medicine,
I he Penobscot remained in Rock- weather during passage.
March 9, the as a profession for young men and women.’’
vessel was struck by a heavy sea, which He first referred to the antiquity of the
Thursday afternoon until Friday twisted
billet head and split upper part of
of medicine, which naturally dates
a waiting for a connecting boat
stem
Capt. Frank Welch has been trans- practice
:he Cast. She arrived in Belfast on ferred from sch. Henry Whitney to sch. back to man’s first pain and his attempt to
'fh'rn trip Sunday morning—Steamer William Flint.The new five-masted relieve it. The application of electricity
schooner Rebecca Palmer is at Boston reapt. Arey, is picking up quite a paid ng damages sustained when she was and other modern agencies has given the
"a the Belfast, Castine and Brooklaunched at Rockland. Upon the comple- science of medicine a very rapid advancetion of the work the schooner will be turn- ment within the last century. From a few
”‘"te. She lands at the Lewis wharf
ed over to her owners and will proceed to
facts and many fancies it has become one of
Mt. Desert & Machias Steam- New York to load
’fand,
13,000 barrels of naphtha
1
"
field
its annual meetingat Portland for Havre and Rouen, France. It is under- the most exact and comprehensive sciences.
\
1
organizing with the following di- stood that she will receive about $30,000 for The young man in entering the profession
the voyage —Sch. Eliza J. Pendleton has must
Lucius Tuttle, Franklin A. Wilson, hauled
possess the necessary qualifications to
out into the harbor and is waiting
|.
Lawrence, William G. Davis, fora crew. She will load lumber at Darien master the science, and must be one who
If Manley, George F. Evans. The or Brunswick, Ga.Schooner Arthur V. can meet men and women in intimate relaj
!officers were elected: President, S. Woodruff, Capt. Snowman, from Turks tionship. As a man he should be honorable,
I island for Bucksport with a cargo of salt,
i
vice
and
uttle;
general arrived at Vineyard Haven Saturday and re- intelligent and educated, because the time
president
F. Evans; clerk, Josiah H. ported that she was nine days north of Cape is past when an illiterate, coarse and superGeorge
1
"ud ...When the City of Bangor Ilatteras and had
very heavy weather. Her ficial physician can enjoy the benefits and
ii'1
commissioff Bucksport will be rep- decks were swept of everything movable
Jh:,'i'd."u board by Capt. Howard Arey, and the cook’s galley was washed about the privileges of the profession. His daily inNo other damage was sustained. tercourse is with people who expect refineCapt. M. L. Abbott, Clerk. deck.
h n'lut
1 "Tee and Steward
Harry Nevens The vessel proceeded to her destination.
ment as well as professional judgment. It

j

■

j
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Beauty
The

...

lrail

beautiful

most

the world

the

is

thing in
baby, all

dimples and joy. The most
pitiful thing is that same baby,
thin and in pain. And the
mother does not know that

a

little fat makes all the difference.

and left hollows

have gone,
and fear; the

fat,

comfort

and

color and curve-all but

pity

Dimples and joy
that

was

and love-is

o-one.
O

The little

gets

one

from her food.

no

There is

fat

some-

thing wrong; it is either her food
or

food-mill.

fat for

She has had

weeks;

is

living

on

she had stored in that

little

body

of

hers;

no

what

plump

and that is

gone. She is starving for fat;
it is death, be quick!
Scott's Emulsion of Cod
Liver Oil is the fat she can
take; it will save her.
The genuine has this picture on
it, take no other.
If vou have not tried it, send
for free sample, its agreeable
taste will surprise you.
SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists,
409 Pearl St.,
N. Y.,
50c. and $1.00
all druggists.

V
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Dnltiud by Capt. Brneat O. Patterson.
Capt. E. 0. Patterson is at Petersburg,
Virginia, where he was ordered to inspect
the construction of the largest
dredging
steamer owned by the government.
Capt.
Patterson made the drawings and specifications for this ship, the hull and
machinery as
well as boilers. The steamer is 200 feet
long,
40 feet beam and 21 feet hold and will measure 1,600 tons. She has a total
capacity for
sand of 1,200 cubic yards. The
propelling engine, is 22x44x30 with a 10' propeller. Then
there are two pumping engines connected to
the sand pumps, 14x26x18, 300
horse-power each.
The sand pumps are 18. The
suction pipes are 18 drain and 70 feet

long,
pipes

each side. The discharge
are 18J and carry the sand to the
bins forward and aft.
There are two
Scotch boilers 14 feet diameter and 12 feet
long, with a total of 1,500 horse-power in
the two boilers.
She has fresh water tanks
for 8,500 gallons. There are two steam hoisters to handle the suction pipes, steam steering gear, steam windlass for If chain, two
2,500 lb. anchors, steam capstan, 4 boats
and 4 sails.
In the between decks forward
are rooms for
captain,quartermasters,sailers
and cooks, with bath, hot and cold water
and toilet.
Aft on lower deck are two
forecastles, one for the firemen and coal
passers, with both hot and cold water and
two toilets; and one for the sailers with
bath, hot and cold water and two toilets.
There are also two wash rooms and a long
mess room for them all to eat in.
The between decks in the living quarters and engine room will be finished in hard woods and
varnished.
The coal bunkers are built of
steel, with a total capacity of 150 tonsThere are four 105 gallons oil tanks for engine use, and two 70 gallon oil tanks for
paint oil and turpentine will be on this deckThe house aft on the main deck will be
finished in cherry, with oak floors. There is
one galley, 12x14, with tile floor, with two
store rooms, officers mess room for the captain, chief mate; a mess room for asst, engineers, second mate, carpenter, quartermaster and oilers; an officer’s bath room
with hot and cold water; spare room; chief
one

Millions of Women
Use Cuticura Soap

Exclusively

on

engineer’s room 12x14; room for two mates,
10x12, and one for two engineers, 10x11.

UI

tailing nair,

softening, wbitening, and soothing red, rough,
in the form of baths for ann6ying irritations,
inflammations, and chafings, or too free or offensive perspiration, in
the form of washes for ulcerative weaknesses, and
many sanative
antiseptic purposes which readily suggest themselves to women
and mothers, and for all the
purposes of the toilet, bath, and
nursery. No amount of persuasion can induce those who have
once used it to use any other,
especially for preserving and purify“f the skin, scalp, and hair of infants and children. CUTICURA
delicate emollient properties derived from
CUTICURA, the great skin cure, with the purest of cleansing
ingredients and the most refreshing of flower odors. No other
medicated soap ever compounded is to becomoared with it for ore.
and

sore

ror

hands,

.—READ THIS!....

In the forward house on the main deck is a
boiler room, 21x23; and a work room, 17x23,
fitted up with all kinds of tools for small
...
work. On top of this house is the captain’s
room and pilot house, finished in
cherry.
The pilot house is 7x12,; with hard wood
floor, bell pulls, speaking and sounding
Please call and see samples, all late designs at the lowest prices.
tubes to engine room, compensating comWe are constantly receiving
pass, two pairs of glasses, barometer, clock
behooves him 10 De Honorable, for to him to and set code
signals, and electric bells to all
to whom stolen credit is sweet is disaster
NEW GOODS in the
LINE.
parts of the ship. The captain’s room is
soon to come. The suggestion of a doctor is
12x15 and has a hard wood floor. There is a
Have a large stock of
sufficient to change bronchitis into pneumolarge wash room with a hath for hot and
nia, and indigestible Welch rabbit into ap- cold water also toilet. This is
;
oft',
partitioned
Lace and Huslin
pendicitis. It is because of this ignorance and is 8x4, which makes a
Sash
Down Pilvery compact
of the people concerning matters of health
room, with all the modern conveniences.
from
cents to
that they place implicit confidence in their There is a
large seat with plush cushions,
physician. The doctor should have special lockers 3x3 for clothes and trunks, fine
Screens, Wood Baskets and
Bamqualifications, among which are great pow- chart table and locker combined, and a nice
boo
in
all
Goods
The
ers of concentration and observation.
roll-top desk. There are electric bells to
more facts he has at his command the more
the chief engineer’s, master carpenter’s,
In fact, we can’t mention the different articles we carry in stock.
valuable will be his work. lie must carequartermaster’s and cook’s rooms, so that
have placed our order for a large line of
We
his
measure
and
all
knowledge,
fully
weigh
the captain can call any one. There is a
lie must use the most careful judgment
3
feet
wide
which
from
side
to
bridge
goes
HATT1NGS and OIL
in dealing with his patients. Giving these
side just forward of the captain’s room.
necessary qualifications and a good medical All the
sleeping rooms are provided with
All new patterns. It will pay you to wait and
education the young physician is well
screen doors and
windows and set basins
see them if you are in need of any.
equipped for his noble calling. His first with
running water. The steamer will carry
few years will be hard and ill paid. I)r.
a crew of 40 men.
The estimated speed for
Stevens reviewed at some length some of the
this ship is 12 miles per hour. This ship
trials which beset a young physician. The
will remove 7,000 tons of sand per day, and
his
the
studies;
physician must never cease
will be operated on Charleston liar. She
profession is advancing rapidly and he must will consume
about 20 tons of coal per day.
* * *■ »
72 Main Street.
keep up with the times. In contrast with It is
expected she will be completed in
the difficulties he also presented the pleasant
This is the third ship Capt. PatterApril.
As regards
features of the profession.
son has designed and superintended the
women he says there are many in successful
construction of for the Engineer Departpractice. In many of the specialities she can ment. It is not
yet known who will comdo much good,but he not does believe the life
mand her; but it is thought that E. I. Anof a general practitioner would be very conderson, formerly of llelfast, will be apgenial. There are too many hardships. In
pointed chief engineer, lie will have a
conclusion he said that if a young man
crew of 20 men under him.
would work hard, conscientiously and unthe
medical
tiringly,
profession presents
FOR_
Transfers in Real Estate.
many openings, but if he has not a special
IS
fondness for it he had better stay out of it.
The following transfers in real estate
5c & 10c
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending March 27,1901;
to Meta! and all Other
Warren Johnson, Waldo, to Enoch C. Dow,
Monroe; land and buildings in Belfast.
This signature is on every box of the genuine
Oliver C. Thomas, Lincolnville, to Thos. E.
Tablets
Gushee, do.; land and buildings in LincolnLaxative Bromo
Wooden
the remedy that cures a cold In one day
ville.
Avans P. Knight, Lincolnville, to
Thoroughly tested by many years use.
Fannie H. Young, do.; land and buildings in
Kitchen
Lincolnville. D. M. Spencer, Winterport,
State Assessors' Report.
Adapted to all kinds of buildings, on
to John L. Maxwell, Frankfort; land and
slant or flat roofs, piazzas, etc.
The Journal has received from Hon. ffm. buildings in Frankfort. Edith B. Bowler,
Needs
no painting.
C. Marshall a copy of the report of the Bethel, to Wilfred Bowler, uo., land in
The Famous Glenwood
Palermo.
Will not affect the taste of water.
State Assessors for 1900, from which we
make the following extracts relating to BelA good tire protector.
fast:
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Nickel
Number of polls taxed.
1,274 by local application, as they cannot reach
146 the diseased portion of the ear. There is
not taxed.
Rate of Taxation.0175 only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
Real estate, resident.$1,881,900 by constitutional remedies.
Deafness is
Composed of Natural Asphalt Felt, Renon-resident.
124,550 caused by an inflamed condition of the mufined Asphalt and clean, white sea gravel.
Etc
Personal estate, resident.
of
Tube.
When
cous
the
Eustachian
772,056
lining
Nt* coal tar or other combustible substance
non-resident.
9,875 this tube gets inflamed you have a rumbling
Get our prices before
used.
Total value. 2,788,381 sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is
purchasing.
137,650 entirely closed Deafness is the result, and
Money at interest
Applied last season to many buildings in
Stock in trade.
267,000 unless the inflammation can be taken out
llelfast and vicinity.
EVENINGS.
JOT-OPEN
Live stock.
64,082 and this tube restored to its normal condifcif-l’uicKs Reasonable.
4wiu
Bank stock.
151,450 tion, hearing will he destroyed forever; nine
Trust company stock.
3,400 cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,which
Railroad property.
is
of
the
8,500
nothing but an inflamed condition
Water company property.
6,500 mucous surfaces.
Electric light and gas property—
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
13,420
Saw mills, 2.
2,000 any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
Other mills, 3.
11,200 that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh
BELFAST, MAINE,
Machinery not taxed as real estate.
32,300 Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
5,627
Shipping, 1,364 tons.
Wharf property
22,700 Bi3T”Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Cor. Pearl and High Streets,
Estates held in trust.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
20,000
178
2,670
Bicycles,
Carriages, 618.
26,729
Truly Wonderful flow Quickly
The National Broom Manufacturers’
Musical instruments, 293.
17,950
Furniture.
21,550 Association, in session at Galesburg,
CHAPHAlVS
12,n00 111., passed a resolution against brooms
Money appropriated for highways.
schools...
10,350 made in prison factories. They are
opSchool houses, 15
21,000
posed to prison work being allowed to
LIVE STOCK.
come in competition with free AmeriHave just received
The live-stock returns show a gratifying can labor.
RELIEVES AND CURES
their full line of
increase in the total value, and in the principal classes of stock. As compared with 5
COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
years ago there is a marked increase in the
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.
number and value of horses, hut a decrease
in colts. The advent of the creamery has
consisting of
brought about a much desired result, the
«5o. PER BOTTLE,
increase of all kinds of dairy stock, which
CHICKENS
AT THE DRUG STORES.
til
naturally carries with it an increased fertility of the farms and added employment for
Also
AND....
farm labor. Following are the returns:

J. L. SLEEPER & CO.

Alfred Peat’s Room Paper.
UPHOLSTERY

....

Curtains,
45

lows, Rugs

Rods,
$5.00, Easels,

Hampers

styles.

..STRAW

CLOTHS...

J. L. SLEEPER & CO,,

We Are

...ASPHALT...

Headquarters

READY ROOFING
..

Goods,

Superior
Composition Roofing;.

Lamps,

Wringers.
Ware,

Quinine

Goods,

Tinware,

Ranges,

Plated

Copper Ware,

Plumbing,
Repairing,

—.

Mitchell & Trussell,

S.

HOWARD, Agent,

115 HIGH STREET

Golden Crown Oil

R. A. French & Co.

Cotton Shirtwaists,

Ginghams, Percales

and

Piques.

...

—1895-.

1900-

No. Value. No. Value.
Horses.600 $40,112 815 $47,055
470
2,400 10
Colts, 3 years old.... 48
900
11
425
2
30
26

900

Cows.367
Oxen. 10
Three year olds- 32
Two year olds. 32

7,355

Yearlings. 49
Sheep.381

Swine.197

350

480
320

11
488
4
87

AT TUE

9,760

Cold Storage Market

225

1,305

1,660

249

761
987

309
175

927

THIS

915

1,085
A

TO CUKE A COI.D

IN ONE DAT.

Laxative Broino Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it fails to
cure. E. W. Grove’s signature is on each
box.

WEEK

WANTED!

$64,082

Housekeeper.

Apply

HkN

Take

to

V DAV1USON,
Belfast, Me.

p. O. Box 75.

N

White Muslin and

WANTED!

42

166
183

Total value.$54,814

SALESM

FOWLS

....

yearlings.

—

—

—

PMy

High street, Tuesday evening.

The Brotherhood of David and Jonathan,
composed of young men of the M. E. society, has ordered material for its gymnasium.

Sam B. Holt is building three row boats
for himself, and A. A. Carleton is building
one for himself and one for Win. Haugh.

1. West lately bought of W. L.
i Union a bay filly, 2 years old,
he by Star Pointer;
■in Pointer,
ilie dam of Bertha E. 2.21$.

CHOBCHES.

1W13*

NOTICE.

The actual increase of population in
Teachers for the various schools in town are rethis country in the last ten years is about quested to meet for examination at the residence
of
Superintendent, Thursday, April 11, 1901,
13,325,000. The rate of increase in the at 2the
O’ClOCK P. M.
period from 1880 to 1890 averaged about
EMMA F. DAVIS, Supt.
2 1-2 per cent each year.
Searsport, Me., March 26,1901.—3wl3

We pay salary or commission; can guarantee
furnish outfit free and have special
inducement to offer for this season. An easy matter to earn good salary at this time of the year.
No experience necessary. Write us for terms at
once.
8tl3
The R. G. Chase Co Nurserymen,
Malden, Mass.

NOTICE.

good territory;

GRAY ELECTRICAL SCHOOL.
Practical electrical course on dynamos, looters, electrical wiring, telephones, storage batteries, electric lighting, bells, etc., taught at Gray
Electrical School, 66 Pembroke St., corner of
Truniont St., Boston, Mass., South End.
Our telegraph course is second to none and the
tuition for same is only $35.00. Send for circular
or call.
Board and room $50.00 additional.
EDGAR S. GRAY. E. E., Principal
3in8

FOR SALE CHEAP.
i VII vnuu vuuni

Piques.

1

have a

repository

Wight

on

street, free from dust and dirt,
where

I will store

sleighs,

riages, furniture, etc.,
sonable price.
Leave
Swift iC Paul’s.
JOSEPH WIGHT,

Meeting-of
D. S. District Court.
In Bankruptcy.

at a

c makshall.

rea-

orders

at

12tf

Belfast

Creditors.

For the

District of Maine.

The first meeting of tile creditors of Henrv W.
Davis of Belfast, Maine, adjudged
bankrupt upon

his own petition, to prove their claims
against
lnm and choose one or more trustees of his
estate
will be held at the olhee of tile
referee, Belfast
Maine, on the I3tli day of April. A. D.
at 12
o'clock M.
WILLIAM p. THOMPSON
Iwl3
Referee for Waldo District.

liioi

Wm

car-

A

LOVER’S

Humors of all kinds are prolific of worse
troubles. They may be entirely expelled by
a thorough course of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.

QUARREL.

Frozen to Death.

Register ot Deep Water Vessels.

SHIPS.
March 18th as John Bradstreet was
“Ah,” he protected, “my love for you is
Abner Coburn. B F C'oloonl, at Sydney, crossing Sheepscot Great Pond with a
the greatest thing in the world. It is larger N. S. W. Jan
Honoand
17 for Newcastle
load ot logs, he noticed a dark object in
than the world. It is wide! than the sea. lulu.
the snow a short distance from his team.
Let me pour it into your ears.”
A G Ropes, Chapman, cleared from New
“Sir!” ejaculated the fair maid. “Do you York Jan 10 for Yokahania.
Going to the spot he found the lifeless
mean to insinuate anything about the size
A J Fuller, C Id Nichols, sailed from body of Alton Greeley, an aged resident
or shape of my ears ?”
of Palermo, partially buried in the snow.
Kahului Jan Its for Puget Sound.
Aryan, A T Whittier, sailed from San It was evident that the body had lain
Drying preparations simply develop dry Francisco Jan 7 for New Y'ork.
there some time, as the snow was meltcatarrh; they dry up the secretions which
Bangalore, arrived at Philadelphia Feb, ed from beneath and only the boots readhere to the membrane and decompose, 27 from Kahului.
mained plainly visible from a short disE B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at New
causing a far more serious trouble than the
tance away. Around the spot where he
V
V\V\\^
ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid all drying York March 6 from Honolulu.
inhalants and use that which cleanses,
Emily F W'hitney, A S Pendeton, arrived was found were many footprints, showThe
Kind
Ton
Have
and
which
has been
Always Bought,
soothes and heals. Ely’s Cream Balm is such at Honolulu Jau 13 from San Francisco.
ing that he had become lost and had
in nse for over 30 years, has borne the signature
a remedy and will cure catarrh or cold in
Emily Reed, from Newcastle, N. S.W., for wandered about for a long time, someof
the head easily and pleasantly. All drug- Honolulu, at Sydney, N. S. W. Feb 4, re- times
dropping in the snow and then reand has been made under his per.
sell it at 50 cents,or it will be mailed by pairing.
suming his useless search for some place
sonal supervision since its infancy.
Gov Itobie, F Colcord, arrived at New- of
ily Brothers, 56 Warren street, N. Y.
refuge.
castle March 12 from Sydney, N. S. W.; will
f-CCCCAA8f
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
want
to
“So
you
This winter Mr. Greeley had been
my
Grimsby:
marry
load for Honolulu.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
daughter, sir! What are your principles?
B Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed living in the family of Hollis Turner of
Henry
A re you temperate ?”
East Palermo, where he said he had a
from Baltimore Jau !• for San Francisco.
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Fledgely: “Temperate! Why, 1 am so
sailed good home. He was last Been, Sunday
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton,
strict that it gives me pain even to find my from
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
(i
March
for
New Whatcom, Wash.,
a
attended
he
March
when
evening,
10,
boots tight.”
Cape Town.
at the school house and started
Manuel Llaguno, I). C. Nichols, cleared meeting
Catarrh and Colds Believed In tO to
for Hollis Turner’s, where he lived, not
from
New York Feb. 28 for Hong Kong.
60 Minutes. One short puff of the breath
he was
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San over a half a mile from where
through the blower supplied with each
last seen. He was in the habit of startbottle of Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Power Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
cleared
from
where
he
R
D
Philaoff
without telling anyone
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare; diffuses the powder over the surface of the
ing
Rice, C F Carver,
nasal passages. 1’aiuless and delightful to delphia Nov 15 for Hiogo; spoken Dec 21 was going and was sometimes gone sev|! use.
goric,
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
It relieves instantly, and permanently lat ti N, ion 29 W.
eral weeks: sometimes would go 25 miles
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
! cures catarrh, hay fever, colds, headache,
Reaper, sailed lrpm Port Townsend Oct 2, from home, so no one hunted for him.
50 Port Gamble for Port Pirie.
sore throat,
tonsilitis and deafness.
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
wandered down
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Hono- He was neaily blind, so
| cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. lulu
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
a wood road that turns off just a few
Feb 13 for Puget Sound.
Ilowes & Co.—21.
St Paul,F W Treat,sailed from Hong Kong rods from his home.
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
Miss Mobile: “Well, Martha, how is your March 15 for Newcastle, N. S. W.
i
The body was frozen stiff, having
and Flatulency. IS assimilates the Food, regulates the
husband now?”
St Nicholas, arrived at Sydney, N. S. W. been exposed nine days. He was 70
Martha: “Po’ly, miss, po’ly. He’s got March 4 from Port Townsend.
I
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
years old. lie was out through the
that exclamatory rheumatism.”
State of Maine, L A Colcord, sailed from
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
Miss Mobile: “You mean inflamatory Hong Kong Dec 10 for New York; passed heavy ice storm of Sunday night, Mon-'
day and Monday night, March loth and
rheumatism, Martha. ‘Exclamatory’ is to St. Helena prior to Feb 17.
cry out.”
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived litli.
Martha: (with solemn conviction) “That’s at Kobe Feb 28 from Philadelphia.
GENUINE
always
it!
He
don't
do
nothin’
it, mum; that’s
Wm il Many, Amsbury, arrived at Port
The. March number of The Ledger
but holler!”
Townsend Feb 12 from Honolulu.
Monthly contains an account of “The
Wm H
J T Erskine, arrived at Danish AVest Indies at the
-Speechless and Paralyzed. “I had FremantleConner,
Gateway of
Feb. 22 from New York.
the Caribbean Sea,” illustrated: a pleas
valvular disease of the heart,” writes Mrs.
UAKKS.
ant article on “Lakewood as a Winter
J. S. Goode of Truro, X. S. “I suffered
Alice
Alanson Ford, arrived at
terribly and was often speechless and par- Carteret,Reed,
Report,” and “Stairways of American
N. J., March 14 from New York.
One
dose
of
Dr.
IJ^mes,” a series of illustrated views of
Agnew’s
tially paralyzed.
Edward
'-'0
Kalului
Feh
for
at
San
May,
Cure for the Heart gave me relief, and besome of the most artistic house interiors
Francisco.
fore I finished one bottle I w as able to go
in the United States. The short stories
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Port Natal
about. Today I am a well woman.” Sold
are entertaining and the usual depart
Jan 12 for Barbados.
•by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Ilowes A Co.
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, sailed ments of embroidery, “The New Cen_22.
from Pascagoula Feb IS for Rosario.
tury Child,” “Ornamental Trees and
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Maud (looking at a photo of her intendShrubs,” fashions and cooking, are well
ed) : “Dear old boy; he’s not such a fool as Boston March 21 from Turks Island via Ber- tilled.—Robert Bonner’s Sons, Ledger
muda.
he looks!”
In Use For Over
Years.
New' York, N. Y.
Ethel: “I hope not—that is, I’m quite
Matanzas, arrived at New Y ork March 19 Building,
THl CENTAUR COMPANY. TT MURRAY STREET, NCW YORK CITY.
from Havana.
sure he can’t possibly be.”
A Gentle Hint. Chatty Gent: “I believe
Olive Thurlow, cleared from New York
Plll-osophy.—There are pills and pills-— Feb 2 for Las Palmas.
you porters receive very poor wages?” Porter:
“We do, sir. If it wasn’t for the tips
but Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills at 10 cents a
Penobscot, cleared from New Y'ork Dec
rale gents, like yourself,gives us, we should
vial lead in demand. The sale borders on 14 for Freemantle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, Rosario for make no sort of a livin.”—Tit-Hits.
the phenomenal. Sluggish liver, constipaProbate Court held at Belfast, within and At a Probate Court held at Belfast v.
Philadelphia; passed Buenos Ayres March I---- Atfora the
the County of Waldo,outlie lit'
County of Waldo, on the I2t,h day of
tion, or irregular bowels are the precursors is.
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
A. D. 1901.
A. D 1901.
March,
of many physical disorders. These little
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
the County of Waldo, on the seconu Tuesday of
widow
of
M RYDER, widow of .1
Richard
A.
GURNEY,
Gurney,
the
cause.
40
in
a
vial
for
wonders remove
|
Singapore Dee 12 for New Y'ork; passed St.
March, A. D. 1901.
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deCLARA
late of Islesboro, in saiil <
RHODA
v,
10cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Helena prior to Jan 23.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last ceased, having presented a petition praying for deceased, having presented a prn-..
Howes A Co.—23.
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New Y'ork A will and testament of Alfe J. Tibbetts, an allowance out of the personal estate' of said an allowance out of the persona
Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
late of Palermo, in said County of Waldo, de- deceased.
deceased.
Mrs. Fangle: “The papers mention a
Thomas A Goddard, J II Park, arrived at ceased, having been presented lor i robate.
Ordered. That the said

The March number of “The Methodist
QUILLER-COUCIL
Review” contains a paper by the Rev.
Bob Jamieson stamped around his I J. E. C.
Sawyer, D. 1)., of Syracuse, N.
room, dropped his favorite pipe, said j Y. on “The Spiritual Significance of the
something untranslatable, and picked Divine Comedy.”
up his cap.
It is sad to learn that the writer who
He paused for want of breath, his
gave us “The Eight of Asia” is liimseif
eyes flashing, his nostrils dilating
with calm contempt, it is to be sup- in darkness.
Regarding his blindness
I Sir Edwin Arnold says: “My condition
posed.
"No, my dear Holly, I daresay you would be a sad one without patience and
will be expecting me to come and apol- j resignation. I never despair, and go on
ogize, and implore you to come out on I with my work, thanking heaven for my
the river with me, but you’ll have to ! unimpaired mental powers.” These are
the words that come from a brave heart.
send for me first.”
With which noble display of inde-1 The book of Bowdoin
stories, which
!
pendence Robert Jamieson flung out of is soon to be published, will be a most
liis room and down to the river, meta-1
not
interesting volume,
only to Bowdoin
phorically patting himself on the way, men, but to others as well. Among the
and all the time dreading the blank in
alumni who will contribhis life which he would feel as soon as I distinguished
ute will be the Hon. Thomas B. Reed.
his rage should cool down.
He has written a story which will attract
Holly Parsons put on her prettiest attention. It was at first thought that
white frock and a picturesque sun hat. I
Mr. Reed would write tne introduction
“If Mr. Jamieson calls, tell him 1 am j
to the book, but that task has been given
out,” she said to the maid. “1 am going | to another.
on the river.”
The March number of the Rudder is
She told herself this last piece of in-!
formation was for the benefit of the a beauty, with its colored frontispiece
! and numerous other illustrations, and
servant, in case she required to know.
“When he comes and finds me gone, it has plans for yachts, reports of cruisBY MABEL
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he will be f urious. I will take my canoe es and lots of other interesting matter.
and stay out till quite late, I’d love to The illustrated list of steam, naphtha
and sailing yachts for sale
includes
frighten him thoroughly.”
Miss Parsons’ bright brown eyes racers and cruisers, and among them
flashed a little. A faint flush appeared are bargains for almost everybody. This
one number is really worth a year’s subon her pretty checks—it was a flush of
anger, but it was eminently becoming. scription. Send 82 to the Rudder PubShe looked maddeningly pretty as she lishing Co., 9 Murray street, New York,
sat in her canoe and paddled away up and have The Rudder sent to your adstream. It was a glorious afternoon, dress for one year.
and the river was looking its best: but
Every boy in the land, and many who
Hotly Parsons’ eyes were not filled with are
no longer boys, will feel a sense of
appreciation of the beauty around her.
iSlie repeated to herself again and again personal loss in the death of the Rev.
Elijah Kellogg. It was his good fortune
the horrid things Bob had said.
"No. she would no* forgive him for a to possess a gift of writing stories that
long time; it would not do; the circum- appealed strongly to the youthful mind,
stances were too aggravated. He would and his books are as wholesome as they
be coining back expecting her to for- are entertaining. But though he shall
no longer move among us, his influence
give everything—some girls might be so
live on so long as his printed volsilly, but he would find she was made of will
different stuff.”
i umes shall be read, for it is a mappy
And all the time she knew that she truth that
Books are the voices of the dumb,
dared not let her anger cool, for a
The tongues of brush and pen;
horrid, absorbing pain would fill her
The ever living kernels from
heart at once, and a wretched feeling of
The passing husks of men.
loneliness and depression, and she hated
to be unhappy.
Mr. W, A. Fraser, author of Mooswa
She paddled on and on, until the other
and Others, has just written for early
boats were all left behind. She was very
in The Saturday Evening
tired, but she would not stop. Her mind publication
Post a short, stirring serial, entitled
was made up on one point; she would
The Outcasts. The Outcasts are an old
frighten Bob Jamieson into apprecia- buffalo and a wolf-dog, and the greater
tion of her worth.
of the story is about the strange
It was almost twilight when she turn- part
and striking adventures of
ed to go home; the river seemed to her comradeship
these companions, and their pilgrimage,
to have suddenly become lonely and dein company, to the distant plains of
pressing; the sun had gone down and a
of which the wolf-dog knew. man who has cooked his own breakfast for
chill wind and sprung up. Dolly pad- deep grass,
There are action, and strength of word fifteen years.”
died fast and splashed the water over
Mr. Fangle: “He must have been very
and phrase in the story, and the touch
her pretty frock, and grew cross and
of the soil and the music and charm and hungry when he finally got it done.”
Bob
miserable. She bad quite expected
sombreness of the forest. The rush of
Itcblng. Burning. Skin Diseases Cured
would have followed her to “make it
the frenzied bultalo herd to death is told for Thirty-five Cents. Dr. Agnew’s Ointhow
she
she
decided
had
long
up:"
with splendid dramatic power.
The ment relives in one
would keep him in suspense, and how,
day, and cures Tetter,
plan of the book is a unique conception, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Eczema, Barber’s
at last, to forgive him.
:t is worked out on novel and enterand
A clock in the distance struck 7. 1 lolItch, Ulcers, Blotches and all eruptions of
taining lines.
the skin. It is soothing and quieting and
ly paddled faster and faster, though she
acts
like magic in the cure of all baby huhardly knew how to go on. She looked
The fiction announced by Messrs.
35 cents. Sold by Edmund I\ ilson
anxiously along, when swiftly around Houghton, Mifflin & Co. for the spring mors.
and A. A. Howes A Co.—24.
the bend she had just cleared shot has a
wide range of inter- I|
surprisingly
another boat, close in her wake. It est.
Boston appears in a humorous |
Capital punishment was being hotly decame so swiftly it was almost on her be“Now I ask you,” said one man,
story of the servant-girl problem, “The I bated.
fore the sound of the oars made her Successors of
“does
hanging prevent murder?”
the First,” by ElizaMary
glance up: it came so close that her cry beth Stuart Phelps: Chicago in a Tol- 1 “Well,” answered another quietly, “I
it does. Cases are very rare of a
to "Jock ahead!” came too late.
stoian novel by Will Payne, called "The fancy
1
man committing murder after he has been
She screamed with alarm and missed
of
and
in
Paris
Eva;”
Eugenia hanged once or twice!”
1 Story
her stroke. The man in the other boat Brooks
Frothingliam’s “The Turn of the
looked around with annoyance written j Road.”
RELIEF IN SIX HOURS.
Kate Douglass Wiggin’s “Penon every feature, and then, before he
elope's Irish Experiences” survey IreDistressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
could back water, the impetus of his land; Colonial
Virginia appears in' Bur- relieved in six hours by “New Great
last stroke brought the nose of his boat ; ton E. Stevenson’s romantic “Soldier of South Americas Kidney Cure.” It is a
with a crash into the stern of her canoe
Virginia:” and Europe in Clara Louise ; great surpriseinon account of its exceeding
which filled and sank instantly.
promptness
relieving pain in blad1 Burnham’s “Miss Pritchard’s Wedding
der, kidneys and back, in male or female.
"Bob! Bob! Bob! Help!” But before Trip.”
Alice Brown paints a part of Relieves
retention
of water almost immethe cry waspast her lips Dolly had gone New
j
Hampshire in “King's End,” and diately. If you want quick relief and cure
under.
for the sea there is “Dog-Watches at this is the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes it
.rcat scott: it s Doily:
Sea” by Stanton King.
Co., Druggists, lielfast, Me.
lylfi
In a second Bob had sprung into the
She
Was
have
Posted.—“The
bride
must
water after her.
A stupefied face rose
The American Hoy for March con- j
j studied the marriage service a long time.”
above the surface aud two hands strug- tains
illustrations. It is “What makes
eighty-eight
the
think
1
so?”
“When
you
gling wildly to clutch something: then hardly possible to think of a subject of
faltered she prompted
She sank again. In desperation Bob interest to boys that is not treated in officiating clergyman
him.”—Chicago Record.
made a wild plunge at the spot where its
It starts off with a timely
pages.
“An International Courtship” the new
she had gone down, and this time editorial entitled, "Hearn to
Create,”
absorbingly interesting novel by Melcaught a bit of her sleeve. It was bare- in which boys are urged to lie origina- and
ville Kirke, has been described by a leading
ly enough to support her by, but having tors and not imitators. The stories in London
weekly newspaper as “a remarkgot a hold lie made the most of it, and this number are: In a l-'orest Prison, able novel.” It is the story of marriage belie
to
tier
until
could
managed
keep
up
Roly-Poly’s Recitation, Daring Deeds tween American girls and titled Englishgrasp her firmly, then by degrees lie of a Young Federal. '1 he lirakje, the men. Published by The Neely Co., 114
Fifth Ave.. N. Y. I’ostpaid $1.00
drew her to the bank, and in time man- twelfth and thirteenth
3yrs24
chapters of
aged to lift her into the boat, which Three Boys in the Mountains, and the
Maud—“
I
don’t
like
to
see you throwing
fortunately had drifted to the bank. Kid. 'I he paper announces a prize for yourself at Fred."
Elizabeth—“Why not?
She was conscious again by that time, boys subscribing
during the month of lie’s a good catch.”—Tit-Bits.
and lie laid her in the boat and wrapped March, the prize
of a comconsisting
BELLA VITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets
his coat about her.
She was not really
plete printing outfit, the conditions be- and Pills for the
10 days treathurt, only overcome with the shock and , ing set forth in full in this number. ment 50c., BO dayscomplexion:
treatment $1.00. Sold by
weariness; but she looked a very piteous Monthly, #1.00 a year. The Sprague A. A. Ilowes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
and forlorn little creature as she lay
I
3yrs24.
Publishing Co., Detroit, Mich.
shivering in the bow while Bob pulled
A Tempting Thickness.
as quickly as lie could to the boathouse. :
The April number of The Smart Set
“Is that ice
In spite, though, of her plight, her is crowded with articles and stories that thick enough to skate on, little boy!” “No,
it’s
thick
to try and
only
sir;
just
enough
spoiled clothes and general discomfort, command public interest. The leading see if it’s thick
;
enough!”—Puck.
she did not feel as depressed as she had novelette is entitled The Taming of
Syldone before the plunge, nor did the via, and is by Elizabeth Duer, who is
Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washworld seem so utterly devoid of happi- perhaps belter known to Knickerbocker ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
Information,
Seattle, Wash., O. M. Moore,
ness.
as
Mrs.
James
G. King Duer.
society
ltf
“Bob,” she said, after silently watch- Julien Gordon (Mrs. Van Renssalaer secretary.
ing him for some moments, “Bob— why Cruger) contributes to the number a
Church—“Y’ou say she’s an enthusiastic
were you up the river so late'?”
long short story, In Palace Gardens, Christian Scientist?” Gotham —“Well, I
“Why were you?” answered Bob, not that was awarded #250 in the recent should say so! Why, she can eat a plate of
without embarrassment.
prize contest in this magazine. Mrs. stewed tripe and think its ice cream.”—
"Will you tell me if 1 tell you?”
M. E. W. Sherwood has an interesting Yonkers Stateman.
"‘Yes.” he said, his color heightening. article, entitled Certain Patriotic ExLIVERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver
“Well, 1 was angry with you, and I iles, on the American colony in Paris,
5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes
wanted to—frighten you.”
and another brilliant article in the num- Pill;
contain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills.
“You carried you scheme to perfec- ber in The Lovers of the World, by Ed- Sold
by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, BelThere are stories by Mr. fast, Me.
tion, dear.”
gar Saltus.
3yrs24.
“But Bob, 1 didn’t—oh, Bob,” in a' ’Poultney Bigelow, Clinton Ross,
DougWell Satisfied.
Bliffers—“Buncom is a
great state of consternation, “you can’t las St. George Huntington, Guy Somerman, isn’t he?”
think I fell in on purpose?”
Wiffers—“Yes,
ville, Francis M. Livingston, Kate Jor- self-made
What made you think so?”
Bliffers—" He
“No, dear, I am quite convinced of an, Katherine de Wolf, Marvin Dana seems
be
so well satisfied with the job.”
to
that.”
and II. A. Keay.
—New York Weekly.
holly looked at him thoughtfully for
a moment.
In the April number, the text of the
*ioo
“Bob,” she said severely, “what do Atlantic Monthly is increased to 160
Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
pages. George W. Anderson, who has
you mean?”
May be worth to you more than $100 if you
“Well,” he answered with conviction, recently completed a term of service on have
a child who soils bedding from incon“young women don’t put on their pret- the Boston School Board, contributes a tenence of water during
sleep. Cures old
tiest dress when they contemplate a candid and fearless discussion of “Poli- and
young alike. It arrests the trouble at
tics and the Public Schools.” A study once. $1. Sold
dive.”
by A. A. Howes & Co.,
holly had the grace to blush. “My of “The Anthracite Coal Crisis” by Dr. Druggists, Belfast, Me. Iyrl9.
4
made specially
poor dress!” she said dolefully; “and 1 Talcott Williams is
Teacher—“If you are polite and kind to
was looking so nice when I ’started.”
timely by the termination, on April l,
she added regretfully.
“I must he a of the present adjustment of wages in your young comrades, what will be the reBully Jones—“ They’ll know they
fearful fright now, though,” with sud- the anthracite and bituminous mines, sult?”
den consciousness. "Am I, Bob? I)o I the consequences of which may be most can lick you.”—Puck.
look very dreadful?”
significant. Hon. D. H. Chamberlain,
For Over run Tears.
"I have seen you looking better, ! who writes on “South Carolina during
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
settled
in
South
Carodarling.”
Reconstruction,”
lina after the war, and later, as gover- Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
holly's brow puckered again.
used for over fifty years by millions of
"Now tell me why you were up here nor of the State, made a famous record.
mothers for their children while teething,
so late.”
F. .1. Stimson, a most accomplished with
perfect success. It soothes the child,
Bob did not answer; lie seemed deep- master of the short story, contributes softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
ly interested in something on the bank. “The Weaker Sex,” a tale full of emo- colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
tional intensity about a criminal indict- Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
—American Queen.
in every part of the world.
ment that was never pressed.
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
I{*• I»r<u<• tion of Art
As
sure
and
ask
for
Mrs.
far
back
as
Winslow’s
irDirir
last
summer
when
Soothing
r Kr'c'
Works in Platinum Effect
Charles Felton Pidgin, the author of Syrup, and take no other kind.
Fin« Hal.' Tone Aluiiiinuni Prints on Four Ply
Adams Sawyer,” was talking
“Quincy
Dunderhed. “1 say, Barton, who was
Gray Bristol Mounts.
with his publishers in reference to pub- that
funny looking old lady 1 saw you with
“Pliaraoh’s Horses”
it was decided to introduce a at the concert last evening
lication,
SI B.IECTS "Tlie Horse Fail”
?” Barton. “That
by Rosa Bonheur
f "Return from the Fair”
comprehensive map which would enable funny old lady was my wife.” Dunderhed.
I
the
reader
v *ld in all art stores at 10c. each
to more clearly follow the “Oh, don’t mean the one with the brown
(no printing
on the front to mar
them). No condition to scenes of the principal incidents at bonnet on; but the absurd creature with
ki i.ki1.1.
the snub nose and the crooked eyes.” BarSimply to purchase a bottle of the Mason’s Comer. The
“map” went into ton—“Oh,
True “L. F." Atwoods’ Bitters, from
any dealer,
you mean my sister.”—Boston
during tin- two months from March 20th to May the second edition of the book, which
Transcript.
20, 1901.
was issued Dec. 15th, and is now appearHe will supply you with one of the above sub
in all editions.
Of course it is
Ten thousand demons gnawing away at
jei'ts with each and every bottle you buy during ing
that period.
purely imaginary, so far as an actual one’s vitals couldn’t be much worse than
Don’t Delay, remember this offer expires town or
the
tortures of itching piles.
Yet there’s a
village in Massachusetts is
May 20.1901.
concerned, but it represents a real place cure. Doan’s Ointment never fails.
See the Panel with samples in any store in
to
the
who
will
find a new pleasMaine. If he hasn’t the pictures ask him to order
reader,
“Tell me, dear, how the Wangtons have
a dozen “L. F.” Bitters
ure in book reading by involuntarily
mentioning the pictures.
furnished their new house.”
“Well, I
turning to it when different localities didn’t see a thing in it that cost less than a
are mentioned.
It shows where the hundred dollars, but it struck me that if
A Card.
principal personages live, where the they had studied the matter closer they
might have got a good deal more money into
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to town hall, hotel, railroad station and the
same space.”—Life.
refund the money on a SOoent bottle of the school bouse were, and, in fact, all
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails the principal places in both FernborDr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems
to cure your cough or cola. We also
guar- ough and Eastborougb, the farm lands, especially adapted to the needs of the chilantee a 25-cent bottle to prove
satisfactory the various streets and roads, and even dren. Pleasant to take; soothing in its inor money refunded.
6m42
the line of the railroad running to fluence. It is the remedy of all remedies
A. A. Howes & Co.
w. O. Poor & Son. Boston.
for every form of throat and lung disease.
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The Kind You Have
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Boston March 14 from Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Feb 13 from Boston.
BRIGS.

Leonora, J H Monroe, arrived
River, Ja, March 1 from Gibraltar.

at

Black

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
New Y'ork March 19 for St. Pierre, Mart.
Henry Clausen, Jr, arrived at Darien

]

j

j

Always Bought

1

March 6 from New Y'ork.
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Galveston Feb 27 from New Y'ork.
John C Smith, Kneeland,arrived at Brunswick, Ga. March 20 from New Y'ork.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Havana
March 12 for Apalachicola.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Havana
Ytarch 7 from Pascagoula.
K W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Philadelphia March 18 from Port Spain.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Pensacola March ll fot Philadelphia.
Sallie 1'On, W II West, cleared from San
Domingo City for Palenque to load for New
York.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from Carrabeile, Fla., March lfi for Noank.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New Y'ork March 9 from Charleston, S C.

fiublished

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock
before uoon, and show cause, if any they have,
the same should not bt proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.

why

A true

A true

Hazeltine, Register.

OLIVE

■

!

PROBATE NOTICES.
Brown. In Boston, March 13, Amy (Berry)
Brown, a native of Stockton Springs, aged 26
years and 4 months.
In Portland, (Deering District)
Gilbert.
March 15, Lucia A., widow of tlip late Fitz W.
67 years, 4
Gilbert, formerly of Belfast,
months and 9 days. The funer« services were
held
afternoon at 2 o’clock from her late
residence, No. 150 Coyle street.
Hobbs. In Brooks, March 16, Jefferson Hobbs,
aged 72 years.
Harriman. In Sandypoint, March 6, Mrs.
Henrietta P. Harriman, aged 68 years, 4 months.
Morin. In Bucksport, March 17, Mrs. Eliza
KMorin, aged 69 years and 10 months.

Merged

Monday

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of March,
^A. D. 1901.
A. GROSS, executor of the last will
and testament of James R. Gross, late of
Thorndike, in said Couuty of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying for a license
to sell at public sale and convey the whole of the
real estate of said deceased, described in said
&

BURTON

petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of April, A. D. 1901,

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should uot be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
at ten

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Amelia J. Hopkins, late
of Frankfort, in said County of W’aldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.

A true copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,

88. In Court of Probate, held at Belon tte 12th day of March, 1901. Eliza
Webber, administratrix on the estate of James
Webber, late of Monroe, in said County, deceased, having presented her first account or ad-

WALDO
fast,

A.
H.

ministration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day of
April, next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. IIazeltine, Register.

NOTICE^

The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator de bonis non of the estate of

ADMINISTRATOR’S

EDMUND H NEALLEY, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All peisons having demauds against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
Immediately to Ashur H. Mayo of Monrue, my
authorized agent.
CALVIN H. NEALLEY.
New York, March If, 1901.

S8.—lu Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 12th day of March, 1901.
Joseph H. Carlton, trustee under the will of Robert G. Campbell, late of Winter port, in said County, deceased, having presented his ^irst account

WALDO

such trustee for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
of April next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

as

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 12th day of March, 1901.
Washington R. Peavey, administrator on the estate of Fred A. Hurd, late of Winterport, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO
fast,

ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be beld at Belfast, on the 9th day
of April next, and show cause, if any
they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

NOTH'*;, me subscriber hereby
gives notice that be has been duH appoint
ed Executor of the last will sod testament of
FRED CLARK, late of Prospect.

EXECUTOR'S

In the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persona having demands against the estate of said deceased are de
aired to present the same for settlement, and all
Indebted thereto are requested to make tayment
JOHN W. PENDLETON.
Immediately.
Prospect, March IS, ltUI.

1

ment

Ere

s

n<*m«
1

pointed administrator on the
SAM UEL T. GREEN LEAF
in the County of Waldo. d*-

bonds as the law directs. All
mauds against the estate .•(
desired to
present the same t
all indebted thereto are reqi
ment immediately
EnE\
Liberty, March 12. 1 i«» 1.
ADMINISTRATOR’S Noll' I
hereby gives notice that >
p< inted administrator, with
the estate of

A

BRIDGET McCABE, iat<
in the
of Waldo, d.
bonds as the law dirfcts. Ail
mands against the estate -i
desired to present the same !■
all indebted thereto are requepayment immediately.
Belfast, March 12,1901.

County

CHARLES

The

NOTICE.

IjlXECUTOICS

by gives notice that he
pointed Executor of the Iasi

h
w

of

ALBERT

RACKLIFF. lab

in the County of Waldo, dece.i
bonds as the law directs. All p*
mands atainst the estate <d sac
sired to present the same for se:
indebted thereto are requested
H
immediately.

Freedom/March 12,1901.

NOTICE. The

>

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she has bee’
Executrix of the

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
March, A. D. 1901.
A. SPENCER, executor of the last
Daniel A. McManus, late of Knox, in
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
petition praying that this court may determine I

will of
BURTON
said

who are entitled to the balance of the estate of
said deceased nowin his hands for distribution;
their respective shares therein under said will,
and order the same distributed accordingly.

immediately.
doni, March 12. H»oi

hereby {jives notice that
Administrator

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of March.
A. D. 1901.
E. SHERMAN administiator of the
estate of Sarah E. Doe late of Burnham, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at private sale and convey the whole of the real estate
of said deceased described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of April, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinf, Register.

a

.muh k

<

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
county, on the 9th day of April, A. I). 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause. If
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

I

Administrators

hereby {jives notice tl.;t
appointed Administrator of r h-•
ROBERT M. OLIVER, late
in the County of Waldo, d*«•.
bonds as the law directs
\
demands against the estate
desired to present the same f
all indebted thereto are ieqtn

CLARA

A

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Bellast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
of April next, and show cause, if ai.y they have,
why the said account should uot be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.—Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

a

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo,on the 12th day ot March,
A. D. 1901.
P. BOULTER, administratrix of the estate of Eugene A. Boulter, late ot Unity, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at private sale and convey the whole of the real estate
of said deceased described in said petition.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mary Nealley, late
of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
haviug been presented for probate, together with
a request that Calvin H. Nealley may be
appointed administrator of the estate* of said deceased
with the will annexed.

ance.

M 1*0 SS
111 ourI
fast, on the )2th dy\
A Crirehet: .rid Ib.iu-n
tors of th** will of * ):iv*-r i> < n
fast, in sain Counly. dt ceased,
their tirj*: account \d ai.niinist:
tate for allowam e.
OnU-red, that notice thereof
weeks successively, in the lb-pu!
newspaper publisi od in Bolt;
that all persons interested may
hate Court, to be held at f:■
of
April next, and sir
have, yvhv the said account iGEO. K. .M *II N
A true copy. Attest :
( has. 1’. IIa/.i i.

Ur

Mary

<

At a

WALDO

that all persons in'erc-tcu m;i\
bate Court, to be held at Bella*>>f April next, and -how
have w y the **;iiyj account >1.
GE'» f
lo,
A true copy. Attc*i
CM as 1* H v/.t

pLAHA

A

sS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 12ih day of March, 1901.
Robert F. Dunton, executor of the last will of
Eliza A. D. Burrington, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first account of administration oi said estate for allow-

a

At a Probate * mir: heid al Belfast, witlnu and tor
the ( untv
W a do, on th* 12ili *lav «>t March
A I>. 1901.
B. B AG LEV. widow of Levi H;.gleyf late
\J of Troy, iii said County ot a auto, deceased.
ha\ ii g pres* lit. it a petition praying for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
'I he Republican Journal, a newspaper published
a?
Belfast, ihat they may appear at a Probate
(
tirt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of April, A. 1). 1901,
at ten of the clock be lore noon, and show
cause,
il any they have, why the prayer of said petition
should uot be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltinc, Register.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for
the Countv of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
March. A. D. 1900.
certain instrument, purporting to he the last
wi.l and testament of Joshua A. J. Lincoln,
late of Seat sinont, in said County of Waldo, de
ceased, having been presented for pr.bate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of thisonJer to be pub
lished three weeks successively in The Republican
Joirnal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
withiu and tor said County, on ihe second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon and show cause, if any they have,
why the
same should not be proved,approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
within and for said Connty, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Ordered, That notire then
successively, in the R*
newspaper published in Belt

weeks

•*

.«i i.«r
t
!.»*

t

<•

..

At

Tom—“Y'our father has been following us
around all evening. Can we stop the embarrassment ?”
Ida—“Y'es; I will drop a quarter and paw
will keep his foot on it until the company
have all gone.”

J.

of said deceased.
Ordered, Thar the said petitioner give notice to
all persons Interested by causing
copy ot tins
order to be published three weeks stieccs-m !y in
the Republican .Journal, a n*w>| apci publish* o
at Belfast, that they may apjeat at
Probate
Court, to 1» liel-i ;»t Hi Hast, wr,Inn and lor said
County, on the 9;1> o:-y ot April. A I* 1901.
at tei. ot the clock before noon, and >1
ran »■,
if any they have, why the prayer of said peti
turner should not be granted.
*.L<> E. JOHNSON.’Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
( itas. 1’ HA7.M.1 in E. R» gisu r

■

j

ITTALIX* S8.— In Court
t
rf
last, on the* 12 h da\
A. Croxford, .Minimisr u
of Asa Roothby, late f ,la< i-deceased, having presente d hit
administration of said estat*-

Ralph

tate

March, A. 1). 1901.
Working 24 Hours a Day.
4 certain instrument, pin port in.: to l>«- the last
There’s no rest for those tireless little A will and
I
testament
Ilir-i- Walton, late
Pills. of
Life
New
workers—I)r. King’s
Belfast, in said County of \\ altio, decease",
Million are always busy, curing Torpid I having been presented for probate,
;
Livers, Jaundice, I biliousness, Fever and
Ordered, Thar notice be given o ail persons in
Ague. They banish Sick Headache, drive j terested by causing a cop* «•! this order to he pubout Malaria.
Never gripe or weaken. | lished three weeks successiveix in the Republican
Small, taste nice, work wonders. Try them. |: Journal, published at Belfast! 1 at hex max ap| pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
25c. at K. II. Moody’s.
within and for said County. 011 ti e second Tues! day of April next at ten of the clock before
and show cause, it any t ley have, why the
Horrible Threat. Mother (firmly to : noon,
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
little daughter, who is about to have a
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
tooth drawn)—“Now, May. if you cry,
P. Hazeltine, Register.
Chas.
I’ll never take you to a dentist’s again.”

—Tit-Hits.

Hazeltlne, Register.

MORSE, widow of Wll LIAM B.
MORSE, late ot Unity. in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
pray ing for an allowance out "1 the personal es-

A

.11

>

At a Piohate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Coutii. ot Waldo, on the 12th day of
March, A. D. 1901

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Walco, on ti e second Tuesday of
March, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Lucy
('lark, iate of
Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
rder to be
published three weeks sip cessiv. ly ii. The Republican Journal, publisheo hi
l eliasr, that they
be held at
may appear at a Probate Court. t
Belfast, within and for said County »u tlit* second
Tuesday of April next, at ten of he clock before noon, and show cause if any ti e' hnve. why
the same should not be proved,
pprovt d anil
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON.Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas F ii \z*'ltisi\ Register
At a Probate Court held
!<« H;m witln>.
the Countv of Waldo, on the mc i.<I Ti

<

copy—Attest:

Chas. P.

copy—Attest:

Chas. P.

Ordered, That the said petitioner u,
all persons interested by causing
order to be publisheo three weeks
the Republican Journal, a newspapei
Belfast, that they may appear at a r
to be held at Belfast, within and r
on the 9th day at April, A. Ii
the clock before noon, and show
have, why the prayer of saiil pet:
not be granted.
GEO. E. jOH.N'iA true copy. Attest:
Ch as. P. Hazklii

petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Jourt.a
a
newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of April, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, .Judge.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy ol this order to be
three weeks successively in the Repubican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they

terested

|

last

will and

te-

PHILIP R. GILKEY, late. I
in the County of Waldo, decease
having demands against the esi
ceased are desired to present tin
ment, and all indebted thereto ;•
make payment immediately.
prom:i
Searsport, March 12, 1901.

>

(

EXECUTRIX’S

NOTICE. The

gives notice that she has ben
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to Executrix of the last, will and trall persons interested by causing a copy of this
MEHITBALE NICHOLS, lab
j
Order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published in the County of Waldo, deoea»cc
having demands against theestab
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
are desired to present the sun
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said ed
and
all indebted thereto are i* >i
County, on the 9th day of April, A. D. 1901,
payment, immediately.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if
ANMI
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
Searsport, March 12, 1901.
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
j
s noth
A true copy. Attest:
hereby gives notice that
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
a> pointed administrator <>t
SS
In Court of Probate, held at BelCHARLES E DYER. hit.
fast, on the. 12th day of March, 1001. in the
County of Waldo. «i.
Thomas N. Pearson, administrator on the estate
bonds as the law directs, ah
of Isaac D. Mixer, late of Belfast, in said County,
mands against the estate of
his
first and final
deceased, having presented
sired to present the same t.*r

Administrator

WALDO

1

—

■

«...

account of administration of said
lowance.

estate

for al-

Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a I
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a l*robate Court, to e held at Belfast, on the Ptli day
of April next, and show cause, if any
they have.
why the said account should uot l»e allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Char. P. Hazkltivk. Register
M.-ln Court of Probate, held at Hel
fast, on the 12th day of March. Iv*>i
Samuel
Kingsbury, trustee under the will of
Charles Meservey. late of Morrill, in said County,
deceased, having presented his eight and final me
count as such trustee for allowance, together
with his resignation of said trust.
Ordered, that notice thereof le given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published In He If set. in *aid Counthat all persons interested n.av attend at a
ty.
Probate Court, to he held at Reltsst. *» the Wth
day of April neat, and show ranee, if any they
have, why the said account stnmid not le tlkwai.
GKO K JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy
Attest:
Cass. r. HAmtm, Kegtater.

WALDO

indebted thereto are request*
mmediatelv
i.C
Searsmont. March 12. 1WOI
h

notice

Execctok
by gives notice that

ed

executor of

in

the

the last

ALLEN HAM

I

County of

he 1.1
ail

late

f

B »;*i

having iteniMiuts against 'h*
e«l are desired to present th*
and all indebted tberet- .«»•
payment immediately
1

Belfast

Admin

Mar*

h

IS.

mite ate ix

IV«H
* m»

hereby gives notn-e that
pointed administratrix of
I

1

•’
-•

CAMILLA M KITH I
In the « minty nf «n<|«
bond* as th# las dire* te
A
demand* against the rflu'r
are desired t*» present tf>. sa*
and ail ladebuM thereto *v*
pat merit immediately i« J-s
Belfast, her aathortmd Mri.t
KUH
Maahim, Mam March It iwH

*
*

1

,'r

flORE

MODERN MIRACLES
Supposed

Cures in Cases
to be Incurable.

Remarkable

PROOF IS INDISPUTABLE.
Disorders Known to Medical
5ciencet Permanently Cured—Some Sworn

lost isevere Nervous

H1r

Statements.
.hrnl truth that, beyond dispute,
1 nerves rule the entire system,
which both builds up the blood
_thens the nerves is, therefore,
to strike at the source of a great.if diseases than any other. Such
Hist also be an unsurpassed tonic,
weak, nervous men and women
active and energetic. That it
,r prove a specific for many serii. of the blood and nerves is not
and this is true of that remarkv, Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
id'-. Diseases long believed by
be incurable, chronic troubles
Hiding, have succumbed to the

i,

Mrs. J. B. Shaw.
Signed,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
12th day of February, 1901.
Lionel Moise.
Notary Fublic.

[seal.]

TWO YEARS IN BED.
Declared a

hopeless
a

Invalid Yet Found

Cure,

From the Press, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Of the many remarkable cases which have
recently occupied the attention of the medical world and of the public at large, none
more strikingly illustrates the wonderful
power of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People than the recovery of Mrs. Jennie
Tuttle, who, after two years’ confinement to
her bed, was restored to perfect health and

of this great remedy,
strength.
ataxia, paralysis, sciatica, nerMrs. Jennie Tuttle, who lives at the cor-• ration and St. Vitus’dance have
ner of Fulton and Market Streets, Grand
Rapids, Mich., tells the following story:
!■ red among the diseases cured.
iluences

markable have been many of
acted that they have come to be
dem miracles. These that folic that this title is fully de-

VirUS’

i.

DANCE.

Utile Sufferer Was Perman-

ently Cured.
tti-L'ler, Arkansas City, Kas.

f

been the advance of medical
many lines, it is only in rent a remedy has been discoverthe most <lreadful of nervous
atllict children —St. Vitus’

\>

ither nervous disorders that
and wan faces and peevish,
dtions of so many children
Vm-nti finally treated by a rem1 os at the root of the disease
tin* impoverished blood and
•

.ng the

nerves.

mmendation fur this remedy
}»arts of the civilized world.

interesting story told by Mr.
istoplier Armstrong of Jelferfor

three
\* ith St. Vitus’ dance, and we
"*d of finding relief in medical
she was so helpless that she
d and would fall over at times
«• to rise.
a;d and read a great deal about
Link Pills for Pale People,
sT resort, determined to try
etfeet was almost miraculous,
st box there was a noticeable
t and by the time she had taken
was almost well.
Altogether
.'“-ut a dozen boxes, and by the
.s
thirteen years of age, was
im*st

daughter

was

healthy, weighing 114 pounds.”
1
ii r stop her Armstrong,

a

Mary Armstrong.
d and sworn to before me.
W 1). Kramer, Notary Public
r of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
in a vast number of diseases
e blood or to derangements of
;
> s\
stem, has been demonstrated
Is <>f instances as remarkable as
ip(i above.

locomotor ataxia.
Hr uounced

1

:

Case

Cured

Recently

Near Chicago.
n the
Chicago Tribune.
unlock of No. 02 Twenty-second
"h-oae Park. 111., is a man who
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
lie was born in England less
ii.s ago, and before coming to
lived in Ireland and the Jersey
Hie story of his cure is best told
words, lie says:
189.S I begaii to experience a
".ing and noticed that 1 became
r v slight exertion. 1 continued
i:i the machine shop until July
1 suffered from a fall and after

rapidly worse. A physician
ml pronounced my trouble locoa

lie treated me for four
there was no improvement in
1 was told that my case was
and that 1 would continue to
until death relieved me. I was
■J to my bed although I spent
a
time lying down and was en■unie to work. I could hardly
■i'i-med as if my legs would give
under me, and my movements
hose of a drunken man. A cold
ame in my right side and I lost
-tli 'if my right arm.
Then my
-mu to blur so that
I could see
'tinctly, and in a short time I beadj blind in my right eye.
-'•ember an account appeared in
Weekly Mail, a Scotch newsw cure in a case similar to mine
Ifected by Dr. Williams’ Pink
'ale People. 1 was so impressed
"imt that I began taking the pills,
a month I was so much
improved
n nninedto
persist in the treatment.
i"i of the second mouth I was able
to my work and have not lost a
■"nut of illness since that time.
an taking the pills 1 liavegained
in weight, can walk almost as
r and my sight is fully restored,
believe that Dr. Williams’Pink
'ale People saved my life and en"
again earn my livelihood, and 1
mend them to any one suffering
""tor ataxia or any other severe
sni der, even if pronounced ineurwas.’’
Samuel Cuknock.
•ed and sworn to before me this
1900.
August,
Adam Davidson,
Police Magistrate.
■

WAS

HOPELESS.

dealui -battered
by the (jrip Restored

by

l ink

Pills.

Journal, Kansas City, Mo.
iig is one ease among hundreds
attack of the grip has left the
'necked in health, and in which
“
el physicians has proved unavail'"story is told in the words of the
■b -I. 11. Shaw, of 2101 Belfountain
kunsasCity, Mo. She says:
'!1 the
grip was epidemic here I was
"ictims and the disease left me ift
state. 1 formerly had an excellent
> out after the attack I could
scarcely
"iniiHi
anything. I had severe pains in
1 and back of
my head and was dizzy
I would lie awake until
nearly
mg and then fall into a
sleep that was
ltul
heart
action
was
My
weak
i
*h» a victim of nervousness.
In fact
■aith was shattered by the attack of
i}’!1 and recovery seemed hopeless,
''"ing afflicted in this manner for
jrK eeks,
I happened to read an adver"f Hr. Williams’Pink Pills
for Pale
!w
kinking they might do me good,
1
them
at
once.
In
“ting
three
■/
days
and could sleep like a
■•'..i;,better
glit. After using a box of the pills
""irv was restoiAd and I felt
greatly
1 continued taking them until
! tia,V
'“"'i three boxes and was in better
ii,.;,!,i '‘‘an
I had enjoyed before in several
■ii!

■

1

"' •"

''"commended Dr. Williams’ Pink
"ale People to many of my friends
'" all
who are suffering from the
bit;
knur 'unease
,.e K'ip to use them and drive the
from their systems. If a
*
glad], envelope is sent for reply, I will
answer
i,
all
easy,
inquiries relating to my

»tan„‘ f

“I had been flat on my hack in bed for two
years, and the doctors had given me up as a
hopeless case. They had resorted to every
remedy known to their profession and had
even subjected me to the tortures of five
surgical operations. M y trouble was change
of life and 1 grew weaker and weaker until
I became helpless and unable to leave, my
bed. A nurse and four physicians attended
me.

“One box of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for
Pale People gave me great relief and after
using them for three months i was a well
woman, having been able to leave my bed
the sixth week after commencing the treatment.
1 can state that the cure was complete and permanent as it is now three years
since I used them.
‘1‘ have recommended the pills to several
of my relatives. My mother-in-law, who is
72years old, took them for general debility
and they soon produced a very marked improvement in her condition. 1 wish that
the thousands of women who are afflicted
as 1 have been may know of this remedy
which has saved my life and given me health
and strength.”
M us. J kn n ie Tuttle.
Signed,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
second day of August, 1900.
li. F. Bakkntiskn, Notary Public.
All the elements necessary to give new
life and richness to the blood and restore
shattered nerves, are contained, in a condensed form, in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
Pale People. They are an unfailing specific
for such diseases as locomotor ataxia,partial
paralysis, St. Vitus’ dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism, nervous headache, the
after-effects of the grip, palpitation of the
heart, pale and sallow coinplextions, and all
forms of w eakness either in male or female.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
are sold by all dealers, or will be sent
postpaid on receipt of price, 50 cents a box, or
six boxes for S2.30 (they are never sold in
bulk or by the hundred), by addressing Dr.
Williams Medicine Company, Schenectady,

The

Coasters Have Pianos Now.
Mimic

single “er,”

And then the teacher’d smile at him, and
he'd smile back at her.
He wasn’t much to look at, and he never
broke a rule,
But you can bet we envied him when we
were i n the school!
But sometimes when the school let out and
snow was on the ground,
Tliere’d be, a sort of signal and the clan
would gather round;
And when our little Johnny came,—tho’
nothing much was said,—
We’d find a frosty drift of snow to cool
that mighty head.
We’d throw him in, and pull him out, and
say ’twas all in play,
And use the soft and lovely snow to wipe
his tears away.
Although he was the brightest bov and
never broke a rule,
I don’t believe we envied him when he was
out of school!
—Puck

Bearable.

The prophets of evil were not the builders
of the Republic, nor in its crises have they
saved or served it.—President McKinley’s
Second Inaugural.
In faith our fathers made our land
The home of freedom and of light;
Heroic faith in God’s right hand
Flung out our flag with glory bright.
In faith their sons have gladly died
To keep our flag, our land, still whole;
In loyal hearts life’s crimson tide
Throbs with the faith of freedom’s soul.
’Twas faith in freedom, faith in God,
That sent our flag, at mercy’s plea,
To save from the oppressor’s rod
The isles that gem the Southern sea.
From sea to sea, and round the world,
Our flag has gone at duty’s call;
Ne’er shall its glorious folds be furled
Till every ancient wrong shall fall.
Let traitors fear! In God we trust!
It is too late to doubt Him now.
He lifts the weakest from the dust,
To shine a gem on Freedom’s brow.
—J. E. C. Sawyer, in Syracuse Post-Standard.

Nobody’s Kitty.

Nobody’s kitty
Nobody’s kitty

was out in the snow,
had nowhere to go.

in

these

days.

one

‘PainKiUer
(VERITY DAVIS’.)

Prom Capt. F. Loye, Police Station No.
6, Montreal'“We frequently use Perby
Bavis’ Pain-Kili.br for pains in the stomach,

rheumatism, stiffness, frost bites, chilblains, cramps, and all afflictions which
befall men in our position. I have no Hesitation in

that Pain-Killer is the

saying
best remedy to have
Used

near

at hand.”

Internally and Externally.

Two Sizes, ‘25c. and 50c. bottles.

Every citizen

liberal

STATE OF MAINE,
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

I am a great friend to public amusements; for they keep people from vice.

—Johnson.

The writings of the wise are the only
riches our posteritv cannot squander.

—W. S. Landor.

I believe thanksgiving a greater mark
of holiness than any other part of a i

prayer.—Norman McLeod.
Understand what it means to trust
God. Be not overcareful of what is to
come.—Stopford A. Brooke.
loving

and you will neveiHvant for
be humble and you will never
want for guiding.—Dinah Muloch Oraik.
Enter into his gates with thanksgiving, and into his courts with praise: be
thankful unto him, and bless his name.

Sir, your levelers wish to level down
far as themselves, but they cannot
bear leveling up to themselves—John-

as

son.

does not make new acquaintances as lie advances through life, he
will soon find himself left alone. A
man, sir, should keep his friendship in
a man

repair.—Johnson.
a high, solemn, almost

constant
It is

awful

thought for every individual man that
his earthly influence, which has had a
commencement, will never through all

Court, in Vacation; )
Belfast, viarch 13,1901.
)
annexed
the
it is ordered by me,
writ,
Upon
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that notice be given to the libelee by publishing an attested copy of the same, or an abstract thereof,
together with this order thereon, three weeks
successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo,
the first publication to be thirty days at least before the next term of said Court, to be liolden at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 3d
Tuesday of April next, that he may then and
there appear in said Court and answer thereto, if
he see fit.
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.

A true copy of the libel with the order of Court
thereon.
3wll
Attest: TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

an

cipleship.—John Cuckson.

The temporary t;hrist was he who
to reveal to us the eternal humanity of God. The eternal Christ is that
human side of God that forever loves,
and seeks to be loved by Ilia children.
—William H. Lyon.

came

J

CALF SKINS,
HIDES and
PELTS.
We offer

advantages of Boston

prices in

a

home market.

Ship to

PORTLAND RENDERING CO.,

4wl2

Of the deaths occurring recently iu the little band of the survivors of the Maine Fifteenth, it is notable that two of the commissioned officers have died very suddenly at
the city hotels—(.'apt. Lester Dwinal of Bangor, in New York, and Lieut. Sam’l I). LeaBoth were
vitt of Kastport, at Boston.
heavy-weights and attractive subjects for
the sudden coming of “the messenger,
death.” Since the re-union last summer
three of thecummissionedofficers have died.
Of seventy-eight holding commission in the
old regiment during its long service in the
war, only thirty-four are now believed to be
among the living.—Bridgton News.

j

in the

April Cosmopolitan

Nobody’s kitty

was

somebody’s pet.

Ha! Ha! my tale is not ended yet.

Somebody’s doggie

barked: “How, wow,
wow!
So I’m to be nobody’s doggie now!”
“Fie! said his mistress; “fie! that is not
true;
I’ve room in my heart for kitty and you.”
—Selected.
The Situation in Aroostook.

When the Accumulation of snow on the
ground start^to go this year it looks as if it
might take French leave. There is but little
substance to the big drifts, and no frost
whatever in the ground. As a consequence
the long-deferrea thaw, which is
likely to
come at no distant date, will
probably waste
the snow -apidly, and the open and
thirsty
soil will absorb it without its finding its
way into the streams to any great extent.
The lumbermen are somewhat apprehensive
of the outlook for driving this season on account of the conditions which prevail.
[Presque Isle North Star.

Croup instantly
Eclectnc Oil.

relieved.
Dr. Thomas’
Perfectly safe. Never fails.
At any drug store.
Fond Parent: “No—she won’t work! She
never would work!! She never will work!!!
There’s only one thing—she’ll ’ave to go out
to service!”—Punch.

Belfast,

Maine.

'

the Profits
\
Under our plan of selling carriages, bug\
gies, and harness, you get the proiits. The job\
her and retailer are cut out. By dealing direct
X with the manufacturer, you pay only the cost of \
Bugsy.
Price, $I!8.30,
with
a
moderate
making
profit added;ana you
with leathei
take vour choice from the biggest stock and
quarter top.
fullest assortment. Our plan of

No.3(m-^S

X^

X^

X^

Selling Carriages Direct
k

insures
isfied.

sal isiaction—your

Our complete

No. 240—

Single Strap

Boggy

Harness.

\\

Price,
$7.95.

money back if 5*ou are dissatcatalogue, showing

illustrated

\.
\

styles of high grade vehicles, harness, robes,
X^ many
blankets and horse equipments, with detailed descripX^ lions of each, mailed free.
X
THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE AND HARNESS CO..
Box 772, Columbus, Ohio.
\

FIELD & QUIMBY,
CHARLES H. FIELD.

GEORGE A.

Insurance
OFFICE IN

BELFAST
MAIN

BUILDING,
STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

Westchester Fire Insurance

Company

QUIITBY

Agents,

NATIONAL BANK

ORIENT

OF NEW YORK.

UP

STAIRS.

IN3RUANCE COMPANY

OF

HARTFORD, CONN.

ASSETS, December 31,1900.

31,1900.

the

Agents'

Interest and rents.
Gross

275,470
10,739

..

rents.
All other assets

50

developed
life-companion who
by working
is in entire harmony. The ideal wife as

man or

woman are
with a

rule has it in her power to make the
ideal husband. What constitutes the
ideal wife is discussed in an extremely
able article by Lavinia Hart in the

April Cosmopolitan.

Unpardonable. Mrs. Ondego (making
call): “I am sorry to hear you are
liaving trouble with your cook.” Mrs.
Upjohn: “Yes, I shall have to let SereI didn’t mind her practising on
na go.
the piano now and then, but she wants
to join our golf club!”—Chicago Tribune.

Unearned premiums...'
All other liabilities.

Surplus

The Margin for Labor. New Clerk—
Em“What are your office hours?”
ployer—“Well, how much time do you
from
thiiik you can spare us
your cigarette smoking?”—Chicago Record.

STATE OF

contained in the
Before me,

are true.
R. F. DUNTON,
Justice of the Peace,

over

all liabilities

664,041

Holyoke

Mutual
OF

Fire

Insurance

..

.....

Total......$ 283,442

Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

!

Ou and after Oct. 8,1900, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland and

at

Boston, will

run as

follows:

FROM RF.r

;

I

FAST

AM

PM

7 15
i Belfast, depart
City Point.t7 20

1 25
30
tl -to
1 52
t2 04
tl

2

...BY THE

OnREOF....

...

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.
FOR RENT.
The rooms on Main street over the store of H.
L. Lord and American Express Co. Can be made
connecting. Will be altered to suit tenent and
all modern conveniences put in.
137

ARNOLD HARRIS.
E. 54 Street, New York, N. V.

K)

2 18
2 40
4 35

P>|

3 30
13 30
|3 55
4 20
t4 38
5 17
5 50
6 25

3 10

7 20

5 35
a 06

1 25
6 57

7 00

9 DO
880

11 00

1 06

AM

AM

P M
A M

8 20
7 16

Burnham, depart. 10 20
8 60
9 08
Unity. 10 66
Thorndike. 11 20
9 18
Knox.til 36 19 27
Brooks. 12 12
9 46
Waldo.112 30 t9 66
City Point. 112 60 110 05
1 05
Belfast, arrive
10 10

4 15
135

4*^50
6
16
6
16
16
8

08
17
26
40
50
00
05

sold

at

6

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE

29

100,000 00
507,829 70

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 891,271 99
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast
12

Bangor

...

60,360 00
43,500 00767.240 61
10.737 25
00947
8.824 66

Admitted assets.$ 891.271 99
LIABILITIES, December 31, 1900.
Net unpaid losses.
.$
35450
Unearned premiums_
281,083 39
All other liabilities.
2,004 49

jw

Residence 12 Church Street.

Co.

ASSETS, December 31,1900.
Real estate
.$
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Uncollected premiums
All other assets**..

j E;

Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
l^’Oflice hoars from 1 to 4, and 7 to 8 p. m. ai

36.

SALEM, MASS.

I Waldo ..t? 30
STATE OF MAINE.
I BrooKS
7 42
I Knox .17 54
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation, i
Thorndike. 8 00
Waldo SS. Belfast, March 13, A. D. 1901. f
Unity. 8 10
Upon the' annexed Writ and Libel, it is ordered Burnham, arrive. 8 35
by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, Bangor.11 40
that notice be given to the Libelee by .publishing
A M
an attested copy of the same, or aft abstract
Waterville. 9 08
thereof, together with this order thereon, three
P M
weeks successively in The Bepublican Journal,
Portland .12 16
a newspaper printed m Belfast, in the County of
». *00
the
first
to
be
at
Waldo,
Boston, I >v I). 4 10
publication
thirty days
least before the next term of said Court, to be |
holden at 1 elfast, within and for said County, on
TO BELFAST.
the third Tuesday of April next, that she may
then and there appear in said Court and answer
AM
if
she
see
fit.
thereto,
E- D.
Boston
Boston, !
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE.
l).
Justice1 Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
Portland. 7 00
Attest:
3wll
TILESTON WADL1N, Clerk, j Waterville. 9 62

E. L. Stevens, M. D.,

57

liabilities and surplus. $2,345,142 97
FIELD A OFIMBY, Agents, Belfast.

MAINE.4

foregoing libel

80

.0,298

:

Total

ss.

Personally appeared the above named Nahum
E. Burgiu ana made oath that the allegations

928.604

Total...$1,181,101 61
Cash capital-." 500,00000

ized to solemnize marriages, and ever since said
marriage lias conducted himself towards said
Sadie V. Burgin as a faithful and affectionate
husband; yet the said Sadie V. Burgin wholly
unmindful of her marriage vows and duty, on the
15th day of August, 1896, at Louisiana, in the State
of Missouri, committed the crime of adultery
with one David Jacobs. Libellant avers that he
has resided in good faith, in Searsport, in said
County of Waldo, continuously since December,
1898. being more than two years.
Libellant
further avers that he has made every effort in
his power to ascertain the residence of said Libellee and cannot ascertain her residence by
reasonable diligence.
Wherefore, Libellant prays he may he divorced
from the bonds of matrimony now existing between him and said Sadie V. Burgin.
Dated this thirteenth day of March. A. I). 1901.
NAHUM E. BURGIN.
Waldo

31,344 73
8,367 75

Admitted assets.$2,345,142 97
LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
Net unpaid losses.$ 222.198 24

assets.§3,005,015 30
liabilities, December 81,1900.

NAHUM

We wni pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date Little
Liver Pill, when the directions are strictly complied with. They are purely Vegetable, and
never tail to give satisfaction.
25c boxes contain
100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c boxes
contain 15 Pills. Beware of substitutions and
imitations.
Sent by mail
Stamps taken*
Nervita Medical Co., Comer Clinton and Jack-

Streets, Chicago, III

Moody,

Net unpaid losses...§ 113,142 24
eral idea of concentration which makes Unearned premiums. 1,290,360 44
All other liabilities.
62,254 26
tor good organization and public econ- i
now
of
the
Total.
a
drawn
§1,485,756 94
|
power
my,
picture
300,000 00
exercised winch will be a surprise to Cash capital.
over all liabilities. 1,219,258 36
Surplus
the great majority who have not given
Total liabilities and surplus.§3,005,015 30
this subject thoughtful attention.
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast.
12
Elsie—“Mamma, there’s a
Query.
funny old man in this Pickwick book
STATE OF MAINE
that’s always telling his son to beware
Mamis
that?”
WALDO SS.
of the widows.
Why
ma—“Well, a widow is supposed to be
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Ju
dicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast
skillful in catching a husband.” Elsie—
within and for the County of Waldo:
“Gracious! I wonder if I’ll have to be
E. BURGIN of Searsport, in the Counmarried.”
a widow before I can get
ty of Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully
libels and gives this Honorable Court to be in—Philadelphia Press.
formed that he was lawfully married to Sadie V.
Burgin. at Grinuell in the State of Iowa, on the
day of June, A. D., 1880, by Rev. W.
It is said that the powers of either twenty-third
a minister of the gospel duly authorJohnson,
live-fold

{500 R WAR

son

under

title, “The World’s Greatest lievolu- ;
business
tiou.”
Familiar with the
j
world and a student of affairs, Mr. j
Walker lias, while approving of the gen-

Nobody’s kitty cried, “Miew, miew, miew!
me, Do, do, do!”

Somebody gathered the wanderer in,
Nobody’s kitty, so cold and so thin,

H.

Real estate
.$
99,060;«
The position which tire Pierpont Mor- Real
estate...$ 225,000 00 Moi tgage Ion ns
173,675 00
gan organization holds with reference 1 Mortgage loans
588,962 50 Stocks and bonds.
1.807,525 92
Stocks and bonds
to the business and political world is
1,782,450 oo Cash in office and bank.
55,513 :i5
and bank..
122,392 56 Agents’ balances
169,6.55 89
discussed by Mr. Jolm Brisben Walker Cash in office
balances.
74 Interest and

Somebody pity

So somebody peeped from a window high,
She saw little kitty and heard her cry.
Somebody pattered down, stair by stair,
With blue, blue eyes and golden hair.

R.

by

You Get

a

Portland, Maine.

The “Maine House” for Maine butchers.
4wli«
Correspondence solicited.
I pluck up the goodlisome herbs of
jsentences by pruning, eat them by readDAY We Pfty a liberal salary or coming, digest them by musing, and lay them rnnn
UUUU TUI mission for selling our Hardy
—TO—
New England Grown Nurup at length in the high seat of memory
AATM 8ery Si,,ck* Experience not
by gathering them together; so that, nnnn
UUUU
1*1
Lit
necessary. Write us for terms
having tasted their sweetness, I may
and territory without delay.
the less perceive the bitterness of life.
H. H. GURNEY & CO., AUBURN, MAINE.

—Queen Elizabeth.

Sale

..

The subscribers, assessors of the city of Belfast, hereby give notice to the inhabitants of said
Belfast, to make and bring in to them true and
perfect lists of their polls and estates, real and
personal, in writing, including money on hand or
at interest, debts due more than they are owing,
and all property held in trust as guardian, executor. administrator or otherwise (except such as
is by law exempt from taxation), which they are
possessed of on the first day of April next, and
be prepared to substantiate the same according
to law. For the purpose of receiving said lists.
and making a record of transfers of real estate,
the undersigned will be in session at the assessors’ I
office during business hours of each day, from the
FIRST TO THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF
APRIL. NEXT (and no longer), and any personal examination of property by the assessors
will not be considered as a waiver for neglect of
any person in bringing in true and perfect lists, as
required by law. Blanks on which to make such
lists may be had at the assessors’ office.
Belfast, March 21,1901.
A. P. M ANSFIELD,) Assessors
A. A. SMALL,
of
3wl2
J. F. SHELDON,
) Belfast.

li

..

Assessors’ Notice.

end.—Carlyle.

Love is its own witness to the soul
that loves; communion is its own attestation to the spirit that lives in fellowship; and we can only enter into
Christianity through the door of dis-

For

assets, December

ages, were he the very meanest of us,

have

|

■

Mental0Worry.

Survivors of the 15th Maine.

Waldo ss.
Supreme Judicial

Bn 1

mott s
NER.VER.INE FILLS
The great remedy for nervous prostration and all diseases of the
generative
organs of either sex. such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or Lost Manhood
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors,
excessive use
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With
every
$5 order we guarantee to cure or refund the money. Sold at $1.00 per bor;
5 boxes for $5.00. DK. MOTT’S ClillJIK lL
CO., Cleveland. Obi«*

AFTER USING.

Ellsworth, 1.
Eden, 1.
Deer Isle, Stoniugton, Isle au Haut and
Sedgwick, 1.
Hluehill, Surry, Hancock, Lamoine and
Trenton, 1.
Mt. Desert, Tremont, Swans Island and
Cranberry Isles, l.
Bucksport, Dedham, Penobscot, Otis,
Mariaville, Amherst and Verona, l.
Castine, Orland, Brooklin, Brooksville,
Long Island and Aurora, 1.
Franklin, Gouldsboro, Sullivan, Sorrento,
Winter Harbor, Eastbrook, Waltham and
No.’s 7, 8, 9,10, 21 and 33, 1.

STATE OF MAINE,
March 8. A. D. 1901.
Personally appeared the above signed Stellla
I Morse, and made oath to the truth of the above
signed libel and all allegations therein contained,
ARTHUR RITCHIE,
j Before me,
Justice of the Peace.

dies, but

I

After weeks of deliberation the Hancock
county delegation has practically decided
upon its legislative apportionment. As now
arranged the classification is as follows:

ss.

m VITALITY

HEILTH

Hancock Co. Apportionment.

1

By necessity, by proclivity, and by
delight we quote.—E. TV. Emerson.

Be

routes during the next twelve
months. Hut while Maine is coming
on fiercely for these rural free delivery
plums the push isn’t anything like that
from some of the big middle States; Illinois has asked for 500 more routes, Ohio
for 567 and Iowa for 516. The scramble
will be lively.
Such a small State as
Rhode Island lias only three applications
and
Vermont has only 16.
pending

To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the third Tuesday of
April, A. D. 1901:
OTELLA MORSE of Searsmont, in said Waldo
O County, respectfully libels and represents that
she was married to Charles E. Morse, then of
| Searsmont, Me., on September 23, A. D. 1891, at
| Bar Harbor, Me., by Edward Clark, Esq., a Jus! tice of the Peace, duly authorized to solemnize
marriages; that your libellant has always been
faithful to her marriage vows and obligations;
that the said Charles E. Morse, wholly regardless
of his marriage duties and obligations, being of
sufficient ability, grossly, wantonly and cruelly
refuses and neglects to provide suitable maintenance for your libellant.
And your libellant further avers: that the said
Charles E. Morse has gross and confirmed habits
of intoxication.
Wherefore your libellant prays that a divorce
from the bonds of matrimony between her and
her said husband may be decreed. The residence
of the libelee is not known to your libellant and
cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Your libellant also prays the court to decree to
her the custody of her minor son, Walter C.
Morse, aged eight years.
STELLA MORSE.
Dated at Liberty, this eighth day of March, A.
D. 1901.

Thought.

Company,

Chiosge, St. Louis, New York, Boston.

livery

STATE OF MAINE.

It matters not how a man
how ho lives.—Johnson.

love;

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m.
Winterport, at 10.00 a. ai., Bucksport, 12.00

Waldo

The N. K. Fairbank

There are 16 applications for rural
free delivery in Maine pending before
the postoffice department and more
coming. The Maine people seem to
have got wind of the appropriation of
$3,500,000 that will be available for free
delivery after July 1st, next, twice the
amount for the current fiscal year.
It
will enable the postoffice department to
establish 4,350 additional rural free de-

M., Mondays and Thursdays.
FREl) W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AtJSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston

owner.

Gems of

that brightens your silver and COt glass will dean the
Kitchen Crockery.
Gold Dust is a dirt destroyer
nothing more. It never harms the article it comes in
contact with. It simply makes it clean. For
greatest
economy buy the large package.

who does not tote the

Rural Free Delivery.

RETURNING:
From
From

s&me

GOLD DUST
Washing Powder

remains of his victims from public sight
within forty-eight hours from the time
the volley was fired, will be fined one
(D) gallon of moonshine.
Any citizen who steps on another’s
toes may be shot, with the privilege of
apologizing thereafter.
If a citizen leaves home half shot and
is found on the street a short time
thereafter full of buckshot, that is his
fault, and his relatives are not allowed
shoot more than seventeen suspects in
their efforts to find the guilty person.

twenty-five

a

Yes, the

10.3.

There was a time when the

schooners in the trade between south of Ilatteras ana east of
Hook
Sandy
they have fine pianos in
their cabins. One of them, the new
six-master George W. Wells, has a grand,
but then she has plenty of beam.
“I do not know how the idea of placing pianos aboard vessels in the coastwise trade originated, but 1 imagine
some skipper who had taken liis family
to sea with him decided to lug along the
pet dog and may he the piano. Anyhow,
there is
nothing strange about the
sound of a piano aboard the schooner
type of craft these days. The big liners
can’t have a monoply, you know.
“I remember passing Winter Quarters
shoal Lightship one calm evening last
August in the company of eleven
schooners, all bound north. It was
just after supper, and the crew had
gathered about the forecastle to smoke
their turning in pipe of tobacco, wh'en
somebody on the nearest schooner to us
began to pound away on an organ that
was in the cabin.
He was mutilating
one of the comic operas, and 1 just
turned to and gave him a piece of my
mind over the keyboard.
That was the
signal for a general row, and in less
time than it takes to tell it seven of the
eleven schooners were battering away
at naturals, sharps and flats.
Those
who hadn’t any pianos came up into
the quiet of the evening with banjos,
harmonicas and concertinas, and it was
the grandest vaudeville performance
that old Neptune ever heard.”
There is nothing surprising about
seeing a piano on board a big coasting
vessel these days if she happens to have

Kentucky.

The following, under the head, “Game
Law of Kentucky,” and printed on
cards, has been issued “by order of the
Game Warden of Kentucky.”
Plain citizens may be shot from January 1 to December 81.
Senators, Governors and members of
Congress may be shot during any political campaign, or within sixty days
thereafter.
Niggers may be shot at any time.
Hunters in search of this game are also
allowed to use a stuffed club or a
butcher knife.
If any man is caught drinking water,
it is a sign he is no gentleman, sah! and
may be executed with whatever weapon
is nearest at hand. Colonels may be
shot with impunity at any time, while a
squirrel gun is recommended for majors
and captains.
No man shall be allowed to kill in excess of six persons per day. In cases of
honor, this number may be increased to

letter about

Steamers leave Belfast for Boston via Camden
cabin of the average coasting schooner and
Rockland at (about) 2.30 r. m., Mondays and
looked as desolate as the rear end of a Thursdays.
For Winterport, via way-landings, Wednesdays
Maine ham. They are now got up with
and
at (about) 8.00 a. m., or upon arsome idea of comfort.
I know at least rival Saturdays
of steamer from Boston.

If

Saved by Faith.

The Whole Story

Wliat struck the visitor as odd was
that au upright piano stood along the
port side of the cabin, says the New
York Sun. He could not suppress a
short whistle of astonishment which
the skipper was quick to notice. A
piano on a 300-ton schooner engaged in
the lumber carrying trade when there
was a big hole in the cabin tablecloth
seemed to the visitor to be peculiar,
still lie stifled his desire to laugh as
his host said with a wave of the hand:
“Sit down and I’ll play you a tune.”
First it was Brahms, then came
Beethoven, Schubert and Schumann.
Then all was still. The master of the
schooner was the first to break the silence as he said:
“After all, I like Brahms best. Schubert seems to-”
The visitor could not contain himself
any longer, and stammered: “I never
knew that sailormen went in for this
sort of thing. Are there many instruments aboard ship?”
“Few pianos like that, I warrant you.
1 picked that one up in the Pacific. It
came out of the wreck of an English
hark that struck near Valparaiso. Got
it for a song from the underwriters.
Better now than when first launched
into the sea of music.”
“But you do not understand me. I
mean is it not strange to find a piano
on board a sailing vessel like this?”
“Not at all, not at all,” replied the
master mariner. “It is all the fashion

Brightest Boy.

At school there always was a boy who stood
above the rest,
From “jography” to “ritlimetic” his record
was the best.
The teacher used to turn to him and murmur with a sigh:
“If all of you’ve forgotten we’ll let Johnny
tell us why.”
And Johnny’d up ami spout it all without a

New Game Law For

H«*lps Make Citium and Hoad Winds

are

now

$6 00 from Belfast and all stations ou Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Geokom
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Bootiiby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1,1900.
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Ur. Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorhes the tumors, allays the
itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief, llr. Wtl
Mams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared
only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing olse. Every box is guaranteed. Sold bv drug
gists, sent
mal!, for 60c. and *1.00 per box

by_

WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland,Ohio
Forsale by R. H. Moody.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Mrs. Williston Grinnell of Camden speut

Sunday in town.
Capt. A. N. Blanchard arrived home last
week for a short visit.
The Givers and Gleaners will meet at 2
o’clock Saturday afternoon.
Dr. H. H. Sellers has moved into the house
of Mrs. John Davis on Main street.
Irene Sullivan left by boat Thursday for
her annual visit to friends in Massachusetts.
See

notice

of

the

schools concerning
teachers.

Superintendent

of

examination

of

the

Quite a delegation of Masons went from
here Tuesday evening to attend the meeting
of King Soloman’s Council at Belfast.
Capt. Cyrus G. Nichols, who has been 1st
officer of steamer Evelyn, has resigned his
position, ann returned home Sunday.
Walter Dickey, an employe of the Belfast
Livery Co., held the lucky number, 34,
which drew the $40 clock here Saturday.
Mrs. E. C. Pike has decided not to open
her dress-making rooms this spring, but
will do work at the home of her patrons.
The funeral of Joel Howe, an aged citizen,
took place from the residence of Jerry W.
Sweetser at the Harbor Monday afternoon.
Friends of Capt. C. C. McClure have received news from New York that he lias
taken the position of first officer of steamer

Evelyn.
Frank E. Curtis has been appointed third
mate of the United States transport Caesar,
which is about to sail with a cargo of coal
for Manila.

ity ami success at school and in your plays
and in whatever you undertake.
1 ours truly,
Elijah Kellogg.
It was a singular coincidence that Capt.
Win. H. Parks, for whom Mr. Kellogg inquires in the letter, died just ten days before
him.
Obititaby. William Kelbert, a naval
veteran of the civil war, died Monday evening, March 25th, aged 62 years. Mr. Kelbert was born in Hamburg, Germany, and
came to this country in 1860. He enlisted in
the U. S. Navy in 1862, serving first in the
Mississippi, afterwards on the Pensacola,
Arizona, Glide and Monogahela. He served as quartermaster in the three last named
ships, and received an honorable discharge
iu 1865 and came to Stockton Springs, where
he lived a short time. He then came to
Searsport, where he has since resided. He
worked for a time at the sailmakers’ trade,
and has since cultivated a small farm. Mr.
Kelbert was much respected by his comrades, neighbors and fellow townsmen, and
since Dewey came into prominence his
former relations with the gallant admiral
It was a matter
are referred to with pride.
of general regret that the government has
not recognized his services by a more liberal
pension, the $6 per month he received being hardly enough to keep him in comfort.
He was, however, exceedingly happy in his
memories of his service, and was always
loud in praise of Lieut. Dewey, and liked
specially to recall the night of March 13,
1863, when in the attempt to take the Mississippi past the strong defenses and shore
batteries at Port Hudson the steamer ran
ashore at the bend of the river, and Capt.
Smith and his gallant command were obliged to set lire to the vessel and abandon her

hot fusilade from the guns of the enemy. Dewey on this occasion was the last to
leave the ship, having set fire to her himself.
He then escaped on a cotton bale. Kelbert,
who was late in leaving the vessel, discoverthere.
ed one of the ship’s small boats still hanging
to the davits and this he cut loose with a
Capt. Clifton Curtis arrived home from
after finding two of the vessel’s
hatchet,
a
San Francisco Sunday. After making
crew hiding in the bottom of the boat. Takthree weeks visit he will return to the
the oars he started to row ashore, the
Pacific and take command of a new five- ing
bullets flying all about him as thick as hail
masted schooner which is being built for
stones; whistling by his ears, clipping his
him.
hair, and chipping out pieces of the boat;
Commander Scribner informs us that there but, strangely enough, without serious inhimself. Pretty soon a ball passed
w ill be a regular meeting of Freeman McGil- jury to
the side of the boat and the water
very Post this, Thursday, evening to make through
to pour in. One of the men in the
arrangements for the observation of Mem- began
orial day, and that other important matters bottom of the boat, thinking it would surely
go to the bottom rolled himself out into the
will come before the post.
water.
The other sailor stuffed his hat
The alarm sounded Wednesday afternoon into the hole made by the bullet and parat 1 o’clock was for the fire in the house of tially stopped the incoming rush of water,
Mis. William Bassick at the Cove, more and Kelbert pulled at the oars for dear life.
The fire de- The boat soon touched land, however, and
than a mile from the village.
partment was promptly on hand with Kelbert and his companion were safe. Mr.
Phineas Pendleton engine No. 2, and did Kelbert was a member of Mariner’s Lodge,
good work, saving the barn and out-build- and took great interest in masonry. He
ings. The engine proved in first-class con- was also an honored member of Freeman
dition, taking water from the bay through McGilvery Post, G. A. E.Alice M. Nichforty feet of suction hose. She raised it ols, wife of Frank II. Tupper of North Berover sixty feet and threw it through seven
wick, died Starch 16th, aged 40 years, 2
hundred feet of hose over any part of the months and 6 days.
She was the oldest
The engine company deserve daughter of the late Capt. Wilson E. Nichbuildings.
great credit for the promptness with which ols and Margaret J. Cyphers of Searsport,
they got the engine on the grounds over the which was her home until she married 18
fearful roads encountered; and the officers
years ago. Since that time Berwick has
of the department deserve mention for the been her
home, w ith the exception of two
admirable manner in which the fire was
years spent in the South. For the past ten
handled. There was no insurance on the
years she has been a great sufferer from
buildings, and the loss is severe on Mrs. that dread disease consumption, and specBassick.
ially so for the last tw'eive months, when
The Concert ok Nations. One of the she was confined to her room and bed.
pleasing features, and we predict the most Through it all she ever maintained a patient
taking part of the “Concert of Nations” to hopeful spirit, thinking only of those who
be given in the Union Hall Thursday even- were soon to be bereft of a mother’s tender
twelve care and solicitude, iiesides her husband,
4th,will be the Flag Drill
K. M. Packard’s Lake Hotel at Willimantie is becoming quite noted, and hundreds
of early visitors to Maine are availing themselves of the opportunity to enjoy the fine
fishing, both brook and lake, that abound
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You can feel perfectly safe in sending

Fine and Expensive
Costumes....

WE ARE

to be cleansed or dyed. Over 22 years in the
business have afforded ample opportunity to
e’re
learn all the ins and outs of dyeing.
thoroughly competent to do anything any firstclass dyer can do and do it well.

CAREFUL

J.W. FERGUSON* C0.f Igts.

DYERS.

BANGOR SiEAM 1>YE HOUSE
Wm. M. Parse,
C. E. Vickery,
J. 6. Lambert,

COUNTY

Agent, Searsport,
Pittsfield,
Stockton

E. S. Baker, succssor to J. H. (Jould,
Springs.

71 Central St

Bangor, Me.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Centre Lincolnville. Mr. B.F.Young,
Jr., is spending a few weeks in Boston—
Belmont. The sociable at Mystic Grange Ralph Warren has returned to his work on
Hall Monday evening, March 18th, was well the City of Bangor... J. S. Mullin and wife
attended... .Any one in want of good seed are visiting friends in Massachusetts....
Miss Edna Lamb returned home last week
barley would do well to call on N. B. Allen-

after a few weeks visit in Massachusetts_
Miss Maude Young is in Camden working.
Mr. Forris Rankin and family of Islesboro have moved into Mrs. I). B. Hunter’s
house.

wood, who has some very choice seed of
the beardless variety....The traveling is
very bad about town—The recent rains
have stopped all operations in the woods.

—

Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Anna C. Harri
man entertained the Ladies’ Circle last Saturday evening— Miss Evelyn Avery visited friends in Brewer last week
Miss
Miriam Grindle was on the sick list last
week. She was attended by I)r. Snow of
Buckspot t and at this writing she is getting

along nicely_Several people around here
have the grip. Hardly one in the place has
escaped this winter.
Mark Rusher
Smitjiton (Freedom).
went to Nashua Saturday, where he will
assist his brother in his business—Martin
Overlook, who has employment in Milford,
N. H., visited his parents for a few days

week, returning Saturday—Hale
Sylvester lost a valuable horse recently
—

The “beautiful snow” is still with us, and
in some places the roads are almost impassable in the middle of the day when the sun
softens the drifts.

They

February.

The funeral services were held
at the residence last Sunday, Rev. E. J.
Hatch officiating_Miss Cora A., daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Poland, was marWinter port. Capt. Minot Lowe left on
ried in Boston March 18th to Isaac Paul of
Monday’s boat for Boston, where he will enter
Mrs. Lowe accom- Searsmont. They have returned to Maine
a hospital for treatment.
and have leased the C. E. Gilman farm near
panied him....Miss Florence Bowden of South
Penobscot visited her brother, Ellery Bow- | South Montville_E. E. II^ll will attend
The third lecture of the April term of court in Belfast as traden, Esq., last week
the popular course was given at the Metho- verse juryman from Montville.G. L.
dist church Tuesday evening by Rev. A. S. Edmunds went to Pittsfield March 23d to
Ladd of Brunswick, and the last by Prof. visit his sister, Mrs. J. V. Jackson_L. F.
Rogers Friday evening at Union Hall. Nash has gone to East Knox to run a blackThis course of lectures has been a popular smith shop—The Carter neighborhood
All have been well attended sewing circle will meet with Mrs. Elijah
one indeed.
Belgard March 27th. Supper will be served
and highly appreciated_Miss Jennie
Grant has returned from a visit of several in the evening—Hartley Brown and Clinton Wing have gone to Millinocket to find
weeks in Bristol, N. H.
—

Palermo. Herbert Bachelder is builda truck wagon for Walter Toby—The
Branch mills Grange lias bought the late W.
H. Worthing store of Isadore Worthing for
the sum of $212.50 and will Jrepair it for a
grange hall.
They recently bought an
organ for the hall_The First Baptist
church is making plans for celebrating its
eentenial May 25th and 20th. It was organized May 23, 1801 ...Fred Norton bought a
yoke of steers last week of John Turner of
Washington for $80—Frank Leavitt and
family of Liberty visited at Fred Spratt’s one
day last week—Alton Greeley, who perished in the rain anil ice storm of March
11th, has a brother in Liberty and a sister in
Freedom. The latter has been totally blind
for years. Further particulars are given on
the 0th page.

Thorndike.
The rain storm of last
different
young ladies in costumes
week made the roads in this vicinity nearly
nations. The following young ladies are
The mailor quite impassable for teams.
practicing daily for this drill: Misses
carrier had to make some trips on foot
•Henrietta Ross, Louise Pike, Helen Pike,
Mrs. Edward Hunt, who has been in BanNina Lord, Sadie Marks, Hattie Erskine, j
gor for several weeks, returned to her home
Edna Black, Florence Colcord, Jessie BlacK,
Saturday. She left her son very comfortaHenrietta Garey, Rebecca Ross, Rena
ble, and thinks he will be able to come home
Black.
this week.Owing to the bad traveling
The children’s chorus is as follows: Sara
| Rev. David Brackett did not
preach at the
Grinnell, Harriet Webber, Louine Nichols, !
Center church last Sunday_0. J. Farwell
Antoinette Webber, Mildred Bowen, Maud \
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
passed Wednesday in Belfast_Mrs. C. B.
Smith, Henrietta Gilkey, Prunell Gilkey,
Luther George is on the sick list.
Cox, who has been very ill for a few days,
Inez
Laura
Carter,
Trundy, j
Shirley Carter,
Miss Martha J. Mathews has gone to is improving-Leslie Bradford and wife
Ruth Trundy, Bernice Park, Elizabeth |
Searsport village, where she has a situation. were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Nichols, Margaret Pendleton, IreneSullivan. j
Arthur Robbins was in Appleton recently Wilson of Waldo March 17th—Mrs. K. J.
The following ladies and gentlemen com- \
Knowlton and daughter Gladys of Waterrelatives.
visiting
the
chorus:
pose
ville are visiting at J. II. Stevens’_Misses
11. 11. Felker has traded one of his span
Jims. J. 1’. Butman, D. S. Beals, B. F. ColLillian Heald and Sadie Call of Troy were
cord, G. P. Carter, F. Flanders, W. E. Grin- with Al. Card of Swanville.
nell, Chas. Nichols, A. J. Nickerson, E. ('.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. IL Higgins March
Mrs. Flttie Brock of West Searsport visited 17th.Frank
Pike, W. M. Parse, N. Roulston, Geo. SarHogan made a business trip
gent, G. F. Smith, C. 0. Sawyer, J. B. Sweet- at Mount Ephraim last Sunday.
to Bangor last week_Mrs. Annie Cole
J.
E.
15.
N.
WebA.
E.
Wood,
Trundy,
ser,
Miss Lettie Nickerson came home from visited Mrs. R. S. Files March 20th.Miss
ber, A. F. Whittier, E. S. Blanchard.
Jlisses Evelyn Ford, Eliza Averill, .lanie Winterport last week, sick with tonsilitis. Carrie Ward of Pittsfield
passed a few days
Evie
HarDowns,
Curtis, Angeline Carver,
Lester Dow, who hurt one of his legs last week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
riet Erskine, Emily Kneeland, Sadie Jlarks,
Sara Jlagoon, Helen Pike, Henrietta Ross, while coasting a few weeks ago, is improv- S. Ward—A. H. Higgins and wife passed
Ethel Rice, Frances Smith, Lizzie Whitcomb,
March 16th in Belfast—J. Dermont Higing.
Ida Whittier, Nina Lord, Clara Sweetser,
Miss Bessie Ilolt of Frankfort was in gins and V. N. Higgins passed Wednesday
Louise B. Field, Edna Nichols, Jlargaret
Butman.
town last week visiting her sister, Mrs. in Belfast—Miss Amy Clark, who has emJlessrs. ,J. L. Cunningham, A. JL Kane,
ployment as a teacher in Massachusetts, has
L. W. Jlerrithew, A. E. Nickerson, R. N. Tilly Ilolt.
been passing a week with her uncle, Roscoe
is
Porter, F. H. Park, E. F. Porter, G. S. SarAnderson
of
his
August
selling
talking
Perley.Ross C. Higgins has been quite
gent, F W. Larrabee, M. D., II. II. Sellers, stock and household
goods. He is going to ill and Dr. Hurd was called. He is now imM. 1)., W. B, Sawyer, C. O. Sawyer, B. 0.
California.
Sawyer, Fred Smith.
proving—A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Jlr. Littlefield and all his committee are
The roads are very bad at present.
Mail William Larrabee Saturday morning_Geo.
hard at work and everything gives promise carrier Ilarriman had to make his
trip on E. Files and J. H. Stevens are very busy
of a very satisfactory concert. They werit foot one
day last week.
in their sap orchards—Arthur Leonard of
After the concert ice cream,
a full house.
Mrs. H. T. Scribner and daughter, Miss Hampden visited his sister, Mrs. Fred Cole,
sale
in
the
banwill
be
on
cake and coffee
Kate, visited the family of Arthur Boyd in last week.
quet hall.
West Prospect last week.
Prospect. Last Saturday evening Chas.
A Letter from Rev. Elijah Kellogg.
Janies and George Stanmore, two Holy
reminds
Rev.
of
The death
Elijah Kellogg
WEST SEABSPORT HEWS.
Ghost and Us preachers from Shiloh,stopped
us that many years ago a young friend of
at our place all night and held a meeting
Mr. Fred Small is on the sick list.
his, then 14 years of age, who had become
Sunday at the Roberts schoolhouse in conMiss
Della
Howard
is
on
the
sick
list.
deeply interested in “Charlie Bell” and
nection with the regular appointment. The
Jlr. Kellogg’s
The Annis Bro’s have finished getting Sanford
• ‘The Elm Island Series” of
paper reports that 70 are sent out
books, wrote to him in relation thereto, and their ice.
in Maine, climbing over snow drifts and
obtained
we
have
permisupon application
N. G. Nickerson w-as in Brooks last Sun- pushing through every county preaching
sion to copy his reply which is as follows:
the word as it reads. There is nothing fanatday, visiting his son Robert.
North Harpswell, JIaine,
ical or unreasonalbe in their talk and they
Feb. 19, 1891.
Mr. S. K. Richards, who resides just over seem
very much in earnest. The two men
My Young Friend: I am glad you like my the line in East
Belfast, is getting the lum- above mentioned are Englishmen and have
books and hope tliej will have the same intiuence on you that they have on many ber out to build a barn.
not been long in this country. One of them,
other boys; that is, that it will stimulate
Mr. Stanmore, has been on the circuit in
Miss
Vinna
to
Nickerson
in
of
mould
was
most
Belfast
the
last
make
to
vou
yourself;
as far north as any work
your character on a good foundation, which week visiting friends, and while there at- Northern Canada
God.
Don’t
let
of
any tended the
is modesty and fear
is called for.
From enquiries I should
hospital fair.
if
in
of
ahead
good
you
anything
you
boy go
judge that more than fifty per cent, of the
In regard to Ragged Island
can help it.
We are sorry to learn that W. H. Nickerpeople turned them away as pedlars or
and Elm Island neither of them are the son
has leased his farm, and is to move. He
Elm Island of my story. There have been
tramps on their travels. Still, their work is
many conjectures, but no one knows where has several offers, but does not know yet free and in a rural town where there is no
is.
Lion
of
Ben,
the original
my story
what one he will accept.
preaching, if it was better understood, they
Uncle Isaac and all the others are real charwould be very acceptable.
It seems by the
acters. The round things they found in the
Indian graves was wampum. It passed
Clark’s Corner (Prospect.) Mr. Henry Sanford paper that hundred-fold men are
among the Indians for money, just as cents
Thirty and sixty-fold men must
It was made Stephens and wife of Searsport have moved wented.
or ttve-cent pieces do with us.
of the thick part of clam or quohog shells, in with Mr. William Sparrow—Mr. George go elsewhere. The two men here are finely
about as large as teu cent pieces, had a hole Overlook and mother and Miss Linda Lar- made up physically, and gifted above the
through the middle of it and was strung on rabee visited at the Corner March 15th_ average as exhorters. In this
very hard
deer sinews. I once taught school in your
place when it was known as Prospect. I Mrs. Sewall Butterfield has begun a course travelling they walked in a day from Henry
which
I
the
called
Harbor,
was
of spiritual remedies by Prof. Will Jelli- Dawson’s in Monroe to our place; besides
kept at what
suppose is near Searsport. Then they were son. She is in very poor health—Miss they got on the wrong road and had to
all Pendletons, Colcords, Nichols and Parks.
Alice Larrabee has gone to Dexter to visit tramp through one mile of snow without
I wish you would find out if Capt. Wm.
Henry Park or Henry McGrath are living her sister—Mrs. Betsy Bassick is improv- any road. The story about Beulah Home
1
wish
to
them.
you ing
and remember me
slowly. She has been very sick....Mrs. and Shiloh, and what has been done without
would write me and tell me if any of the
Amanda Nickerson is down with the grip. a cent to start with in erecting a costly
family of Phineas Griffin, and who of them,
Mr. Gabriel Brown is able to be out.
He has been dead for years.
are living.
building, seems more like a dream than reHis wife was a Pendleton, and I think her O. B. Gray and family are all sick.Mr. ality.Miss Ella Moore of Frankfort is
on
to
father lived close to the bar that goes
Samuel Reed passed away March 18th after visiting her sister, Mrs. Freeman Partridge.
Brigadier’s Island. If Capt. W. H. Park is
James Harriman drives through here
living he can post you, for Griffin used to a long and painful sickness, aged about 95
that
there
sail with him. I flatter myself
with groceries for sale and his wife is giving
years.
that
in
Searsport
some
living
are still
people
lessons on the organ to Miss Inez Staples,
will never forget me. I would like to know
Miss Vinie Berry and Miss Hattie Larraif any of Capt. Augustus Lamphere’s famiI
bee.Arthur Moore will move from Monly are living, or any of the Cliffords.
know a hoy in Providence who took the deroe as soon as the roads are suitable.... Our
scription in “Charlie Bell,” and built a boat
free delivery is said to be coming, hut we
He was only fourteen, in hi*
14 feet long.
never had faith in it yet.
fifteenth year. Now I wish you all prosper_
two daughters, aged 15 and 13 years, and a
little boy of 6 years, she leaves a brother,
Capt. Chas. M. Nichols, the last of a family
of eight children, and a stepmother, Mrs.
Hattie A. Nichols, who has been with her
the past three years and most tenderly cared
for her through her last sickness. The family and friends have the sympathy of the
community in their affliction.

—

....

—

\/0U have to
*

it

and drink.

eat

pleasure. Many persons
drink tea merely from habit. They miss
all the pleasure because they haven’t

Rockport.

cultivated

Seahsmont. News has been received of
the death at the Maine General Hospital,
Portland, of Mrs. Julia Farrar Laughton,
aged 70 years and 6 months. Mrs. Laughton
was a native of this place, and the bodywill be brought here for interment in Oak
Grove Cemetery. She leaves one son, Mr.
Winfred Laughton of Waterville... Mrs.
Della Woodcock and daughter and Miss
Edith M. Farrar spent last week with
friends in Belfast.At the town meeting
held March 25th, C. Q. Brown was chosen
selectman in place of L. C. Poor, deceased>
making the town officers stand as follows:
Moderator, A. G. Caswell; Town Clerk,
A. L. Maddocks; Selectmen, Assessors
and Overseers of the poor, A. G. Caswell, J. F. Paine, C. Q. Brown; Town
Agent, A. G. Caswell; Town Treasurer, 0.
D. Wilson; Collector of Taxes, S. S. Bean;
School Committee for 3years, A. N. Jewett;
Truant Officer, S. S. Bean; Road Commissioners, C. II. Burgess, J. G. Packard, G.
The school committee have
N. Cooper.
elected C. S. Adams superintendent of
schools_L. S. Marriner has been drawn
as juryman for the April term of court. G.

employment.

been ill with the grip—Alex. Staples, Capt.
Mrs. L. M. Partridge and Miss Leora
Partridge have all been suffering from severe colds, but are now improving.Mrs.
Frank .iackson and daughter Irma were in
town last week.Mr. and Mrs. Win.
Staples returned last Friday from Belfast,
where they spent the winter with their
daughter, Mrs. F. II. Jackson. We are
glad to see our old neighbors again in our
and

midst_Elmer Thompson came home from
Camden Saturday, returning Tuesday—
Elman Dickey drove through from Newport, Maine, Saturday, where he has been
spending the past week.Elman Dickey,
Jr., has gone to Worcester, Mass., where he
has a position as telegraph operator. His
wife and children arrived here Monday
from Newport, Maine, for a visit with his
parents before joining him in Worcester.
.A special town meeting w as called on
Monday to act on the several articles relating to payment of the town indebtedness
and work on highways. The severe storms
of the past winter have necessitated the expense of about $700 for cleari ng the roads.
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Sch. Viola Reppard, at Boston from BrunsBELFAST PRICE CC Kith VI
wick, reports that when off Barnegat, the
[Corrected Weekly for Tit**,
18th inst. during an easterly wind, the jibboom guys parted and the jibboom was
Produce Market.
Prices /’-/,• / /
carried away, together with sails and rig- Apples p
60 to 75 Hay p
bu.,
ging attached. The Reppard made temdried, p tb, 6@0 Hides p It.
2.26 Laml. p ,1
Beans, pea,
porary repairs at Vineyard Haven.
2.25i Lamb Skn
medium,
Rockland, March 23. The three-masted
Yel’ eyes,
Butter
tb,
Beef $> tb.

schooner Metinic was launched from I. L.
Snow & Co’s yard at 12.10 o’clock this afternoon.
The weather was line and a large
number of spectators were present. The
Metinic is a well made, thoroughly modern
vessel, 112.1 feet long; 81 feet breadth of
beam and 9.8 feet depth of hold. Her gross
tonnage is 261, net 172.
St. Thomas, March 6. Sch. Maggie G.
Hart, Webb, from Charleston for New York,
which put in here March 2 with loss of sails
and rudder damaged, is discharging her
deckload of lumber.
New York, March 20. After a voyage of
sixty-six days from Havana, the American
bark Matanzas, Captain Winter,arrived here
yesterday in ballast. She had beaten her
way to within 120 miles of Sandy Hook on
February 13th, when a northwest hurricane
struck her. To save the bark from foundering Captain Winter let her run before the
storm, and put into Nassau on March 2 for

Beef, corned, p ft. 8® 10 Lime p Me
Butter Salt, 14 lb, 18to20 Oat Meal fa
Corn p bu.,
56 Onions pit..
Cracked Corn p bu., 66 < )il. Kel osrii
Corn Meal p bu..
56 Pollock p ft.
Cheese P tb,
15tol8 Pork p It.
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.60 Plaster p
Codfish, dry, p lb. 568 Rye Meal P tt
Cranberries p1 qt., 10tol4 Shorts p
Clover Seed,
10;614 Suj;ar f> It
Flour fc> bbl.,
4.75to5.25 Salt. T. I t
G.H.Seed Fbu.,
2.35:Sweet I- !
Lard p tb.
10 Wheat Mi1
1
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WORN.
Bowden. In Brooksville, Fernand Mrs. Everett J. Bowden.
Mabel.
Bahiuh h. In Deer Isle, Mai 1
Mrs. Kimball li. Barbour, a dm.-!
Condon. In South Prook-vh
to Mr. and Mrs. .James S. Condor,
Valentine.
Henderson. In Camden, m
Mrs ,J. H. Henderson, a son.
Robbins. In Stonington, M.c
Mrs. Timothy L. Bobbin-, a dai
Snow. In Blueliill, March 14
Frank Snow, a son.
Wkscott. In 1’enoh-eot, Id
and Mrs. Harold I>. Wescott, a

j

!

v

MAKXi KI).
K.vnwi.ru.N (’arrow. In fa
by Rev. A A. Smith. ( lan*iu-. M.
Miss Gertrude (’arrow, both-a 1
I > IKI

>.

Barnes. In Wakefield, Mas-. M
(Curtis), widow of H«»rae.- In
Camden. Burial at Mountain <
Carter. In Belfast, Man
Carter, aged 76 years and lie1
Crabtree. In Lynn, viasM.
wife of Jesse M. »
73 years, li monthM»*..
remains were interred at "e-i !.
Dunham. In Rockland, Ma>
Frances Dunham of Deer 1-.months and 28 days.
M
Eaton. In Little Deer I-iElizabeth Eaton, aged 74 yearGki.ndell. In Ellsworth. M
infant daughter of Mr. and Mr-. !

(Fisk),
aged

aged

days.
In Blueliill, Man-:
Grindle, aged 1 year. 4 months a
Hayes. In Belfast, March j... \
ter of (’apt. J. 0. and Flora Hr
16

Grindi.e.

and 4 months.
Hitchcock.

In Boston, Man
Hitchcock, aged 67 years.
Kelrert. In Searsport m
Kelbert, aged 62 years, *; mouthKennedy. In Greenville, K.
James Kennedy, formerly of Ih>

M
>

years.
McAllister. In Rockland, M
Prince (Coombs), wife of John M
tivc of South Thomaston, aged 74 >
and 27 days.
Neal. In Belfast, March 24. P
doaged 59 years, 11 months and
Rhoades.
In HaUowc.ll. Ma

(Calderwood) Rhoades, formerly

40 years and 3 months.
Sheldon. In Belfast, March
don, aged 72 years and 2 monthStoddard. In Belfast, March
dard, aged 85 years.
Wooster. In North Have,..
Wooster, aged about 84 years.
Youno. In Liberty, March
a native of Rockland, aged 91 y■

Sewing
riachines
Elegant

v

sprvs
PR i a

“Norwood” Drop

Head,
$21

“Paragon” St) le No. 2,
Also

a

line of the womh

“Standard” Lock and Chain
...MACHINES,
tty SEE ME AT ONCE.
*

GEO. T. READ,',®,

j

§ood

2.50
I8to20
6(0.9
40>o.4T»

Mutton p n
Oats p le;
Potato*
i'
Round in
Barley ^ bu.,
Cheese p tb,
;
12£ Straw
p i•
Chicken p ft,
I0tol2 Turk, } t> •>..
Calf Skins,
50&75 Tallow p »
Duck p 1b,
14(615 Veal p Ik
13 Wool, inEggs p doz.,'
Fowl p tb,
8615 Wood, bar
Geese p 1b,
13.614 Wood, soft
Pet ait Price.
Pet nil M<

Frank Thompson has
North Troy.
been suffering from an attack of grip the
The next meeting of the North
past week
Troy Reading Club will be held at the
repairs.
home of Mrs. Lucy Carleton, April 5th_
Bath, Me., March 20. The large steel towMiss Angie Garcelon started last Thursday
boat Cuba, built for the Staples Coal Co. of
for .Massachusetts, and will visit friends in
Taunton, Mass., was successfully launched
.Miss Clara Mixer went to Sandypoint, from the Bath Iron Works
yesterday afterConcord and other places for a few weeks.
to remain for a time with her noon. The Cuba is one of the largest and
-Mrs. Ilannah Woods, who has been vis- Tuesday,
best equipped seagoing towboats ever built
Clara
Mrs.
Charles
Heath
—Mrs.
aunt,
in this
She will tow coal barges
iting friends and relatives in Pittsfield for
Sliute left by boat, Monday, to join her hus- betweencountry.
several weeks, returned Saturday ...Chas.
Philadelphia and Cuban ports.
A
Elden Sliute, in Boston
Isle an Ilaut. On February 7, 1901, a secband,
Capt.
W. Smith, who has been very sick for sevof tne Mill bridge was carried away ond-class nun buoy, red, No. 2, was moored
eral weeks, is now convalescent. Dr. Whit- portion
in 42 feet of water off the southern side of
night, making it impassable for Eastern Ear
Monday
The manLedge, on the bearings: Eastney of Unity has attended him
could cross. ern Ear Island, N. by W. Eastern Head,
though
horses,
foot-passengers
ufacture of maple syrup is carried on to
W. Spindle on Roaring
The heavy rain and high wind of the recent south point, NW.
quite an extent by some of the farmers in
Bull Ledge, W. 1. S. (L. II. B., February
“line storm" are probably responsible for
1901.
this vicinity. F. A. Ifillman and J. L. llag—Charts
affected
10,
; 309 and 104; V. S.
this trouble—Capt. Ralph Morse, who has Coast Pilot, Atlantic Coast, Ports I-ILpp.
ley are among the number—Mrs. Robert
been spending the winter at home, left to- 23,86.)
Knowles, who has been sick for some time,
New York, March 21. The North German
to join his vessel, sell. R. F.
is reported as improving—Misses Stella day, Thursday,
Lloyd steamer Lahn, ( 'apt. Pohle, which arin Philadelphia, where she re- rived this
Pettigrew,
morning, from Bremen and Southand Lora Harding, Iva Rollins and Mamie
cently arrived after a very quick passage
was in collision with the four-mastStevens were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. from Pensacola—Dr. J. A. Peirce and son ampton,
ed sch. Henry W. Cramp of Taunton, Mass.,
George A. AVoods Saturday and Sunday. James, Jr., have secured board with Mr. at 2 o’clock this morning, about nine miles
and Mrs. Noah Twiss, where his patrons east of
Sandy Hook Lightship, the weather
The Bible class was pleased to welcome
will find him after to-day. Thursday... Mrs.
thick and raining at the time. The
them in company with Mrs. AAToods Sunday J. F. Hicliborn is suffering from an attack being
vessel was lying at anchor, and her bowsprit
morning, at the home of Rev. A. P. Hatch, of the grip, but is improving slowly—The struck the steamer on the starboard side
Current Events Club was appointed to meet forward of the
where the meetings are held this winter.
bridge, carrying away three
with Airs. C. S. Rendell on April 3rd. Airs. davits,
smashing bridge stanchions and
Linoolnvili.e. Hopeful Workers Circle, R. is at present, however, ill with the grip, ! broke tail of hurricane deck aft of the
a
of place may be necessary : in
bridge. The steamer quickly cleared the 1
Order of King’s Daughters and Sons, met and change
which event club members will be notified.
sch. and laid by for nearly two hours. The \
last Saturday evening and installed the folsch. showed no signals and apparently suf- i
Hannah
officers:
Miss
low ing
fered no other damage than the loss of her
Adams,
SHIP NEWS.
jibboom. The steamer then proceeded and I
Leader; Miss Olive Marriner, ATice Leader;
her pilot off the lightship, where she
picked
Mrs. Lizzie Duncan, Sec’y; Leon E. French,
AMERICAN PORTS.
anchored till daylight. The steam pilot boat
Treasurer. The next meeting will be at the
afterward
towed the sch. into port.
New York, March 21. Ar, sch. Henry W.
home of Miss Adams. The word is to be
Rockland, Me., March 21. The new steamCramp, Baltimore for Boston; 22, ar, sch.
Peace, and each member chooses his own Maud Snare, Baracoa; eld, sch. Georgia er Mineolo, built for the Rockland-Portland
topic_There is to be a sociable at the 0. Gilkey, St. Pierre, Mart.; 24, ar, sell. George line, to be run in connection with steamer
E. S. Hall next Wednesday evening—The V. Jordan, Colastine and Rio Janeiro; 25, Merryconeag, was launched at l’ort Clyde
marine railway at 11 this forenoon. The
ar, sch. A. W. Ellis, Ryder, Perth Amboy
Good Will Circle w'ill hold a sociable at for a Sound
port; cld, sch. Sadie Willcutt, event, which was successful in every detail,
Freeman’s Hall Saturday evening.Mrs. Pendleton, Jacksonville; 2(1, ar, sch. Gen. was witnessed by a large number of people
from surrounding towns. The craft measMary Coombs and Miss Lucy Freeman spent Adelbert Ames, Jacksonville.
Boston, Jan. 19. Ar, sch. Laura T. Ches- ures 123 feet over all, 24 feet beam and s
Mrs. Isadore DrinkSunday at the Trap
ter, Rockport, Me.; cld, sch. Lizzie B. Willey, feet in depth. The frame is of oak, and the
water was in Belfast last week
Capt. Rivers, Brunswick ; 22, ar, schs. Herbert E., deck beams of hard pine. The house, cabin
Felix Wade left Monday for New York. Shute, Little Bay, Jam., via Vineyard and saloon arrangements are similar to
Haven ; Geo. W. Wells, Crowley, Norfolk ; those of the Merryconeag, and afford ample
Miss Alta Heal, who has been at William
sld, sell. Mabel E. Gross, Stonington; 23, ar, space as well as convenience. The craft
to
Howe’s the past few months, returned
sch Viola Reppard, Barter, Brunswick; 24, was built by the Port Clyde marine comher home in Northport last Saturday. Miss ar, sch. Rebecca Palmer (new) Rockland;
pany, under the supervision of William A.
March 20.
Cld, sch. Lyman Moody. The machinery will be installed at
Mary Kendall takes her place—Mrs. D. M. M.Philadelphia,
Law, Blake, Havana; 21, cld, sch Ger- Portland, whither the craft will proceed in
Dean returned home Saturday.Mrs. trude L. Trundy, Hodge, Sagua la Grande; a few days. The engine will be of the com-,1
Phebe Heal, who has been in Camden the 24, ar, schs. R. F. Pettigrew, Pensacola; pound type, 400 horse power and will afford
Port Spain; Calumet, a speed of 10 knots. The boiler will be 11
Pendleton
past week, returned Saturday....A cap Barbados. Sisters,
feet in diameter, and 13 feet long, the steam
at
I.
was
held
the
0.
G.
T.
hall
sociable
Baltimore, March 21. Sld, sch. Wm. C. pressure being 150 pounds. Tee boat will
be
piped throughout with copper and brass,
Monday evening. A good program was Carnegie, Portland; 25, ar, sch. W. H. Oler,
ami will have a patent steam windlass. The
given, after which ice cream was sold. The Sargentville.
N. J., March 21. Sld, bark Alice Mineola is built for Capt. I. K. Archibald of
Carteret,
this city, who is widely known along the
guess cake weighed 4 pounds, 14 ounces, and Reed, Boston.
was drawn by Alice Howe, Sidney PendlePensacola, Fla., March 20. Ar, sch. Marie coast.
ton and Sumner Bullock. The usual games Palmer, Baltimore.
Boston, March22. The barkentine Mabel
Brunswick,Ga., March 21. Ar, scli.Gladys, I. Meyers, Capt. Meyers, from East Harbor,
were played_Miss Inez Dean is at Charles
Colson, Galveston; 22, sld, schs. Wesley Jl. Turks Island, with a cargo of 27,889 bushels
Stephens'.
Oler, Harriman, Philadelphia; Wellneet, of salt, was towed up the harbor yesterday
Colon ; Pendleton Brothers, New York.
morning by the tug N. P. Doane and anchor! Swanvilpe. Town officers for the ensuGeorgetown, S. C., March 21. Sld, sch. ed between the ferries. The Meyers is one
of the vessels which was blown off the coast
ing year were elected March 11th, as follows: Puritan, Sargent, New York.
Fernandina, March 22. Ar, sch. Levi S. during the February gales, and her experiClerk, A. T. Nickerson; selectmen, C. R.
Andrews, Boston.
ence was a most trying one. On .Ian, 6th
Nickerson, H. O. Batchelder, G. L. Peavey;
Providence, R. I., March 22. Sld, sch. R. she sailed from Turks Island, and had orditreasurer, H. M. Chase; collector, A. L. Bowers, Brunswick.
nary weather until reaching the coast.
March 20. Ar, sch. A. B. Seven weeks ago she was within a few miles
Jacksonville,
of
A.
T.
Nickschools,
Walker; supervisor
schs. F. C. of Cape Cod when she encountered a succesSherman,
22,
cld,
Philadelphia;
erson ; school committee, A. L. Walker, H.
Pendleton, Ferguson, New York; Etta A. sion of northwesterly gales, which drove
0. Nickerson, F. O. Holmes; truant officer, Stimpson, Hogan, Boston.
her far to the eastward. She was buffeted
Pascagoula, Miss., March 23. Cld, schs. by wind and wave until Feb. 16th, when she
J. W. Nickerson.Mr. Joshua Nickerson,
Estelle,
Hutchinson,
was
Boston; Norombega,
picked up by a tug off Bermuda and
one of
our oldest inhabitants, died Feb.
Armstrong, Matanzas.
towed to St. George harbor. Her crew had
28th, after a brief illness, aged 81 years and
Portsmouth, N. 1L, March 24. Ar, sch. suffered terribly from exposure while north
W. H. Mangam, Boston for Belfast,
of the Gulf Stream, and many of the sailors
; 11 months. He was a man much respected
llyannis, Mass., March 25. Sld, sch. Wm. were frostbitten. Several of her sails were
! for his strict integrity and straight-forward
York.
New
Slater,
blown away or torn to ribbons, and she was
j dealings with his fellowmen. The funeral
in a crippled condition when she reached
FOREIGN PORTS.
Bermuda. Extra men were sent for from
| services were conducted at the house March
Honolulu, March 8. Sill, ship Emily F. here to man the
vessel, and she resumed her
2nd, by Rev. H. W. Norton of Searsport. Whitnej, San Francisco.
March 11. Through all the trying
voyage
Mr. Nickerson leaves two daughters, Mrs.
Assime, W. C. A., March (>. Sid. previousthe
vessel remained perfectly
experience
Arthur Boyd of Prospect and Miss Nancy ly, brig Harry Smith, Costa, Barbados.
St. Helena, Feb. 1(1. Sid, ship State of tight and her cargo is said to be uninjured.
was obliged to pay $1,000 for
Nickerson of this place, who have the symCapt.
Meyers
Maine, Hong Kong for New York.
the services of the tug which towed his vesBarbados, March 13. Ar, bark Ethel, Port sel into Bermudas!
pathy of their neighbors and friends in
their hour of trouble_Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Natal.
Bark Annie Lewis,
Boston, March 19.
London, March 24. Sid, ship Cora, HaliGreeley entertained a large company of fax,
N. S.
Capt. Park, reached port yesterday morning j
friends at their home Saturday evening,
Fremantle. Ar, prior to March 24, bk after one of the longest voyages on record j
March (ith, in a very agreeable manner. Ice Penobscot, McCaulder, N. Y. (passage fid from Rosario. She left the South American
port 128 days ago with a valuable cargo of :
cream, cake and home made confections days).
Bermuda, March 25. Sid, sch. Jose Olav- hides consigned to N. \V. Rice & Co. of this
were served, and a fine graphaphone added
city. She encountered fearful weather after
erri, Charleston for New York.
much to the pleasure of the guests.The
Newcastle, N. S. W., Feb. 18. Sid, ship passing Cape Hatteras, and twice she was
driven off the coast from a point off Chatham
Abner Coburn, Honolulu.
family of Emery Cunningham, Z. D. HartsCastellamare, March 18. Ar, bark Ciampa and within a comparatively short distance
horn, Foster Small, Mrs. Edwin Small, Miss Emilia, Bangor; 19, ar, bark Leonardo, Ban- of her destination. She lost roylly. rd and
foretopsail, and had several either sails
Augusta Nickerson, Mr. W. E. Damm, H. gor.
blown to ribbons. Iler supply of food gave
0. Cunningham and Mrs. R. G. Royal have
MARINE MISCELLANY.
out, and after the live chickens had been
been sick with the grip, but are all betSpoken. March 14, in Mona passage, sch. killed and eaten, the crew were reduced to
a quantity of corn which was originally inter now—Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson has re- Senator Sullivan, bound North.
The Maine built ships Cyrus Wakefield, tended for the chickens. This was
ground
turned from her visit in Hampden.Mrs. and St.
Mark, have been bought by the U. S. up in the coffee mill and made into porridge,
W. E, Hamm and son McKinley are visit- government and will be used for coal hulks and for two
before, the bark reached
days
Bremuda this was the principal diet of those
ing Mrs. D.’s sister, Mrs. S. D. Greeley in at Manila.
Ship John McDonald, Capt. Watts, from on board. Feb. 21st the Lewis was towed
Hampden.We are sorry to learn of the Baltimore,
is 185 days out, and underwriters into Bermuda, and was obliged to
pay $2,000
illness of Mrs. Horace Marden at Howard, have marked her overdue. The J. McD. for the
services of a tug. The price at first
R. I—Miss Nancy Nickerson is visiting registers 2128 tons, was built at Bath in demanded was $3,000, but a settlement was
effected for $2,000. Capt. Park was accomher sister, Mrs. Arthur Boyd of Prospect. 1883 and hails from New York.
Baltimore, Md., March 23. Capt. Myrick panied by his wife, and she left the vessel
.Miss Jujia Chase and Miss Ellen Cun- of bark Good News, from Rio
Janeiro, re- at Bermuda and returned home by steamer.
ningham have returned to Castine.R. R. ports while in Rio harbor was in collision The story of the bark’s eventful voyage was
Doris. The Good News lost jib- told upon her arrival here. Since
leaving
Spinney and son Warren visited Mrs. R. G. with bark
boom Bermuda March 9th the bark has had fairly
boom, and the Doris had
Royal last week.Mrs. Rebecca Tripp is carried away. The Dorisspanker
arrived here
weather. Her cargo consists of 38,500
March 18th.
quite sick.
ry ox and cow hides.
—
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a
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Sandypoint. Mrs. Meralda Black leaves
for Boston on business.Miss
Jessie Morrison from Searsport is visiting
relatives here....P. F. Watts left last week
for Bluehill, where he has work....Two
flocks of wild geese and several robins
were seen here the first of the week—The
young ladies gave a dance at the Ball last
Wednesday evening. Ice cream was served,
and a fine time reported.Messrs. George
and Charles Heath have several vessels to
repair at the beach—Sch. Pearl is loading
kiln wood at F. S. Harriman’s wharf for

Monday

Camden. At the annual town meeting, March 25th, the question of street
lighting and water supply took up most
of the time. It was voted not to contract
with the Camden & Rockland Water Co.,
this year, and a committee of nine was
appointed to take such steps for water
supply as they deem necessary. It was
also voted not to contract for street lighting with the Knox Gas and Electric Co.,
and a committee was appointed to investiN. Cooper is the grand juror.
gate the matter and report at an adjourned
Stockton Springs. We are glad to see
meeting, April 23. It was voted to build a
new school house, and a committee to make
F. H. West again able to be upon the street,
Mrs. Henry
after a five weeks’ illness
necessary arrangements was appointed.
Centre Montville. The ten month’s Moulton came home last Saturday from
old boy of Mr. and Mrs. Will Thomas died Sandypoint, where she has been caring for
March 22d.
lost another little son in her daughter, Mrs. Fred Black, who has

—
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Notice of Foreelo*
Whereas, Thomas J. Brown
County of Waldo and State of M
gage deed, dated the 2<>th da\
T>. 1891, and recorded in the >'.
try of Deeds, Book 235, page n n
the undersigned, a certain j*ar*
situated in said Belfast, and hoium
Bounded on the north hy land "i
<

<

the east by land of S. V I'lnli
then of the late Harrison Hayh
by land of .John M. Simmons; and
land of said Smith. Said real '-sialas the Eunice P. brown farm on i'i* !
Augusta stage road. Reservuu a*
from said conveyance the plot <•'
And
farm used fora burial place.
condition of said mortgage has i»
therefore, by reason of the hi a i.
dition thereof T hereby claim a
said mortgage.
Dated at said Belfast, this 23d <ia\
D. 1901.
3wl3
JOHN M M'1
on

$100.00 RENT.
House with 8

rooms

prompt paying tenant.

and

stable

W.vi. C. M.\ Ks 11

Belfast.

WANTED!
competent girt in a family oi Ingood cook need apply.
MRS. LEIGHTON, 7 Church
Belfast,March 14.—lltf
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